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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Thiss thesis contains work on reinforced random walks, the reconstruction of random 
sceneriess observed along a random walk path, and the length of a longest increasing 
subsequencee in a random permutation. In this introduction, I will survey some of the work 
inn the area and describe my results. Furthermore I will explain how all three subjects fit 
intoo the framework of random walks in stochastic surroundings. Section 1 is dedicated to 
reinforcedd random walks. Section 2 describes scenery reconstruction problems. Section 
33 deals with random permutations and explains the connection with up-right paths in a 
Poissoniann field. 

11 Reinforced random walks 

1.11 A short history 

Differentt surveys on random processes with reinforcement have been written by Pemantle 
[47],, Davis [7], and Benaïm [4]. My emphasis here is on work which has connections with 
myy own results. 

Randomm walks wit h edge reinforcement 

Reinforcedd random walks were invented by Coppersmith and Diaconis in 1987 (see [11]). 
Theyy introduced edge-reinforced random walk, a nearest-neighbor random walk on a lo-
callyy finite graph, as follows: All edges are given strictly positive numbers as weights. In 
eachh step, the random walker jumps to a nearest-neighbor vertex traversing an edge e 
incidentt to her current location with probability proportional to the weight of e. Each 
timee an edge is traversed, its weight is increased by 1. The process remembers where it 
hass been before and prefers edges which have been traversed often in the past. Edge-
reinforcedd random walk can be considered as a simple model for a person exploring a 
neww city. First she traverses randomly the streets around her hotel. As a street becomes 
familiarr to her, she has a higher preference to traverse the street again in the future. 

Inn a special case, edge-reinforced random walk is well-known. Consider the graph 
whichh consists of two vertices w, v and two parallel edges e, ƒ connecting them. The 
sequencee of edges traversed by edge-reinforced random walk on this graph is a Polya urn 
process.. Recall that in a Polya urn process balls are drawn from an urn containing balls 
withh label e and ƒ; after each drawing the ball is returned with an additional ball with the 
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4 4 ChapterChapter 1. Introduction 

samee label. The process was introduced by Eggenberger and Polya [14] in 1923. We will 
seee below that some well-known properties for the Polya urn process can be generalized 
forr edge-reinforced random walk on a general finite graph. 

Coppersmithh and Diaconis (see [11]) were interested in the asymptotic behavior of the 
locall  time for a finite graph. Generalizations of their model were introduced by Davis 
[6],, among others reinforced random walks oj sequence type. In this model, a sequence 
66kk > 0, k > 1 is given, and the weight of an edge is increased by 6k after the k 
traversal.. If all edges have initially weight 1, the weight of an edge after k traversals 
equalss Dk :— l + ^f=i &  Tóth [59] considered weakly reinforced random walk] he assumed 
DDkk ~ kp for k —  oo and p e]0,1[. In one dimension, he proved limit theorems for the 
locall  time process and the position of the random walker at late times. Recently Limic 
[28]]  showed that for strong reinforcement. (Dk — kp with p > 1) the process will become 
"stuck""  eventually, traversing the same edge back and forth. 

Recurrence e 

Althoughh people have been studying reinforced random walks for almost 15 years, many 
fundamentall  questions remain open, for instance the recurrence question. We call a 
randomm walk path recurrent if it visits all vertices infinitely often and transient if it visits 
alll  vertices at most finitely often. We call a random walk recurrent (transient) if almost all 
itss paths are recurrent (transient). For simple random walk Polya [50] proved recurrence 
onn Z and Z2 and transience on Zd for d > 3. Kakutani is reported to have said: "A 
drunkenn man will eventually find his way home but a drunk bird may be lost forever." 
Forr reinforced random walks, usually much less is known. 

Pemantlee proved in [44] the existence of a phase transition for edge-reinforced random 
walkk on an infinite binary tree. He assumed that the weight of an edge is increased by 
66 after each traversal, and showed that there exists 6C « 4.29 such that for 6 G]0, 6C[ 
thee process is transient, whereas for 6 > 6C it is positive recurrent. Knowing this result, 
onee could conjecture that edge-reinforced random walk on Zd, d > 2, is recurrent if the 
incrementt 6 is large enough. But there seems to be no result in this direction. Pemantle's 
prooff  for the binary tree uses that the process has the same distribution as a random 
walkk in random environment. This equivalence is not available for Zd, d > 2. Even for 
edge-reinforcedd random walk on the ladder Z x {1,2}  recurrence seems to be an open 
problem.. In a sense this is quite surprising because the edge-reinforcement should push 
thee random walk back to its starting point, and it is not hard to see that recurrence for 
edge-reinforcedd random walk is equivalent to infinitely many returns to the starting point. 
Recurrencee for an "unbiased" reinforced random walk on trees was studied by Pemantle 
andd Peres in [48]. 

Forr the integer line, Davis [6] proved a dichotomy for reinforced random walk of se-
quencee type with all initial weights equal to 1. He showed that the reinforced random 
walkk is recurrent if YlT=i V^fc — °° (recau Dk = 1 + X3i=i ̂ «)> whereas the process visits 
onlyy finitely many points if J2T=i V^fc < o0- Takeshima, in [57] and [58], studied recur-
rencee and transience on Z under less restrictive assumptions. For instance, he considered 
edge-reinforcedd random walk (6k = 1 for all k) on Z with arbitrary initial weights and 
gavee a necessary and sufficient condition for recurrence in terms of the initial weights. 
Sellkee [54] studied recurrence of the coordinate processes of reinforced random walk of 
sequencee type on Zd, d > 2. In particular he could prove that for edge-reinforced random 
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walkk on Z2, both coordinate processes visit 0 infinitely often. 
AA seemingly simple reinforced random walk is once-reinforced random walk. In this 

model,, the weight of an edge is increased by 6 > 0 after the first traversal, but from 
thee second traversal on, the weight of an edge does not change. Sellke [53] showed that 
once-reinforcedd random walk on a multi-level ladder Z x {1,2,... , d} is recurrent for all 
êê € ]0, l/(d — 2)[. In his thesis [63] Vervoort extended Sellke's result for 6 very large. The 
recurrencee question seems to be open for ladders with at least 3 levels and intermediate 
valuess of 6. Recently, Durrett, Kesten and Limic [13] proved transience for once-reinforced 
randomm walk on an infinite regular tree for all reinforcement parameters 6 > 0. 

Manyy recurrence questions remain open. In particular for graphs with cycles, proving 
recurrencee for a reinforced random walk seems to be a hard problem. 

Vertex-reinforcedd random walk 

Givingg weights to the vertices instead of the edges makes a significant difference. Vertex-
reinforcedreinforced random walk was introduced by Pemantle [45], see also [46]. Each time a 
vertexx is visited, its weight is increased by 1. In each step, the random walker jumps to a 
nearestt neighbor v with a probability proportional to the weight of v. Vertex-reinforced 
randomm walk localizes in a strong sense. In [49], Pemantle and Volkov proved that on 2 
thee process visits almost surely only finitely many vertices; with positive probability the 
randomm walker visits only 5 points. Localization takes also place in higher dimensions. 
Volkovv [64] proved that vertex-reinforced random walk on a class of general graphs gets 
stuckk with positive probability. 

Application s s 

Othmerr and Stevens ([43], [56]) used reinforced random walks to model the motion of 
myxobacteria,, a species wThich produces a slime trail and prefers to glide on the slime 
producedd earlier. The simplest model of Othmer and Stevens is edge-reinforced random 
walk.. They study also more complicated models taking into account the aggregation of 
bacteriaa and the decay of the slime in the course of time. 

Mauldin,, Monticino, and von Weizacker [42] introduceddirectionally reinforced random 
walkswalks as an elementary model for time and space correlations in ocean surface wave fields. 
Inn this model, the 2d directions given by the unit vectors in Zd, d > 1, are reinforced; the 
randomm walker prefers to keep the same direction. Limit theorems for this process were 
studiedd by Horvath and Shao [18]. 

1.22 My own work 

Asymptoticc behavior  of the local tim e for  edge-reinforced random walk 

Chapterr 2 contains the article [23]. There, edge-reinforced random walk on a finite graph 
withh arbitrary initial values is studied. Recall that in this model each time an edge is 
traversed,, its weight is increased by 1. 

Lett G — (V, E) be a finite connected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. We 
assumee G has no direct loops, i.e. each edge has two different endpoints. The graph 
mayy contain parallel edges; thus two edges may have the same pair of endpoints. In 
[11],, Diaconis states without proof the following result of Coppersmith and Diaconis: For 
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nn > 0 and e £ E, let an{e) denote the proportion of time the random walker spends 
traversingg edge e up to time n. The random vectors Q„  := (ct„(e);e € E) converge 
almostt surely as n —> oo. The limit is random with a distribution which is absolutely 
continuouss with respect to Lebesgue measure on the simplex A := {(xe;e 6 E) : xe > 
0,^20,^2eeEeeExxee = 1}. The density <E> of the limiting distribution is given explicitly up to a 
normalizingg constant in [11]; $ is strictly positive on the interior of A. According to 
Diaconiss [personal communication], the proof announced by Coppersmith and Diaconis 
wass never published. 

Chapterr 2 contains the proof of a refinement of the statement of Coppersmith and 
Diaconis.. We were able to compute the normalizing constant of the density <Ê>, which 
wass not known before. Furthermore we proved another limit theorem: Let 3n denote 
thee normalized cycle numbers for a fundamental system of cycles of G (the vector with 
componentss equal to the number of times the individual cycles of the graph are traversed 
upp to time n divided by y/n; traversals of the same cycle in different directions are counted 
withh different, signs). Then {an. 3n) converges in distribution; the limiting distribution is 
absolutelyy continuous with respect to the product of Lebesgue measure on A and Lebesgue 
measuree on Ed with d equal to the number of fundamental cycles of G. The density <p of 
thee limiting distribution has the form 

ip(x,ip(x, y) = *(x)J ^ 7 V ^ W , x € A, y € Rd 

withh A(x) a (d x rf)-matrix defined in terms of the cycle structure of the graph; here yl 

denotess the transpose of y. 
Supposee G is the graph consisting of two vertices with two parallel edges e, ƒ between 

them,, and assume e and ƒ have initially weights a and 6, respectively. As noted at the 
beginningg of the introduction, the weight of edge e after n steps of the reinforced random 
walkerr is the same as the number of balls in a Polya urn containing initially a balls with 
labell  e and b balls with label ƒ. In this special case the above result for edge-reinforced 
randomm walk is well-known. It states that the proportion of balls with label e converges 
ass time goes to infinity to a random variable beta distributed with parameters a and b. 

Equivalencee wit h random walk in random environment 

Ann important property of edge-reinforced random walk is partial exchangeability. We 
introducee the concept for a possibly infinite graph G as follows: We call two finite ad-
missiblee paths in G equivalent if they have the same starting point and the same number 
off  edge traversals for all (non-directed) edges. We define a stochastic process to be par-
tiallytially  exchangeable if any two equivalent paths have the same probability. This notion 
off  partial exchangeability is different from the one introduced by Diaconis and Freedman 
inn [12]. They call a process partially exchangeable if any two finite paths with the same 
startingg point and the same number of transition counts for all directed edges have the 
samee probability. Any process which is partially exchangeable in our sense is partially 
exchangeablee in the sense of Diaconis and Freedman. 

AA de Finetti-type theorem due to Diaconis and Freedman [12] implies that any recur-
rentt partially exchangeable process is a mixture of Markov chains. We prove in Chapter 3, 
thatt under a recurrence assumption, partial exchangeability in the stronger sense implies 
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thatt the process is a unique mixture of reversible Markov chains. This result applies in 
particularr to edge-reinforced random walk on a finite graph where the mixing measure 
cann be described explicitly (see Chapter 3, Theorem 3.1). The transition probabilities of 
aa nearest-neighbor random walk on G which is a reversible Markov chain can be described 
byy weights on the edges; transitions are made with probabilities proportional to the edge 
weights.. Hence the mixing measure for edge-reinforced random walk can be described by 
aa probability measure on edge weights, for instance a probability measure jx on A. By 
Markovv chain theory, /J, is just the distribution of lim„_ 00(a„(e); e e E). In other words, 
edge-reinforcedd random walk on a finite graph has the same distribution as a random walk 
inn random environment, where the environment is given by random weights on the edges 
distributedd according to fi. 

Forr the graph consisting of two vertices and two connecting edges, this result states 
thee well-known fact that sampling from a Polya urn is the same as sampling from a beta 
distribution. . 

Directed-edge-reinforcedd random walk 

Inn Chapter 4, we will prove equivalence in distribution between a related model, namely 
directed-edge-reinforceddirected-edge-reinforced random walk and a random walk in random environment. Let 
GG be a locally finite graph with all edges directed. We introduce directed-edge-reinforced 
randomrandom walk as follows: All directed edges are given strictly positive weights. In each 
stepp the random walker traverses a directed edge pointing from her current, location to 
aa nearest neighbor; jumps are made with probabilities proportional to the edge weights. 
Eachh time a directed edge is traversed, its weight is increased by 1. 

Wee will see that directed-edge-reinforced random walk on any graph has the same 
distributionn as a random walk in random environment, where the transition probabilities 
too leave a vertex have a Dirichlet distribution. If all initial edge weights are equal to 1, the 
probabilityy to leave vertex v is uniformly distributed on the d-dimensional simplex with d 
equall  to the out-degree of v. Transition probabilities at different vertices are independent. 
AA similar equivalence for edge-reinforced random walk on trees was proved by Pemantle 
[44].. For edge-reinforced random walk on finite graphs with cycles, the environment is 
givenn by dependent weights, as we will see in Chapter 3. An equivalence between edge-
reinforcedd random walk and random walk in random environment for infinite graphs with 
cycless seems to be unknown. Such a result would probably help to answer questions about 
thee qualitative behavior of edge-reinforced random walk. 

Thankss to the equivalence between directed-edge-reinforced random walk and random 
walkk in random environment, many results known about the latter model imply results 
forr directed-edge-reinforced random walk. For instance, the zero-one-law of Zerner and 
Merkll  [66] implies that directed-edge-reinforced random walk on Z2 with all initial values 
equall  cannot drift off in a particular direction with positive probability. 

Tubularr  recurrence 

Inn Chapter 4, which contains the article [24], a recurrence criterion is proved for random 
walkk in random environment on ZxG with G equal to a finite graph with all edges directed. 
Usingg the equivalence between directed-edge-reinforced random walk and random walk 
inn random environment, we can conclude recurrence for directed-edge-reinforced random 
walk. . 
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Forr a Markovian nearest-neighbor random walk onZxG, one can write down harmonic 
equationss for the escape probabilities. This allows us to characterize recurrence and 
transiencee for random walk in random environment in terms of the two middle Lyapunov 
exponentss of certain i.i.d. random matrices. In fact, the sign of the sum of the two middle 
Lyapunovv exponents determines whether the random walk in random environment is 
recurrent,, tends to +oc, or to -co. If the distribution of the environment has a certain 
symmetryy property, we can conclude recurrence. In particular, recurrence for directed-
edge-reinforcedd random walk with all initial weights equal follows from the equivalence 
withh random walk in random environment. 

AA characterization of edge-reinforced random walk 

Chapterr 3 contains the article [51]. There, a characterization of edge-reinforced random 
walkk in terms of certain partially exchangeable sequences is proved. 

Supposee G is 2-edge-connected, i.e. removing an edge makes G disconnected. We 
considerr the class £ of all nearest-neighbor random walks on G which are partially ex-
changeablee (in our sense) and have the property that the transition probabilities to tra-
versee edge e in the next step given the past depend only on the current location, the edge 
e,, the number of times the current location of the random walker has been visited and 
thee number of times e has been traversed in the past. If we impose in addition some 
mildd technical conditions on the processes in £, then £ contains precisely edge-reinforced 
randomm walks with all possible initial weights and non-reinforced random walks where 
transitionn probabilities are given by edge weights which do not change. 

Iff  G is not 2-edge-connected, then the graph decomposes into maximal 2-edge-connec-
tedd components and bridges (edges which when removed make the graph disconnected). 
InIn this case, the transitions of a process in £ on any 2-edge-connected component are 
basicallyy made according to edge-reinforced random walk or non-reinforced random wTalk; 
differentt transitions are possible for different components. For a careful statement of the 
resultt we refer the reader to Chapter 3, Theorem 2.1. 

Inn the special case in which G consists of two vertices connected by m > 3 paral-
lell  edges, the above result has been observed by Johnson (see [65]) in the 1920s. In 
thiss case the result gives a characterization of Dirichlet distributions in terms of certain 
exchangeablee sequences. 

22 Scenery reconstruction 

Inn Section 1, we have considered random walks in stochastic surroundings changing after 
eachh step; the stochastic surroundings determined the transition probabilities of the ran-
domm walk. In this section, the random walker observes the stochastic surroundings, but 
thee latter do not influence the transition probabilities. We consider the d-dimensional 
integerr lattice Zd, d > 1. A scenery is a coloring of Zd with colors from the finite set 
CC :— {1,2, . .. , C}. Let £ be a scenery, and let S :~ (Sk; k > 0) be a random walk on Zd. 
Att time k, the random walker observes the color £(S/t) at her location Sk. 

Earlyy work on random sceneries was done by Keane and den Hollander ([22] and [9]) 
whoo studied ergodic properties of color records observed along a random walk path. Their 
investigationss were motivated among others by work of Kalikow [21] in ergodic theory. 
Moree recently, den Hollander and Steif [8] generalized Kalikow's results. 
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Inn the 80s, Benjamini and independently den Hollander and Keane (see Kesten [26]) 
askedd how much information about the scenery £ can be retrieved from the color record 
(Xk(Xk  £(£*); k > 0) observed along the random walk path. Of course, we assume we 
havee no information about the position of the random walker at times k > 0; we are given 
onlyy the distribution of S. In this context, the following questions have acquired a certain 
degreee of popularity: 

2.11 The scenery distinguishing problem 

Lett £ and n be two different sceneries, which are known to us. If we are given either 
(£(Sk);k(£(Sk);k > 0) or (t](Sk)', k > 0), but we are not told which of them, can we decide (with 
zeroo probability of error) which of the two sequences was observed? More precisely, we 
denotee by Q1  ̂ the distribution of (£(£*); ̂  > 0 o n £Ni  a nd we ask whether Q1  ̂ and Ql

n are 
mutuallyy singular for all / > 0. If one requires only Q° and Q® to be mutually singular 
andd £ and 77 have a different color at the origin, then it is clear that we can distinguish £ 
andd r? by looking only at the first observation of the random walker. 

Wee call £ and n equivalent if £ can be obtained from r\ by a translation, reflection 
and/orr a rotation. In general, one can hope to distinguish two sceneries only if they are 
nott equivalent. If e.g. S is a simple random walk on Z, then one cannot distinguish £ 
fromm the reflection of £. 

Lett pc be the uniform measure on the set of colors C = { 1 , . . . ,C}. We denote by 
p(C)p(C) :— p®z the distribution of i.i.d. colorings of Zd with C colors. Benjamini and Kesten 
[5]]  proved that many sceneries observed along a recurrent random walk path with bounded 
jumpss can be distinguished on Z and Z2: Any fixed scenery £ can be distinguished from 
p(p(cc^ -̂almost-almost all sceneries n for all C > 2. For simple random walk on Zd, d > 3, the result 
holdss under the assumption that there are sufficiently many colors. On the other hand, 
iff  there are only twTo colors, distinction may typically not be possible in high dimensions: 
Benjaminii  and Kesten [5] proved that p  ̂ x p^2'-almost all pairs (£, rj)  of colorings of Zd 

withh two colors cannot be distinguished if they are observed along a random walk which 
choosess in each step uniformly one of the d directions in the positive quadrant and the 
dimensionn d is large enough. For simple random walk, the 2-color distinction problem in 
highh dimensions seems to be open. In the case two sceneries differ in precisely one point, 
thee distinguishing problem was examined by Kesten [25] and Howard [19]. 

Lindenstrausss [29] proved that on the integer line it is not possible to distinguish all 
pairss of non-equivalent sceneries. He showed the existence of uncountably many sceneries 
onn Z which cannot be distinguished. His construction works for the simple random walk 
andd 2 colors and even for infinitely many colors. 

2.22 The scenery reconstruction problem 

AA more ambitious question is whether we can even reconstruct the scenery £ from the 
observationss x  (£(Sfc); k > 0) along the random walk path. Again we can only hope to 
reconstructt the scenery up to equivalence. More formally, we ask the following question: 
Givenn a scenery £ and a recurrent random walk S, does there exist a function A : CN° —> 
Czz , measurable with respect to the canonical cr-algebras, such that A(x) and £ are 
equivalentt almost surely with respect to the distribution of the random walk 5? Howard 
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provedd in [19] that on Z all periodic sceneries observed along a simple random walk path 
cann be reconstructed. 

Sincee there exist sceneries which cannot be distinguished, these sceneries cannot be 
reconstructed.. In the following, we assume that £ is random with distribution p^c\ and 
SS is a recurrent random walk independent of £. 

Inn his thesis [36], Matzinger (see also [38] and [37]) proved that p^-almost all 2-color 
sceneriess on Z can be almost surely reconstructed if they are observed along a simple 
randomm walk path with holding (i.e. the random walk may have a positive probability to 
stayy at its current location instead of making a jump to the left or to the right). This 
resultt is quite surprising because a simple random walk with holding can read any finite 
stringg of 1's and 2's by just walking on the pattern 12 in the scenery. In [39], Matzinger 
showedd that //2)-almost all 2-color sceneries observed along a simple random walk path 
withh holding can be reconstructed in polynomial time, in the sense that a finite piece of 
sceneryy of length / around the origin can be reconstructed with high probability from the 
firstt p(l) observations with a polynomial p. This answered a question of Benjamini. 

Inn [33], Löwe, Matzinger, and Merkl studied the scenery reconstruction problem for 
randomm wralk wTith jumps of bounded size on Z. Their work was motivated by Kesten, 
whoo noticed that earlier scenery reconstructions relied heavily on the skip-freeness of the 
randomm walk. Löwe, Matzinger, and Merkl assume the random walk is recurrent and 
cann reach every integer with positive probability. If there is at least one color more than 
possiblee jumps for the random walk, then p^-almost all sceneries can almost surely be 
reconstructed. . 

Inn [32], Löwe and Matzinger proved that almost all i.i.d. uniformly colored sceneries 
onn Z2 can be reconstructed as long as there are many colors. They assume the scenery is 
observedd along a simple random walk path. The 3-color reconstruction method invented 
byy Matzinger in [37] for simple random walk on Z was further analyzed by Löwe and 
Matzingerr in [31]. They proved that the reconstruction works even in cases where the 
sceneryy has some correlations. 

2.33 Reconstruction in polynomial t ime 

Inn Chapter 6, which contains the article [40], it is proved that the scenery reconstruction 
off  Löwe, Matzinger, and Merkl in [33] can be done in polynomial time. The setup is 
ass follows: Let £ be an i.i.d. uniformly colored scenery on Z, and let 5 be a random 
walkk with i.i.d. increments independent of £. We assume the random walk is recurrent, 
reachess every integer with positive probability, and its increments have finite support. We 
requiree that there are strictly more colors than possible steps for the random walk. Löwe, 
Matzinger,, and Merkl in [33] showed that under these assumptions almost all sceneries 
cann be almost surely reconstructed up to equivalence. In Chapter 6 it is proved that a 
finitee piece of scenery of length of order / around the origin can be reconstructed with high 
probabilityy (up to reflection or a "small" translation) from the first p(l) observations with 
aa polynomial p. The probability that the reconstruction is performed correctly converges 
too 1 as the length I tends to infinity. 
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2.44 Errors in the observations 

Inn Chapter 5, which contains the article [41], it is proved that typical sceneries can be 
reconstructedd even if there are some errors in the observations. We make the same as-
sumptionss on scenery and random walk as in the preceding reconstruction problem. In 
orderr to keep the exposition as simple as possible, we assume that for the random walk 
thee maximal jump length to the left and to the right agree. We believe, our result is 
validd without this assumption. At time k the random walker observes the color £(Si) at 
herr current location with probability 1 — 6, whereas she observes a random error Y*  with 
probabilityy 6. We assume that the occurrences of the errors are i.i.d., Y :— [YQ, Yy,...) is 
stationary,, ergodic, and independent of £ and S. Our main result states that almost all 
sceneriess £ can be reconstructed almost surely up to equivalence for all sufficiently small 
errorr probabilities 6. 

2.55 Related coin tossing problems 

Harriss and Keane [17] and Levin, Pemantle, and Peres [27] studied closely related ques-
tionss about random coin tossing. Let Cfa;r be a fair coin and ceased a biased coin. Suppose 
wee are given a coin tossing record x'  (xjtï^ > 0) which is obtained a) from i.i.d. tosses 
withh Cfair or b) at renewal times of a renewal process ceased is tossed and at all other 
timess Cfair. Can we almost surely distinguish whether \' originates from a) or b)? In 
[17],, Harris and Keane show that if un denotes the probability of a renewal at time n and 
X)w«« = oo, then one can a.s. distinguish between a) and b) whereas distinction is not 
possiblee if Yl u\ < °° a nd the bias is small. Levin, Pemantle, and Peres [27] noticed that 
thee size of the bias 9 can be crucial. They proved that for some renewal sequences there 
iss a phase transition: There exists a 0C e]0,1[ such that for \9\ > 9C distinction is possible, 
whereass this is not the case for \6\ < 9C. 

Thee problem of reconstructing sceneries observed with errors as described above covers 
alsoo the following coin tossing problem: Suppose we have "coins" 71,72, - , 7c 1 each 
onee with C different faces 1,2,... ,C. The probability of tossing i with coin 7̂  equals 
11 - 6 + 6/C, whereas the probability of tossing any j / i equals 6/C; here 6 e]0,1[ is a 
fixedd but sufficiently small parameter. Thus coin 7; will typically show face i, but with a 
smalll  probability we will see something else. For all z € Z, we choose i.i.d. uniformly a 
coinn ((z) from 7,, 1 < i < C Let 5 be a recurrent random walk with bounded jumps on 
Z,, independent of £, and satisfying the assumptions made in the scenery reconstruction 
problemm with errors. We produce a coin tossing record x'  (x'k'  ̂ — 0) tossing at time k 
thee coin C(̂ fc) a t the location Sk of the random walker. The scenery reconstruction result 
inn Chapter 5 [41] implies that for p^c^-almost all (, we can reconstruct up to equivalence 
thee "scenery of coins" ( from the coin tossing record \' for almost all realizations of the 
randomm walk. 

33 Random permutations 

3.11 Up-right paths 

Inn the preceding sections, we considered random walks in changing environments and in 
aa random scenery. In this section, we study a different process which still fits in the 
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frameworkk of random walks in stochastic surroundings. The stochastic surroundings are 
givenn by a Poisson process with intensity one in the plane. Given a realization uo of the 
Poissonn process, we look at up-right paths. These are polygonal paths from (0, 0) to (1,1) 
connectingg piecewise linearly points of u) in such a way that the path only moves upwards 
andd to the right. Once the Poisson point configuration is given, the paths are determined. 
Thee quantity of interest is the maximal number of points occurring in an up-right path. 

Thee problem is connected with permutations: We order the x- and ^-coordinates of 
thee points in 10 in increasing order. The point with the i rr-coordinate induces a pair 
(i,(i, 7r(i)) where ir(i)  indicates the order number of its y-coordinate. If there are n points in 
thee unit square [0, l] 2, then u: induces a permutation x on {1,2,... , n}. Conditioned on 
havingg n points in [0, l] 2, ir  is chosen with uniform probability 1/n! from the permutation 
groupp Sn. The points on an up-right path induce an increasing subsequence in 7r, namely 
aa subsequence 1 < i^ < %i < ... < ik < n with TT(?'I) < TT(Ï2) <  < 7r(u)- An up-
rightt path containing a maximal number of points corresponds to a longest increasing 
subsequence.subsequence. We denote the length of a longest increasing subsequence of it by Ln(n). In 
general,, there may be more than one increasing subsequence of n having the same length 
LLnn(ir).(ir).  At first sight, it is not obvious how the length of a longest increasing subsequence 
off  a permutation ir  G Sn can be determined, in particular if n is large. Schensted [52] 
foundd a bijection (the so called Schensted correspondence) between permutations 7r e Sn 

andd pairs of n-Young tableaux with the same shape having both the first row of length 
LLUU(T).(T). The Schensted algorithm (see also [2]) provides an efficient way to find the length 
off  a longest increasing subsequence. 

3.22 Asymptotic behavior of the length of a longest increasing 
subsequence e 

InIn the last five years, considerable interest has been shown in the asymptotic behav-
iorr of Ln(7r) as n goes to infinity if n is chosen uniformly at random from §n. People 
rediscoveredd the subject forty years after Ulam's question about the "typical" asymp-
toticc behavior of Ln [61]. Based on Monte Carlo simulations, Ulam conjectured that 
cc :=  linin^oo En[L n]/y/ïi  exists; here En denotes the expectation with respect to uniform 
measuree on Sn. Ulam's conjecture was proved in 1972 by Hammersley [16] using the 
subadditivee ergodic theorem. The correct value c — 2 was identified independently by 
Logann and Shepp [30] and Vershik and Kerov [62] in 1977. Alternative proofs showing 
cc = 2 were provided by Aldous and Diaconis [1], Seppalainen [55], Johansson [20] and 
Groeneboomm [15]. 

Untill  the mid to late 1990s there were only conjectures about the asymptotic behavior 
off  the variance of Ln. It was believed that Var(Ln) ~ nQ as n —> oo for some a. There 
weree various conjectures for the values of Q, among them a — 1/3 given by Kesten. In 
1999,, Baik, Deift, and Johansson [3] proved a non-standard central limit theorem using 
thee theory of integrable systems and noncommutative matrix-valued Riemann-Hilbert 
problems.. They proved that (Ln(n) - 2y/n)/n1^6 converges in distribution as n —  oo 
too the Tracy-Widom distribution introduced by Tracy and Widom in [60] and that all 
momentss converge to the corresponding moments of the Tracy-Widom distribution. Their 
resultt confirms in particular Kesten's conjecture for the asymptotic behavior of Var(L„). 

Thee large deviation principle to the law of large numbers was derived by Seppalainen 
[55]]  and Deuschel and Zeitouni [10]. 
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3.33 Moderate deviations 

Thee upper tail moderate deviations were obtained by Löwe and Merkl [34]. This concerns 
thee regime between the upper tail large deviation regime and the central limit regime. 
Theirr proof uses a formula to describe the relevant probabilities in terms of a solution 
off  a rank 2 Rlemann-Hilbert problem; this formula was invented by Baik, Deift, and 
Johanssonn in [3]. 

Chapterr 7 contains the article [35]. There, the moderate deviation picture is com-
pleted:: A moderate deviation principle for the lower tail probabilities of Ln is proved. 
Thiss refers to the regime between the lower tail large deviation regime and the central 
limi tt regime. Using an estimate in Baik, Deift, and Johansson's article [3], we first derive 
lowerr tail moderate deviations for the Poissonized version of the problem. The Poissonized 
versionn naturally arises in the terminology of up-right paths when we do not condition on 
thee number of particles in a Poissonian cloud. A de-Poissonization procedure yields the 
desiredd result. 
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Chapterr 2 

Edge-reinforcedd random walk on 
finitefinite graphs 

M.S.. Keane and S.W.W. Rolles 

Abstract t 

Wee consider reinforced random walk, in which the transition probabilities at each 
stepp are influenced by the number of crossings of the edges. For finite graphs 
wee prove a limit theorem for the joint distribution of the normalized occupation 
timee of the edges and the normalized cycle numbers (number of times the random 
walkk winds around the individual cycles of the graph). The limiting distribution is 
calculatedd explicitely.1 

11 Introductio n 

Edge-reinforcedd random walk was introduced in 1987 by Coppersmith and Diaconis as a 
simplee model of exploring a new city. Imagine a person walking in a new city. At first 
alll  streets are equally unfamiliar and she chooses at random between them. As time goes 
on,, streets that have been traversed more often in the past are more familiar and more 
likelyy to be traversed. 

Lett G be a finite connected graph. We consider reinforced random walk on G defined 
ass follows. Each edge is given a strictly positive real number as initial weight. In each 
stepp the random walker jumps from the current vertex to an adjacent vertex by traversing 
ann edge with probability proportional to the weight of that edge. Each time an edge is 
traversed,, its weight is increased by 1. This process has an infinite memory. It remembers 
wheree it has been, and it prefers to traverse edges that have been traversed often in the 
past. . 

Inn [4], Diaconis states without proof that the normalized occupation measure on the 
edgess converges almost surely to a random vector which has a density with respect to 
Lebesguee measure on the simplex. The density is given up to a normalizing constant. 
Forr a proof Diaconis refers to an upcoming paper together with Coppersmith, but this 
paperr seems never to have been published. In [4], there is a hint concerning the proof 

11 Appeared in Infinite dimensional stochastic analysis (Amsterdam, 1999), pages 217-234. R. Neth. 
Acad.. Arts Sci., Amsterdam, 2000. 
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off  Diaconis' statement, namely that it involves "a difficult combinatorics calculation". A 
prooff  for the special case where the underlying graph is a triangle has been given by one 
off  the authors [7]. 

Inn this paper we extend Diaconis' statement: We study the joint, asymptotic behaviour 
off  (an, j3n) where an denotes the proportion of time spent on the individual edges and /?„ 
denotess the normalized cycle numbers (the number of times the individual cycles of the 
graphh are traversed where traversals of the same cycle in different directions are counted 
withh different signs). We show that the distributions under consideration converge weakly 
too an absolutely continuous distribution. The density of the limit is calculated explicitly. 
Ass a corollary we obtain Diaconis' statement and we give the normalizing constant of his 
density. . 

Thee exposition is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce some basic notation 
andd state the result. Section 3 gives an important property of a reinforced random walk 
onn a finite graph: it is a mixture of Markov chains. In Section 4, a counting problem 
iss solved that allows us to calculate the limiting distributions. Section 5 contains the 
asymptotics,, and in Section 6 the main result is proved. 

22 Result 

Lett G — (V, E) be a finite connected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. WTe denote 
thee cardinalities of V and E with I and m, respectively. We assume that G has no loops, 
i.e.. each edge has two distinct endpoints. Parallel edges are allowed, so two edges may 
havee the same pair of endpoints. For an edge e we denote the set of its endpoints by ë. 
Thee edges are given positive weights. At time 0 the weights are non-random; edge e has 
weightt ae > 0. We denote by wn(e) the weight of edge e at time n (just after the nth step) 
andd by wn(v) the sum of the weights of the edges incident, to vertex v. Let VQ £ V. 

WeWe define reinforced random walk with starting point VQ to be a sequence A"0, Yi, X\, 
YY22,, X2,  with Xt taking values in V, Yi taking values in E and Yt = {X t_i, Xt} for all 
ii  e N = {1, 2 , . .. } . Furthermore P(X0 = v0) = 1 and 

wwnn(e) (e) 
iff  e = {X n, v] 

P{YP{Yn+1n+1 = e,Xn+1=v\X0,Yl,Xll...,Yn,Xn)= ( wn(Xn) 
II  0 otherwise. 

andd the weights satisfy wo(e) — ae, 

tt \ ƒ wB(c) + 1 if K„ 
U ' "+ l ( e)) = \ wn(e) othe: 

+ii  = e 
otherwise. . 

Wee denote by A:n(e) the number of times the reinforced random walk traverses the 
edgee e up to time n: 

kknn(e):=\{i€{l,...,n}:Yi(e):=\{i€{l,...,n}:Yi  = e}\. 

Heree and in the following, \S\ denotes the cardinally of a set S. We denote by an(e) := ^ ^ 
thee proportion of crossings of edge e up to time n. We write kn and an for the Tri-
dimensionall  vectors (kn(e);e E E) and (a„(e);e G E). Clearly, all coordinates of an are 
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nonnegative,, and they sum to 1. So an takes values in the (m — 1 )-dimensional simplex 

AA  := < x = (xe; e E E) E [0,1]E : J^ xe = 1 I . 
II  e€£ J 

Wee denote by av := Y^{eveê} a*  t n e s um °f  t n e initial weights of the edges incident to 
vertexx v, and we set xv :=  Ylu-vee) Xe ^or a ny x ^ ^-

Lett Ci,... , Cm-i+i be a fundamental system of cycles of G, and let the cycles be 
orientedd in an arbitrary way. (For definition see Section 4, Definition 4.3.) We define for 
i GG Aan (ra — / + l ) x ( m — / + l)-dimensional matrix A(x) = (aij(x)) by 

ai,i(ai,i(xx)) ~ ^2 ~'  ^ J ^ ) = ]C — for * ^ ' 

wheree the signs in the last sum are chosen to be +1 or - 1 depending on whether the edge 
ee has in Ci and Cj the same orientation or not. 

Cyclee numbers are (m — I + l)-dimensional vectors counting how often the walker 
traversess the fundamental cycles of the graph, where traversals of the same cycle in 
differentt directions are counted with different signs. We denote by j n the cycle numbers 
att time n, and we set /?„  = ^ . Furthermore, we denote by F(a) the value of the Gamma 
functionn at a, and we set 

r(^ )) n n^f 1) 
I ll  F(«e) 

e€E e€E 

Theoremm 2.1. The sequence {an;n E N}  converges almost surely. The distribution of 
thethe limit is absolutely continuous with respect to normalized surface measure on A with 
densitydensity given by 

nn xae~> 

* ( * )) =  C~< 1X, 1=1 -j*   ̂ Vdet{A(x)). 
{m{m - 1)!TT 2 Xv2 ft xv

 2 

v£V\{vo] v£V\{vo] 

Furthermore,Furthermore, the sequence {(a„,/3„); n € N}  converges weakly. The limit is absolutely 
continuouscontinuous with respect to the product of normalized surface measure on A and Lebesgue 
measuremeasure on Km_/+1 with density given by 

^ c~,fl£UU n - ( * * » ) . 
( m " 1 ) ! 7 r 22 x t I I ^ r T r e e i V 2 J 

v£V\{vv£V\{v00] ] 

herehere T denotes the set of spanning trees ofG. 
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33 Reinforced random walk as a mixture of Markov 
chains s 

Forr technical reasons, we choose in an arbitrary manner for each edge an orientation that 
wee call positive. If e is an edge with ë = {u,v}, we call one endpoint (say v) positive 
andd the other endpoint negative. We say the arc induced by e with starting point u and 
endpointt v is positively oriented and we denote this arc by e+ or e(u,v). Similarly we 
calll  the other arc induced by e negatively oriented and denote it by e~ or e(v,u). We 
denotee by fcn(e

+) respectively kn{e~) the number of times the reinforced random walk 
traversess the arc e+ respectively e' up to time n, and we set A;+ :— (kn(e

+);e € E), 
k-:=(kk-:=(knn{e-);eeE). {e-);eeE). 

Propositionn 3.1. The reinforced random walk traverses almost surely every edge in-
finitelyfinitely often in both directions. 

Proof.. Let e be an edge with ê — {u.v} and er — e(t', u). We denote the time of the 
ii thth visit to vertex v by T, with the convention Tr = co if v is visited at most i — 1 times. 
Clearly, , 

P(vP(v is visited infinitely often, e~ is traversed at most finitely often) 

== lim lim P I Pi {r , < oo, A'Ti+i  ̂u} I . 
in—in—*oo*oo ƒ—>oo \ ƒ 

\i\i 00<i<I<i<I  / 

Sincee between two successive visits to v the sum of the weights of the edges incident to v 
increasess by 2, wn(v) < av + 2i. Therefore given the past up to time r,, the probability 
off  not traversing e~ at time r; + 1 equals 1 - J^Q < 1 - ^ i - e xP(~^27)' so ^ 
induction n 

p(n^<-.^ . +^»} )) < n«p(-^Ta) 
\i0<i<// / io<i<l  V 7 

== exp(",£^) ' 
Takingg limits I — oo and then ?'0  ̂ oo in the last inequality shows that P(v is visited 
infinitelyy often, e~ is traversed at most finitely often) = 0. Using induction we conclude 
P(vP(v is visited infinitely often, an arc is traversed only finitely often) — 0. Since the graph 
iss finite, at least one vertex is visited infinitely often. Thus P(an arc is traversed at most 
finitelyfinitely  often) = 0. D 

Wee call a sequence p :=  {uQ,ei, « i ,e2, . .. ,en,un) with n > 1, «,- G V, a € E and 
eett = {wi_i , Ui]  for alii e { 1 , . . . , n}  a path of length n with starting point uQ and endpoint 
uunn.. Observe that an edge can occur more than once in a path. Let k+(p), k~(p) denote 
thee number of transitions of the arcs e+, e~ in the path p, i.e. fc+ = |{i e { l , . . .n }  : 
(ui-uUi)(ui-uUi) = e+} | . If it is clear which path we consider, we write briefly A;+ and k~. We 
sett k+ :=  (k+;e € E), k~ := (k~;e e E). Clearly, ke := fc+ + k~ equals the number of 
transitionss of the edge e. We call p a (fc+, k~)-path or a k-path. 
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Definit io nn 3.1. A stochastic process with finite state space I is called partially exchange-
ablee if all (k+,k~)-paths with the same starting point have the same probability. Here a 
pathpath is understood with respect to the graph with vertex set I and edge set I x I. 

Clearly,, every Markov chain is partially exchangeable. 
Lett ƒ be a finite set. Consider the set V of stochastic matrices on I x I with the 

topologyy of coordinate convergence. The set I x V is compact. We denote the coordinates 
off  p e V by p(i,j). A stochastic process {Zn} with state space I is called a mixture of 
MarkovMarkov chains if for each i G I there exists a probability measure n(i, ) on the Borel sets 
off  V such that 

P{ZjP{Zj = ij  for j = 0, . .. , n) = ƒ JJp( i j, ij+i)/i(t' 0, dp). 

Theoremm 3.1 (Diaconis and Freedman [5], p.117, theorem (7) ). 
LetLet {Z„ ; n € NQ}  be a stochastic process with finite state space, and suppose that P(Zn — 
ZZ00 for infinitely many n) = 1. If Z is partially exchangeable, then Z is a mixture of 
MarkovMarkov chains. 

Lett p = (uo,ei,Ui,e2, . ,en,un) be a path, and let v € V. We denote by nv(p) the 
numbernumber of departures from v and by nv(p) the number of arrivals to v in the path p. 
Formally,, we set 

nnvv = \{i  e { 0 , 1 . . . ,n - 1}  : Ui — v}\, nv — \{i  £ { 1 . . . , n) : ut = v}\. 

Clearly,, the number of departures and arrivals is determined by k+ and k~, and 

nnvv + nv - ^2 ke- (3.1) 
{e:v£ê} {e:v£ê} 

Iff  we denote by VQ the starting point of the path and by Vi its endpoint, then 

n„n„  + 6vl(v) = nv + 6V0(v), (3.2) 

wheree Su(v) takes the values 0 or 1 depending on whether u ^ v or u = v. From (3.1) 
andd (3.2) we conclude 

nvnv = \lsvo(v)-6Vl(v)+ Yl M (3-3) 
\\ {e.veê} J 

and d 

n*n*  = \[ M*>) - M* 0 + £ k J  (3-4) 
\\ {e.veë} J 

Wee see from the last equation that (ke mod 2;e G £) together with the starting point 
VQVQ determines uniquely the endpoint of a A;-path: If ^2ie.vee\ ke is even for all vertices, 
thenn the endpoint equals the starting point. If there exists a vertex V\ ^ VQ such that 
^2{e-.veê}^2{e-.veê} ke 'ls e v en f ° r v ^ ^ \ {vo> v i }  a nd °dd for v G {v0, t'i},  then the endpoint equals 
Vi.Vi. In all other cases, no fc-path is possible. 
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Lemmaa 3.1. A k-path with starting point vQ and endpoint  exists iff 

1.1. VQ — t'i and Yl{ev€ë\ ke is even for all v € V, or 

2.2. VQ / Vy, J2{ev€ë\ ^ is even for allv EV\ {^O,^I }  o,nd odd for v e {vQ, vy}. 

InIn particular (ke mod 2; e G Ê) together with the starting point VQ determines the endpoint 
ofof the path uniquely. Furthermore the number of departures and arrivals are given by (3.3) 
andand (3.4). 

Proof.. It remains to show that the given conditions are sufficient for the existence of 
aa fc-path with starting point VQ and endpoint t\. This will be Lemma 4.2.

Lemmaa 3.2. Two k-paths of reinforced random walk with the same starting point have 
thethe same probability. In particular, reinforced random walk is partially exchangeable (with 
respectrespect to the state space E x V). 

Proof.. We compute the probability of a fixed fc-path of length n with starting point 
VQ.VQ. This probability is given by a product with n factors, one for each transition. The 
firstt time the reinforced random walk visits a vertex v different from the starting point, 
thee sum of the weights of the edges incident to v equals av + 1. From this observation it 
followss easily that the probability under consideration is given by 

^r=i^r=i  eS^^ —n  (3-5) 

Tii  (ivo+2i) n nf\\av+i+2i) 
i=00 t,eV\{»0}  »=0 

Sincee the number of crossings k and the starting point VQ determine the endpoint of a 
fc-pathfc-path uniquely, we see from (3.3) that this probability depends only on k and v0.

Wee denote by dA the boundary of A: 

dAdA = {(xe; e G E) : xe = 0 for some e € E} 

Sott o+ = ^- a~ = ^n-

Lemmaa 3.3. The sequences {a+;n € N} , {a~;n € N}  converge almost surely. The 
limitslimits a+,, Q^ satisfy 

P(a^P(a 0̂0(e)(e) — 0 for some e E E) = -P(a^,(e) = 0 for some e e E) = 0. 

InIn particular, P(aoo € dA) — 0. 

Proof.. Reinforced random walk with starting point v0 is a stochastic process ZQ — X0, 
ZZnn = (Xn, Yn), n e N with state space I:— {vQ}  U V x E. We have to add {vQ} because 
thee starting value plays a special role. We denote by Qp the distribution of a Markov 
chainn with state space ƒ and transition matrix p. Reinforced random walk is partially 
exchangeable,, so by Theorem 3.1 there exists a probability measure p, on the set V of 
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stochasticc matrices on I such that the distribution P of reinforced random walk with 
startingg point VQ satisfies 

P(-)P(-) = JQP(-Mdp). (3.6) 
v v 

Sincee for every Markov chain {a+;n £ N} , {a~;n € N}  converge almost surely, we 
concludee from (3.6) that the same is true for the reinforced random walk. 

Wee denote by V C V the set of all irreducible stochastic matrices. For p £ V, there 
existt i,j E I such that p"j — 0 for all n e N, i.e. if the corresponding Markov chain reaches 
statee i at some time no, then it will not reach j after time no- Observe that each element 
off  V x E corresponds uniquely to an arc in the graph G. Suppose i and j correspond to 
thee arcs e+ and ƒ+ respectively. Then Qp(k+(e) > 0, lim^oo k+(f) = +oo) = 0, so by 
(3.6) ) 

P{P{ lim fc+(e) = lim k~{e) = +oo for all e £ E) 
n—>ooo n—»-oo 

== / QJ lim A:+(e) = lim k~{e) = +oo for all e e E)n(dp) < n{V). 
JJ n—>oo n—KlO 
V' V' 

Sincee reinforced random walk traverses almost surely each arc infinitely often, we have 
P(limP(limnn-+-+ 0000k+(e)k+(e) — lim^oo fc~(e) = +oo for all e e E) = 1, and we conclude n(V') — 1. 
Hencee fi is concentrated on the set of irreducible stochastic matrices. For an irreducible 
Markovv chain with finite state space, all states are positive recurrent, so for all p G V 
Qp(Qp(QQto(to(ee)) = 0 for some e € E) — 0, and the lemma follows from another application of 
(3.6).. D 

44 The number of &-paths 

Forr the proof of Theorem 2.1, we compute explicitly P(an — £), the probability of all 
fc-paths,fc-paths, and P{an = £,/?„  = -£=), the probability of all fc-paths with cycle number j . 
Usingg Lemma 3.2, we know that the first probability equals the probability of a fixed 
fc-pathfc-path multiplied by the number of &-paths. It will turn out that there is a one-to-
onee correspondence between (k,j) and (k+,k~), so the second probability equals the 
probabilityy of a fixed (k+, A;~)-path multiplied by the number of (fc+, k )-paths. We have 
alreadyy computed the probability of a fixed A;-path, so it remains to find the number 
off  fc-paths and (A;+, Ar)-paths. Throughout we denote the starting point by v0 and the 
endpointt by v\. 

WTee call a path with the same starting and endpoint that contains no edge more 
thann once a closed path. The collection of vertices and edges constituting a closed path 
consideredd as a circular sequence, i.e. as a sequence defined relative to circular order is 
calledd a circuit or an oriented cycle. A circuit has no distinguished starting point, and 
thiss is the only difference between a closed path and a circuit. If we reverse the order of 
thee vertices and edges constituting a circuit, we obtain a different circuit. If we disregard 
thee orientation of a circuit, we call the collection of vertices and edges constituting the 
circuitt a cycle. 

AA  cycle graph is a graph with the property that its vertex set together with its edge set 
constitutee a cycle. A tree is a connected graph that contains no cycle graph. A spanning 
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treetree of the graph G is a maximal tree contained in G, i.e. a subtree of G that is not 
containedd in any larger subtree. I t is easy to see that a subtree of G is a spanning tree iff 
i tt has |V| — 1 edges. 

Forr a vertex v in a directed graph, we call the number of arcs having v as an endpoint 
thee out-valency of v. A tree converging to v is a directed tree, in which v has out-valency 
00 and all other vertices have out-valency 1. 

Givenn a path p = (w0, ei, ui, e2 , . .. ,e„, un), we can for each vertex v € V determine 
thee sequence of edges chosen to leave the vertex, ordered in time. We call this sequence 
off  edges the exit order of v. The last edge in the exit order of v is called the exit edge of 
v.v. Analogously, we can define the exit arc of v. 

L e m m aa 4.1. Given a k-path that traverses each edge at least once, the set of exit arcs 
fromfrom all vertices except the endpoint form a spanning tree converging to the endpoint of 
thethe path. 

Proof.. The set of exit edges contains |V| - 1 elements: If not, the exit edges of 
twoo different vertices agree. But then the last departure from one vertex yields to a 
vertexx from which a last departure has already been performed, so this vertex must be 
thee designated endpoint, contradicting the fact that we didn't, consider the exit edge of 
thee endpoint. 

Supposee the set of exit edges contains a cycle. Consider the edges in the order they have 
beenn traversed. The edge that closes the cycle originates from a departure towards a vertex 
fromm which the last departure has already been performed. This is a contradiction by the 
samee argument as before. So we have shown that the set of exit edges under consideration 
formss a spanning tree. Clearly, the exit arcs are directed towards the endpoint .

Wee are now able to give a scheme to construct all (k+, ft~)-paths. The method we 
usee basically amounts to counting Euler circuits in directed graphs with parallel edges. 
Thiss idea goes back to van Aardenne-Ehrenfest and de Bruijn ([9] section 6). See also [6], 
sectionn IV , C. For a description in terms of urns see [10]. 

L e m m aa 4.2. Let k+, k~, e £ E, be non-negative integers such that ke := k~ + kf are 
strictlystrictly positive and condition 1 or 2 of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. Then nv and nv defined 
byby (3.3) and (3.4) are strictly positive integers and all (k+,k~)-paths starting at VQ can 
bebe constructed in the following way: Construct an exit order of length nv for every vertex 
vv by first choosing, for each vertex different from v\, the exit edge in such a way that all 
exitexit arcs form a spanning tree converging to V\. Then choose all the remaining edges in 
anan arbitrary order, and construct a path as follows: The path starts at VQ, traverses the 
firstfirst edge in the exit order of VQ, goes to the indicated vertex, traverses the first edge in 
thethe exit order of this vertex etc. 

Proof.. Given a (k+, fc")-path, we can determine for each vertex the exit order, and 
byy Lemma 4.1 the exit arcs chosen from the vertices except the endpoint give a spanning 
treee converging to the endpoint. Conversely, if we are given an exit order for each vertex, 
wee can start to construct a path as indicated above. Eventually, one arrives at a vertex 
wheree there are no more departures left. From (3.3) and (3.4) we conclude that (3.2) holds, 
andd from (3.2) it follows that the vertex where there are no departures left must be the 
endpointt t'i, and there cannot be any arrival to vi left. Let v be adjacent to vi and suppose 
thatt v and vi are connected by an edge in the spanning tree induced by the designated 
lastt departures. Since there are no arrivals to vy left and the last departure from v must 
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bee performed on the spanning tree towards Vi, there cannot be any departure from v left. 
Byy (3.2), there cannot be any arrivals to v left. Since any vertex can be reached from Vi 
viaa a finite path on the spanning tree, we conclude by induction that there cannot be any 
crossingss left. So the construction yields indeed a (k+,

Itt is now easy to write down a formula for the number of (k+, A:~)-paths.We denote 
byy T the set of all spanning trees of G. 

Lemmaa 4-3- The number of (k+, k~)-paths with starting point v0 is given by 

nn.!!  E n *t 
vtvtzyzy T£Te€E(T) 

nn k-\k+\ n nv ' 
e€££ neV\{ti1} 

wherewhere FLe^m ^t *s ° product over all edges in the tree T, and k~ or k£ is chosen 
dependingdepending on whether the edge e~ or e+ is directed toward the endpoint vi, and nv is 
defineddefined by (3.3). 

Proof.. This follows easily from Lemma 4.2.
Noww we want to find out how to determine the number of fc-paths from the number 

off  (k+, fc~)-paths. First we recall definitions and results from graph theory. For a more 
detailedd exposition we refer to [2] and [3]. We enumerate the vertices and edges in an 
arbitraryy way, V = {vi,... ,Vi}, E — {ei, . .. ,em}. Recall that we have chosen an 
(arbitrary)) orientation for each edge, and for e+ = e(u, v) we call u the negative and v 
thee positive end of the edge e. 

Definitio nn 4.1. The incidence matrix D — (dij) of the graph G is the (I x m)-matrix 
defineddefined by 

{ +1,, if vt is the positive end of Cj 
—— 1, if Vi is the negative end of e, 

0,, otherwise. 

Forr a (k+, &")-path we call k+ — k~ the transition vector of the path. The transition 
vectorr of a cycle is an m-dimensional column vector c satisfying c(i) — 1 if ef belongs to 
thee cycle, c(i) — - 1 if e~ belongs to the cycle and c(i) — 0 otherwise. It is easy to see 
thatt Dc — 0. This motivates the following definition. 

Definitio nn 4.2. The cycle space of the graph is the set of all column vectors c G Zm with 
DcDc = 0. 

Factt  4.1. The cycle space is an (m — / + 1)-dimensional vector space. 

Factt  4.2. Let T be a spanning tree of the graph G. For each edge e of the graph not 
belongingbelonging to T there exists a unique cycle c€ that contains e and edges from T only. The 
transitiontransition vectors ce of these m — I + 1 cycles form a basis of the cycle space. 

Forr a proof of these Facts, we refer to [2], sections 4 and 5. 

Definitio nn 4.3. The collection of cycles induced by a spanning tree as stated in Fact 4-2 
isis called a fundamental system of cycles of the graph G. 
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Wee call a path (w0, ei, u2,  , en, un) without cycles that contains no edge more than 
once,, a simple path from u0 to un. A loop is a path (uo,ei, Wi,e2,u2) with uQ = u2 and 
dd = e2. Clearly, the transition vector of a loop equals 0. 

AA (fc+, fc~)-path p from VQ to vi can be decomposed in cycles, loops and a simple path 
fromm VQ to v\. Clearly, the transition vector k+ — k~ of the path equals the sum of the 
transitionn vectors of the cycles, loops and the simple path. Denote the transition vector 
off  the simple path by s. Let {ci, . . . ,cm_{+i}  be a basis of the cycle space. Then the 
summ of the transition vectors of the cycles can be written in exactely one way as a linear 
combinationn of this basis, so we get 

kk++ -k-= Y, j>c*  + s (4l) 

withh integers j , . Suppose we decompose the path p in a different way in cycles, loops and 
aa simple path from vQ to vi} so that we get a representation k+ — k~ = Yl'uTi +1 Jlci + s'-
Thenn s' — s + ($' — s) and s' — s is the transition vector of paths with the same starting 
andd endpoint, which can be decomposed in cycles and loops, and we get k+ — k~ = 
]C™~ii  +1 j"ci  + s. Since {c;}  is a basis of the cycle space, jx — j " for all i, and we have 
shownn the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 4.4. Let {ci, . . . , cm_n+i }  be a basis of the cycle space, and let s be the transition 
vectorvector of a simple path from VQ to v\. Given k+ und k~ such that a (k+, k~)-path from vo 
andand v\ is possible there exist uniquely determined integers j i , . . . , jm-i+i  such that (4-1) 
holds. holds. 

Definitio nn 4.4. The uniquely determined integers j = 0' i , . .. , jm-i+i)  from Lemma 4-4 
areare called the cycle numbers of the (k+,k~)-path relative to the basis {ci, . . . ,Cm-n+i}-

Fromm (4.1) and k = k+ + k~, we conclude 

(4.2) ) 

Givenn k, we want to determine all possible decompositions k = k+ + k~ such that a 
(k(k++ ,, fc~)-path exists. Let s be the transition vector of a simple path from VQ to i>i, and 
lett j i , - . . ,jm-i+L  t>° integers such that all components of k+ and k~ defined by (4.2) 
aree non-negative integers. We claim that there exists a (fc+,fc~)-path. To show this we 
firstt verify (3.2) for the number of departures and arrivals induced by fc+, k~. Each cycle 
contributess the same number of arrivals and departures to a vertex, so the same is true for 
anyy path with transition vector J^hTi + hci- The simple path contributes an additional 
departuree to VQ, and an additional arrival to V]_. So (3.2) is satisfied. Together with (3.3) 
andd (3.4) it follows that the assumptions of Lemma 4.2 are satisfied, and we have shown 
thatt a (k+, fc~)-path exists. 

Itt remains to determine conditions on the cycle numbers j that are necessary and 
suffcientt for k+ and k~ defined by (4.2) to have non-negative integer-valued components. 
Lett {c i , . . . , cm_;+i }  be a basis of the cycle space induced by a spanning tree as described 
inn Fact 4.2. There exists for each C{ exactely one edge ê  in the corresponding cycle that 
doess not belong to the spanning tree. 
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Lemmaa 4.5. Given k and a simple path s from v0 to vit let k+ and k~ be defined by 
(4.2).(4.2). There exist (k+, k~)-paths from v0 to t\ iff the cycle numbers j satisfy the following 
conditions: conditions: 

1.1. jt = kti + sti mod 2 for i = l , . . . r a - / + l. 

2.2. \s + £]™^'+i jiCi\ < k where the absolute value is taken component-wise, and the 
inequalityinequality is also component-wise. 

Proof.. Since n = — n mod 2 for any integer n, a necessary condition for (k+,k~) to 
havee integer-valued components is k = s + YH^Ti +i Jici  m°d 2, where the equivalence is 
componentwise.. Since ct is the only cycle with a non-zero if1 component, the l\h equation 
iss k  ̂ = Si; + ji  mod 2, so the first condition is necessary. Since there exists a fc-path, 
wee know that for some integers j'{, j \ = kti + sj, mod 2. From this equality it follows 
j \\ = ji  mod 2, and we conclude k = s + X™~i'+l fici =  s + X)iü"ï'+1 Uci  m°d 2- Hence the 
firstt condition is sufficient. 

Clearly,, the second condition is necessary and sufficient for k+ and k~ to have non-
negativee components. Ü 

Definitionn 4.5. Integers j satisfying the conditions from Lemma 4-5 are called possible 
cyclee numbers (relative to the basis {ci , . . . , cm-n+i}). 

55 Asymptotics 

Wee recall Stirling's formula and the corresponding asymptotic formula for the Gamma 
function. . 

Lemmaa 5.1. 1. For n € N, n! = \/2irnn+h-n+¥£ w%th 0 < 9{n) < 1. 

2.2. For real-valued x > 0, T{x) = y/2KXx~^e~x+  ̂ with 0 < 9{x) < 1. 

Forr a proof we refer to [1], p.24 formulas (3.9). 
Lett {ci, . . . ,cm_/+i }  be a basis of the cycle space induced by a spanning tree as 

describedd in Fact 4.2. Let j n — (jn(l),  ,jn{m ~ I + 1)) denote the cycle numbers at 
timee n. We set 0n = ... , J n^ + 1 ) ) , a nd write briefly Qn = ifa. For e > 0 and 
nn G N, we set 

Aee := {x e A : xe > e for all e e E], 

A?? := lx e At:xe = ^- with ke G N0 for all e € E 
II  n 

Furthermore,, we set 

9Ü)9Ü) := s + 5Z ' iCi-iCi-

i=l i=l 
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Fixx 7 € ] i , | [ , and set 

JJnn — { —p= : j is a possible cvcle number > 
[Vn[Vn  J 

QnQn = ! ^ = e Jn:\ge(j)\<ni  for all e € E 

Q'nQ'n = Jn\Qn-

Byy Lemma 3.1, (ke mod 2; e G E) together with the starting point VQ determines the 
endpointt  uniquely. Lemma 4.5 gives the possible cycle numbers for fc-paths. We 
denotee by A™ x Qn{v{) the subset of A™ x Qn consisting of all pairs (£, -^) such that 
aa fc-path with endpoint i\ and cycle number j is possible. We write d :— "~+- for the 
dimensionn of the cycle space multiplied by |. 

Lemmaa 5.2. 1. Let ip{v. x, y) = 2m^lxvtp(x, y). For all Vi € V and for all e > 0, 

.m+d-1 1 

limm sup 
n - t o o( z , y ) e A ? x Qn ( n) ) 

P(aP(ann = x, ,8n = y)- &(vu x, y) 
(m -1 )! ! 

2.. For all e > 0 £/iere exists a constant C( > 0 suc/i f/iat 

- 0 , , 

supp nm + d" 1P(aB - x, A, - V) < Cf exp ( -^(en)2 7" 2 ) . 
( i , ! ,)eA«xQ'nn V ^ / 

Proof.. First we compute the asymptotic behaviour of the probability p of a fixed 
fc-pathfc-path given by (3.5). We use 

n T(aT(a + k) v27T,fc+a_i ^k , 

i = 0 0 

forr the numerator, and 

T i - l l 

r(f )) r(f f[(af[(a  + 20 = 2 " ^ l _ t ^ „ V ^ a n ^ ^ e- as n -> oo 
i=0 0 

forr the denominator, to obtain 

nn <=."" '  n # 

v£V\{vo} v£V\{vo} 

withh C given by (2.1) as ke —> oc for all e G E. The convergence is uniform in k for 
-- € A, because in this case ke > nc. 

Nextt we compute for x — £ the asymptotic behaviour of P(an — x,0n = 0), the 
probabilityy of all &-paths with cycle numbers equal to zero. If all cycle numbers equal 
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zero,, then by (4.2), fc  = —-. In particular, kf differs from ^ in absolute value by at 
mostt \. Lemma 4.3 gives the corresponding number of (fc+,fc~)-paths, so we get 

rww En 2 P{aP{ann=x,d=x,dnn = 0)=p B j VV TeT e£E(T) 

nn ^ i ^ ! n Kr, 
e£Ee£E veV\{Vl} 

Usingg Stirling's formula and (5.1) we obtain 

P(aP(a -xd -0) ~ p ^ 2 ^ r e T e e £ ( r) 

e€J55 u€V\{i>i } 

nr >> E n * . 
" ''  n^ n ^  n 2n-

wheree again the convergence is uniform in k for £ € A (. With ^ = xe and ^ = xv, we 
obtain n 

nna e - | | 
,, , , . . . . . .. . - . ^ „ p v - „ , Xe 

P{aP{ann = x,pn = 0) ~ n 2 C ^ Ö^ ^ r ^ 11 re> 

veV\{vveV\{v00} } 

Itt remains to compute for y — -4  ̂the asymptotic behaviour of 

EE n ^ P(cvnn = X, Pn = y) = Y\ ^ ! ^ ! T^^E{T) 2 

P(aP(ann=x,(3=x,(3nn=0)=0) 11 ^ ! ^ ! E EI 
TeXe€£; ( r) ) 

Byy Stirling's formula, 

''  h / n \~ 2 / n 
22 ' 2 '  e it ile \ f i i " 1 

fcfcee+s +s 

11 - T-] 1 + T1 (5-3) 

andd the convergence is uniform in k and j for (£, -̂ =) G A t xQ„  because in this case 
fcfcee  ^ > ^ - n7 > en - n7 and 7 < 1. To compute the asymptotic behaviour of the last 
term,, we take logarithms and use Taylor's formula 

log(ll  + x) = x - y + ^r-  ̂ with \6{x) -l\<x for |a;| < 1, 
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too obtain 

11 + 
kk f f 

—— exp 

== exp ~ ^  ̂ + r(ge,ke) 

—2-^V—2-^V  + k. 

withh r(g1 k) = 
{k-g)g"{k-g)g" (k + g)g' 

GP0(-l)GP0(-l) 6A30(£) 

Forr (£, j=)  € Af xQ„  we have | g| < ~ <  forn sufficiently large, so  < ) < § 
andd consequently, 

exp p 
2 n3 ^ 2 \\ , , , „  / 2n3^ 2 

<< exp(r(j, A;)) < exp I 3e2 2 

Thuss exp(r(j, Ar)) —> 1 uniformly on A t x Q„, and we conclude 

P(aP(ann = x,(3n=y) y-j / g 

e g£ £ 
2A, , == exp E E 2nxf f 

Lett diag(j-;e e -E) denote the |i?|-dimensional diagonal matrix with entries ^-, and set 
NN = (c i , . .. , Cm-i+iY, so JV is an (m — I + 1) x m-matrix. Then 

E E nxnxP P 

Observee that A- = -S- + J T -I -£=c*  = -4= + JV'y and 

A rdiagg (—;e <= £ J Art = A(.r), 

wheree aM (z) = £eec; i
 a nd aij( x) = EeeClnCj i f° r * / J a nd t n e s iSns m t n c l a st 

summ are chosen to be +1 or —1 depending on whether the edge e has in c, and c3 the 

samee orientation or not. It follows X êefi ^~ = 2/^0*Ol/ + ^(77^)1 a nd we conclude 

P(qnn = x, dn = y) ( 1 t 

«i2i i 
Puttingg everything together, the first part of Lemma 5.2 follows. 

Forr the proof of the second part of Lemma 5.2, we observe that the error term e ^ in 
Stirling'ss formula is uniformly bounded: 1 < e 12» < e 12. Thus using the same argument 
ass before, we get 

.m+dd — 1 P(aP(ann = x, j3n — 0) < const(^(a:, 0). 
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Itt remains to analyze (5.2). Clearly, 

P(aP(ann = x,8n = 0) " 11 ^=fe!*£+&[ * 

Clearly,, the factors are decreasing in ge and < 1. For (£, -^) G A< x Q'„, there exists an 
e e££ with |<7e(j)| > n7, so 

P(onn = x,(3n = y) 
P(aP(ann = x,/3n = 0) 

< < 
fcct*cl fcct*cl 
22  2

fc„-nïfc„-nï  i A,,+m i 
22 ' 2 -

11 / 
const—:: exp 

, / ll  ^~2 > 

'' n2^ " ^ 

,, 2e , 
|| exp 

f2nf2n33^^2 2 

KK 3 e2 

andd the second part of Lemma 5.2 follows.

66 Proof of Theorem 2.1 

Firstt we prove the weak convergence of {(a„ , /?„)} . Let e > 0, and let ƒ : A{  x R2d —>  R 
bee bounded and continuous. We set for M > 0, 

Qn,MQn,M = j - ^ = e J„  : |ji| < Afv ^ for all i € {1 , . . . , m - I + 1 } | . 

Forr all M > 0 we get 

E[f{aE[f{a nn,0,0nn)\)\ = E[f{an,0ny,0neQn,M]  + E[f(an,l3ny,!3neQn\QniM) 
+E[f{a+E[f{a nnJJnn)-p)-pnneQ'eQ'nn\.\. (6.1) 

Thee first term in (6.1) equals 

J2J2 E[f(an,dny (an,j3n) € A? x Qn,M(^)] 

Usingg the first part of Lemma 5.2 and the fact that the number of points in A™ x Qn,M{vi) 
iss of the order nm_1+d, we see that the last expressions has the same asymptotic behaviour 
as s 

EE(mm - 1)! v~^  r, ^ ,, \ 

raram-i+dm-i+d 2 - f(x,y)i>{vuxty). 
" ievv ( ï ,y )eA^g„ ,« ( i ,) 

Thiss is a finite sum of Riemannian sums. Taking into account that the individual cycle 
numberss are either odd or even (condition 1 from Lemma 4.5) gives a factor 2_2d. There 
aree roughly 7m-ly— Pom^s in A" and points of the order nd in QniM (vi). The restrictions 
modd 2 on the number of crossings of the edges gives a factor 2~(m~(m~l+1  ̂= 21"1. Using 
thiss we see that taking the limit n —  oc and then M —* oo yields 

/jj  _ g)"1-1 f f 
J2J2 —2™— / / f(x'V^(v^x>y)dya(dx) 

==  ^ / / f(x'y">  Yl $(vux,v)dy<r{dx). 
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Heree we denote by a normalized Lebesgue measure on A. 
Observee that part 1 of Lemma 5.2 implies 

nnmm++ dd--llP(aP(ann =x,j3n = y) < 2^(vux,y) 

forr all (x, y) 6 A" x Qn(vi) and all n sufficiently large. Using this, the integrability of tp on 
AA(( x R2d and the fact that A£ x {y e R2d : \yt\ > M for some i e { L . . , m - l + l } } | 0 
ass M —> oo, we can argue in a similar way as above that the second term in (6.1) tends 
too zero if we take the limit n —> oc and then M — oc. 

Usingg the last part of Lemma 5.2 and the fact that the number of points in A" x Q'n 

iss at most of the order n
Tn'l+2d it follows easily that the last term in (6.1) tends to zero 

ass n —> oc. So we have shown 

\im^E[f(a\im^E[f(ann,p,pnn)})}  = — ƒ f(x,y)^2i>(vux,y)dya(dx) 

==  (1 - e)m_1 ƒ ƒ ƒ (*, yMx, y)dya(dx). 
A ,, R2d 

Heree we have used £ ii>(v, x, y) = 2m<p{x, y) v̂€V xv and ^2veV xv = 2. 

Too prove weak convergence of {(an,,3n)}, let h : A x R2d —> R be bounded and 
continuous.. For all e > 0, 

E[h(aE[h(ann,p,pnn)]=E[h(*)]=E[h(* nn,/3,/3nnyy}}aann <E Af] + E[h(anJn); an e A \ A,]. (6.2) 

Forr h > 0, we have by the above argument and by the monotone convergence theorem, 

limm lim E[h(an,pn);an E A(]  = lim(l - c)m_1 / / h(x,y)ip(x,y)dya(dx) 
tt——^  ̂ n—Kxi (—>-0 J J 

A tt R2d 

== / / h(x,y)p(x,y)dya(dx). 
AA R2d 

Sincee 0 < E[h(an,3n)]  < ||/i||oo the last integral is finite. So for general h we get the 
samee decomposing h in its positive and negative part. 

Thee second term in (6.2) is dominated by a constant times the probability P(an G 
A \\ A€), and 

limm lim P(an e A \ A() = hmP(a(X> 6 A \ A() = P(QOO e dA) = 0, 
f - * 0 n - » ooo t—*0 

soo this term converges to zero as n —+ oo and € —  0, and we have shown the weak 
convergence. . 

Almost,, sure convergence of {an; n G N}  follows from Lemma 3.3 and the identity 
aann = a+ + an. To compute $(x), we have to integrate tp(x,y) with respect to ?/. The 
onlyy factor that depends on y is the exponential term, and 

/ / 
exp(-^yexp(-^yttA{x)y)dyA{x)y)dy = (27r)d[det A{x))-* . 

RR2d 2d 

Noww the crucial step is to apply the following matrix-tree-theorem. 
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Theoremm 6.1 ([8], p. 145, theorem 3'). 

detA(x)detA(x) = Y, I I 7-
x x 

TeTe#E(T)TeTe#E(T) e 

Thiss equation can be rewritten as 

EE n ** 
detA(x)detA(x) =  TeT*E{T) 

nn x* 
e£E e£E 

andd putting everything together, it follows that <Ê> has the form indicated in Theorem 2.1. 
D D 
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Chapterr 3 

Howw edge-reinforced random walk 
arisess naturally 

Silkee W.W. Rolles1 

Abstract t 

Wee give a characterization of a modified edge-reinforced random walk in terms of 
certainn partially exchangeable sequences. In particular, we obtain a characterization 
off  edge-reinforced random walk (introduced by Coppersmith and Diaconis) on a 2-
edge-connectedd graph. Modifying the notion of partial exchangeability introduced 
byy Diaconis and Freedman in [2], we characterize unique mixtures of reversible 
Markovv chains under a recurrence assumption. 

11 Introduction 

Inn the 1920s the Cambridge philosopher W.E. Johnson gave the following characterization 
off  Polya urns (see [7]): Let X :— (Xo, Xi,...) be an exchangeable sequence with values 
inn a finite state space of cardinality m > 3. If the conditional probabilities P(Xn+i  = 
V\XQ,V\XQ, A"I , . .. , Xn) depend only on v and the number of times state v has been visited up 
too time n and if some natural technical conditions hold, then X has the same distribution 
ass drawings from a Polya urn containing balls of m different colors. Johnson formulated 
hiss statement in terms of Dirichlet distributions rather than Polya urns, but it is well 
knownn that the two notions are equivalent (see e.g. [6], Section 2). 

Diaconiss [personal communication] conjectured that edge-reinforced random walk ari-
sess as naturally as Dirichlet distributions. In this article, we prove his conjecture in the 
sensee that we generalize Johnson's statement for a modified edge-reinforced random walk. 

1.11 Result 

Lett G = (V, E) be a locally finite connected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. We 
assumee that G has no loops, i.e. each edge has two distinct endpoints. Parallel edges are 
allowed;; thus two edges may have the same pair of endpoints. For an edge e we denote the 

'EURANDOM,, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Email: Rolles@eurandom.tue.nl 

37 7 
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sett of its endpoints by ë. We call it — (t'0, ei, i>i,... , en, vn) an admissible path if vt E V 
forr 0 < i < n, e, £ E and ë, = {t'^-i , t',}  for 1 < i < n. We say that n has starting point 
VQ,VQ, endpoint vn and length n. We denote by k{v,ir) the number of visits to vertex v and 
byy A:(e,7r) the number of traversals of edge e: 

£(Ü,7T)) := \{ie { 0 , 1 , . .. ,n}  : v,- = v } | , (1.1) 

fc(e,7r)fc(e,7r) := | { i e { l , . . . , n } : e i = e}h (1.2) 

heree we write j5| for the cardinality of a set S. We define a sequence (X, Y) := (XQ, 
y^ty^t Xii y^-, X2,...) of random variables to be a nearest-neighbor random walk on G if 
ZZnn :— (XQ, Y\, X\.... ,Yn,Xn) is an admissible path for all n > 0. We abbreviate 
Z:=(X,Y). Z:=(X,Y). 

Wee denote by V the set of all transition matrices on V x E. For a Markovian nearest-
neighborr random walk on G with transition matrix p, we have p(v, e, v', e') = 0 if ë ^ 
{v,{v, v'} and p(t', e, v', e') depends only on v' and e' if ë = {v, v'}. Therefore we write p(v', e') 
insteadd of p(v, e,v',e') in the following. 

Def in i t io nn 1.1. We say that a nearest-neighbor random walk Z onG is a unique mixture 
off  Markov chains if there exists a unique probability measure /i on V x V such that for 
anyany admissible path x = (uo,ei,ui,... ,en, un) 

/

nn —1 

Y[p{ui,eY[p{ui,ei+i+ i)fi(dui)fi(du00,dp). ,dp). 

vxvvxv !=° 

TheThe measure /i is called the mixing measure. If for [t-a.a. {UQ,P) the Markov chain with 
transitiontransition matrix p is reversible, then we say that the process is a unique mixture of 
reversiblee Markov chains. 

Diaconiss and Freedman [2] call a nearest-neighbor random walk partially exchange-
ablee if any two admissible paths with the same starting point and the same number of 
transitionn counts for all directed edges have the same probability. They prove that un-
derr a recurrence assumption their notion of partial exchangeability characterizes unique 
mixturess of Markov chains (Theorem (7), [2]). We introduce a more restrictive notion of 
partiall  exchangeability which characterizes unique mixtures of reversible Markov chains: 
Wee define two finite admissible paths x and 7r' to be equivalent if they have the same 
startingg point and fc(e, n) = k(e, n') for all e e E. 

Def in i t io nn 1.2. We call a nearest-neighbor random walk Z partially exchangeable if 
P(ZP(Znn — 7r) = P(Zn = it') for any equivalent paths TV and IT' of length n. 

Anyy process which is partially exchangeable in the sense of Definition 1.2 is partially 
exchangeablee in the sense of Diaconis and Freedman. We prove: 

T h e o r emm 1.1. Let Z be a nearest-neighbor random walk on a finite graph G satisfying 

P{XP{Xnn — XQ for infinitely many n) = X (1-3) 

andand for all e 6 E and all u, v € ë 

P(ThereP(There exists n > 0 with (Xn,Yn+i,Xn+]_) = (u,e, v)) = 1. (1-4) 

ThenThen Z is a unique mixture of reversible Markov chains if and only if Z is partially 
exchangeableexchangeable in the sense of Definition 1.2. 
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Assumptionn (1.4) says that every edge is traversed in both directions with probability 
1. . 

AA Markovian nearest-neighbor random walk on G with transition probabilities given 
byy strictly positive weights on the edges is partially exchangeable in the sense of Definition 
1.22 (transitions are made with probabilities proportional to the edge weights). We call 
suchh a Markov chain a non-reinforced random walk. A more interesting example of a 
nearest-neighborr random walk which is partially exchangeable in the sense of Definition 
1.22 is edge-reinforced random walk. The process was introduced by Coppersmith and 
Diaconiss in 1987 (see [1]) as follows: All edges are given strictly positive numbers as 
weights.. In each step, the random walker traverses an incident edge with a probability 
proportionall  to its weight. Each time an edge is traversed, its weight is increased by 1. 

Supposee G is 2-edge-connected, i.e. removing an edge does not make G disconnected. 
Lett Z be a partially exchangeable nearest-neighbor random walk on G such that the 
conditionall  probabilities to traverse edge e in the next step depend only on the current 
location,, the edge e, the local time accumulated at the present vertex, and the number of 
timess e has been traversed in the past. If Z satisfies in addition some natural technical 
assumptions,, then Z has the same distribution as a non-reinforced random walk or an 
edge-reinforcedd random walk. More precisely, we make the following assumptions on G 
andd Z: 

Assumptionn 1.1. For all v E V degree(v) ̂  2. 

Assumptionn 1.2. There exists VQ € V with P(X0 — vQ) = 1. 

Assumptionn 1.3. For any admissible path -K of length n > 1 starting at vo we have 
P(ZP(Znn = 7T) > 0. 

Assumptionn 1.4. Z is partially exchangeable in the sense of Definition 1.2. 

Assumptionn 1.5. For all v e V and e e E there exists a function fv^e taking values in 
[0,1]]  such that for all n > 0 

P(YP(Yn+ln+l  = e, Xn+i = v\Zn) = fXn,e{kn(Xn), kn(e)). 

Forr the last assumption, we need the following definition. 

Definitio nn 1.3. We define the domain of definition Dei(fViC) of fVfi to be the set of all 
(k,(k, ke) such that there exists a path -K from v0 to v with k(v, it) = k and k(e, it) = ke. We 
setset Vv,e(k) :=  {ke : (k, ke) <=  Def(/„,e)} . 

Assumptionn 1.6. For all v e V and e e E with v € ê there exist real-valued constants 
6c,e(2),, c„(2) such that fv,e(2,j) = bv,e(2) + cv(2)j for all j e Z>„,c(2). 

Wee prove: 

Theoremm 1.2. Suppose G is 2-edge-connected and satisfies Assumption 1.1. A nearest-
neighborneighbor random walk Z on G satisfies Assumptions 1.2-1.6 if and only if Z is an edge-
reinforcedreinforced random walk or a non-reinforced random walk starting at t-0, except that the 
conditionalconditional probability P(Yi = e, Xx — v\XQ — v0) may be different from the corresponding 
conditionalconditional probability for edge-reinforced/non-reinforced random walk. 
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Withoutt Assumption 1.1, Theorem 1.2 need not be true. If G is the graph consisting 
off  two vertices which are connected by two parallel edges, then Assumption 1.5 is vacuous 
(becausee Assumption 1.4 holds) and Theorem 1.2 does not hold (compare Zabell [7]). 

AA similar characterization for directed-edge-reinforced random walk on a complete graph 
hass been obtained by Zabell [8]. In a directed-edge-reinforced random walk directed edges 
aree reinforced; see [5] for the definition of the process. This model is easier to treat because 
theree is independence between what happens at different vertices, and the assumption of 
aa complete graph simplifies the proof considerably. 

Thee remainder of the article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe a 
generalizationn of Theorem 1.2 for graphs which are not 2-edge-connected. Section 3 
containss our results on mixtures of reversible Markov chains. In Section 4, we collect 
somee graph-theoretical lemmas needed in our proofs. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.2 
andd its generalization from Section 2. 

22 Result for a general graph 

Inn this section, we state a generalization of Theorem 1.2. For v £ V we denote by Ev the 
sett of all edges incident to v: 

EEvv :=  {e e E : v e ë}. (2.1) 

Forr an admissible path 7r, we set 

A'(t/,7r)) := £fc(e,7T). (2.2) 
e€Ev e€Ev 

Forr a nearest-neighbor random walk Z,vE\ V, and e G E, we define 

kknn(v)(v) := h(v, Zn\ kn{e) := fc(c, ZB), Kn{v) := K(v, Zn). 

Recalll  that, a graph G' is called 2-edge-connected if removing an edge does not make 
G'G' disconnected. G' is 2-edge-connected if and only if for any two edges e ƒ e' in G' there 
existss a cycle containing both e and e'. A bridge is an edge whose deletion increases the 
numberr of connected components. There is no edge parallel to a bridge. A subgraph B 
off  G is called a block of G if B is a bridge or a maximal 2-edge-connected subgraph of 
G.G. We denote the edge set of B by E(B). The graph G decomposes into finitely many 
blockss JE?I, B2,... ,Bm in the sense that the edge set E of G can be written as disjoint 
unionn of the E(Bi)'s. We write V2 (E2) for the set of all vertices (edges) contained in a 
2-edge-connectedd block. 

Wee define modified edge-reinforced random walk as follows: 

Definitio nn 2.1. Let V —> {0,1} , v i—» dv be constant on any 2-edge-connected block of G, 
andand let av^e > 0, v G V, e € Ev, with the property aVje — au,e for all e G E2, u,v G ê. 
WeWe set av :— Yle^E av,e- We define modified edge-reinforced random walk with starting 
pointpoint VQ to be a nearest-neighbor random walk (X,Y) on G with P(Xo = Vo) = 1 and for 
allall  n > 0 

{ Qx„, ee + dxn  kn(e) f-_ty 1 
aavv + dXji-Kn(Xn) Ve-i^vh 
00 otherwise. 
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InIn the definition of modified edge-reinforced random walk, we choose for each pair 
(v,e)(v,e) with e 6 Ev a weight oue! > 0. If ë — {u,v} and e is contained in a 2-edge-
connectedd block, we require aue — av,e. If dv — 0. then the weights of (v,e) for e £ Ev 

neverr change, whereas if dv = 1 the weight of (t>, e) increases by 1 after each traversal 
off  e. Since u i—> dv is constant on any 2-edge-connected block B of G, the restriction 
off  modified edge-reinforced random walk to B is either non-reinforced or edge-reinforced 
randomm walk. We prove: 

Theoremm 2.1. Suppose G satisfies Assumption 1.1. A nearest-neighbor random walk Z 
onon G satisfies Assumptions 1.2-1.6 if and only if the conditional probabilities 

P{YP{Yn+ln+l  = e,Xn+1 = v\Zn,kn(Xn) > 2) 

agreeagree with the corresponding conditional probabilities for a modified edge-reinforced ran-
domdom walk on G with starting point VQ. 

Iff  G is the star-shaped graph with vertex set V = {VQ,VI,.. . ,vm} and edges between 
vovo and Vi for 1 < i < m, then the weights of an edge-reinforced random walk observed 
att the times the random walker is at the central vertex VQ, obey the same dynamics as 
thee number of balls in a Polya urn process where after each drawing the ball is returned 
withh two additional balls of the same color. In this case, Assumption 1.5 is just Johnson's 
"sufficientness""  postulate and we recover Johnson's result (compare [7], Corollary 2.2). 

33 Mixtures of reversible Markov chains 

Inn this section, we prove Theorem 1.1, and we derive conclusions for (modified) edge-
reinforcedd random walk. We begin with a relation between k(e,ir) and k(v,-ïï). 

Remarkk 3.1. If TT is an admissible path in G starting at v$ and ending at v, then 

J2J2 *(e,*) = 2k(v, TT) - 1 - 6v(v0); (3.1) 

herehere 6v(v0) denotes Kronecker's delta. In particular, k(v,n) is determined by k(e,ir), 
ee e Ev, via equation (3.1). 

Wee omit the elementary proof of Remark 3.1. 
AA  closed path is a path with the same starting and endpoint. If c :=  (u0, ei,..., e„, un) 

iss a closed path and all ê , 1 < i < n, are distinct, then we call c a cycle. 

ProofProof of Theorem 1.1. If Z is a reversible Markov chain, then its transition probabilities 
cann be described by weights on the edges. Hence for a finite path IT the probability 
P{ZP{Znn — x) depends only on fc(e, 7r), e e E, and k(v, x), v G V. By Remark 3.1, k(i\ TT) is 
uniquelyy determined by k(e, TT), e e Ev. Hence Z is partially exchangeable in the sense of 
Definitionn 1.2, and the same is true if Z is a unique mixture of reversible Markov chains. 

Conversely,, suppose Z is partially exchangeable in the sense of Definition 1.2. Then 
ZZ is partially exchangeable in the sense of Diaconis and Freedman (see the comments 
beforee Definition 1.2). By Theorem (7) of [2], Z is a unique mixture of Markov chains. 
Wee denote the mixing measure by /i. 
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Supposee there exist e € E and u G ê such that p(u, e) — 0 on a set S of positive /x-
measure.. Using the definition of mixtures of Markov chains, we obtain P(There exists n > 
00 with (Xn, Yn+X, Xn+i) — (u, e, v)) < l-fi(S), which contradicts (1.4). Hence p(u, e) > 0 
/i-a.s... Thus for /i-a.a. (v,p) E V x V, the Markov chain with transition matrix p is 
irreduciblee and since the state space is finite, recurrent. 

Lett c = (u0,e i , . .. ,e„,it„ ) be a cycle. We set r := min{z > 0 : Xi — UQ}; T is 
thee first hitting time of UQ. We denote by Qvp the distribution of the Markov chain 
withh transition matrix p which starts in v with probability 1. We write Qp(c) for the 
probabilityy that the Markov chain with transition matrix p traverses the cycle c starting 
att a point, in the cycle. We define 0(X0, YUXU Y2,...) := {XUY2,X2,YZ,...); thus 9 
shiftss the random walk Z by one step. We denote by 6™ the m iterate of 6. For 
m,, n > 0, {9mZ)n = (Xm, Ym+l, Xm+l,... , Ym+n, Xm+n) equals the random path of length 
nn traversed by the random walker starting at time m. We calculate the probability that 
thee process Z traverses c twice immediately after time r: 

qq :=  P(T < oo, ($TZ)n = c = (0T+nZ)n) 

== ƒ Qv,p(r < oo, (8rZ)n = c - (9T+nZ)n)n(dv, dp) 

VxV VxV 

== ƒ Qv,p(r < <x)QUChP{Zn = c - (6nZ)n)ii(dv, dp) 

VxV VxV 

==  ƒ Qp(c)2n{dv,dp); 
VxV VxV 

forr the first equality we used that the process is a mixture of Markov chains, for the 
secondd equality we used the strong Markov property under Q„,p, and for the last equality 
wee used QV,P{T < oc) = 1 which follows from recurrence of the Markov chain. 

Usingg partial exchangeability, we see that the probability that the process Z traverses 
thee reversed cycle c" := (un,en,un _ i , . .. , ei,«o) twice immediately after time r equals 
q,q, and the same argument as above yields 

9== / Qp(c~)2n(dv,dp). 
JVxV JVxV 

Furthermoree the probability to traverse first c and then c~ immediately after time r also 
equalss q: 

9== / Qp{c)Qp(c")v(dv,dp). 
JVxV JVxV 

Consequently, , 

// [Qp(c)-QP(0]2A*(dMp ) 
JVxV JVxV 

==  f [QP(C)2 - 2Qp(c)Qp(c~) + Qp(c~)2]  n(dv, dp) 
JVxV JVxV 

== q-2q + q = 0, 
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andd we conclude Qp{c) — Qp{c") //-a.s. It follows from Kolmogorov's cycle criterion (see 
e.g.. [3], page 303), that for /i-a.a. (v,p) the Markov chain with transition matrix p is 
reversible.. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Corollar yy 3.1. Edge-reinforced random walk and modified edge-reinforced random walk 
onon a finite graph G are unique mixtures of reversible Markov chains. 

Proof.Proof. The assumptions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied for edge-reinforced random walk: By 
Lemmaa 2 in [4] the process is partially exchangeable; Proposition 1 in [4] implies (1.3) 
andd (1.4). The claim for modified edge-reinforced random walk follows similarly. D 

Forr edge-reinforced random walk on a finite graph the mixing measure can be given 
explicitly.. Let A := {(xe;e G E) : xe > 0, ^ e € £a :e = 1}, and let a denote Lebesgue 
measuree on A. 

Theoremm 3.1. Let Z be edge-reinforced random walk on a finite graph G. There exists a 
functionfunction <ï> : A —> [0, oo[ such that for any admissible path x = (VQ, ei, Vi,... , en, vn) the 
followingfollowing holds: 

/

n n 

AA '—l 

herehere xv :=  ^2e€Evxe- The density $ is given explicitly in Theorem 1 of [4],  see also 
DiaconisDiaconis [1];  $ is strictly positive in the interior of A. 

Proof.Proof. By Corollary 3.1, Z is a unique mixture of reversible Markov chains. Hence the 
mixingg measure can be described as the image of a measure on A. Theorem 1 of [4] states 
thatt Mmn^^k^e)/n; e G E) exists almost surely and has distribution $da. The claim 
followss from Markov chain theory. D 

44 Some graph-theoretical lemmas 

Inn this section, we collect some graph-theoretical results which will be needed in the proofs 
off  Theorems 1.2 and 2.1. We assume in the whole section that degree(v) > 3 for all v G V. 

Iff  a path 7T starts at VQ and ends at v, then we say that -K is a path from v0 to v. For 
aa vertex v G V, we define II ro „ to be the set of all admissible paths from v0 to v which 
visitt v only in the last step: 

n„0it)) := J7T admissible path from VQ to v with k(v, n) — 1} . (4.1) 

UUVOiVOVOiVO contains only the trivial path it = (v0). liw = (v0, euvi,... ,en, vn) is an admissible 
path,, we say that n enters vertex vn via en. We define subsets of Ev: 

 initial 

r r 

-"«,, cycle 

== {e G Ev : every IT G UVO<V enters v via e}  , (4.2) 

== {e G Ev : no IT G UVOiV enters v via e}  , (4.3) 
__ feeEv: there exist e' G Ev \ {e} and a cycle"1 ,. .^ 

\c\c such that e and e' are both contained in c / " 
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Wee have ^0,initiai = 0 and Renter = En- I f ^.initial ¥" 0 , then i1; contains precisely one 
edgee which we denote by ev;mii-iai. Removing elt)initial from G makes the graph disconnected; 
thuss e is a bridge. Hence £„,initiairi.E'„ iCycie = 0- Note that Ev — £r,initiai Uitenter U-E^cyde-

Iff  7T and 7r' are admissible paths with the property that the endpoint of -K agrees with 
thee starting point of TT', then we write XTT' for the concatenation of n and IT'. For a closed 
pathh 7T we denote by 7rfc the concatenation of k copies of -K. By definition, TT° equals the 
emptyy path. We set N := {1, 2 , . .. }  and N0 := N U {0} . 

Thee following lemma collects information about X>„iC(fc); recall Definition 1.3. 

Lemmaa 4.1. 1. If fa G Vv>ei{k), then there exist e2,e3 E Ev \ {ei} , e2 / e3, and 
fa,fa, fa € {0,1}  suc/i that for all k[,k'2, fa G N0 with k\ = kx mod 2 and k[ + fa + fa = 
2k2k — 1 - 6v{va) there exists a path ir from v0 to v with k(et, IT) — k\ for i = 1, 2,3 
andand k(e, n) — 0 for all e G Ev \ {ei, e2, e3} . 

2.2. Let v G V, e G £„  and k G N. We set 

. __ f 1 »ƒ e G ^ . in i t i a l , ^ . _ f 1 *ƒ e € £„.cycle, 

m" ,€€ "~ \ 0 otherwise. v,e ' \ 2 otherwise. 

ThereThere exists Mv>e(k) G N0 such that 

VVvv,,ee{k){k) = {mVie + j-Av,e : 0< j < M„,e(fc)}  . (4.5) 
Proof.. Let eL € £„  and k G N. We pick edges e2, e3 G Ev\{ei), e2 # e3, with the following 
constraints:: If v  ̂ v0 and eL £ JE înitiai. then we choose e2 G Ev \ {Ev<enieT U {ci}) . If 
eii  G £\,,enter n ^«.cycie, we choose e3 G £0 \ {ei}  such that there exists a cycle containing 
bothh ei and e3. 

Supposee 0 G 2\ei(fc). If v — vo, wc set 7r := (v0). Otherwise there exists n G Il^ iV 

whichh enters v via e2. For t = 1,2, 3, we write e» = {f , t 'J, and we set ïït — (v, e;, Vi, e*, v), 
i.e.. 7Tj crosses edge e, back and forth starting from v. For Ji,J2,h e ^o w i t h 2j'i + 2j2 + 
2j33 + 1 — 6V(VQ) = 2k - 1 - 6v(v0), we define 7r' to be the concatenation of x with j , 
copiess of 7T,-: 7r' :— 7T7r{:7rf 7r̂ 3. Using Remark 3.1, we see that n' is an admissible path 
withh k(v, 7r') = fc. Hence (k,2ji) G Def(/„>ei) for all j i > 0 up to a certain upper bound 
whichh can be obtained from (3.1). This proves the first part of the lemma in the case 
fafa G 2\ei(fc) with fa even. 

Supposee 1 G VVtei(k). If ei G £„  \ £„,enter, then we choose a path n G n^t, which 
enterss v via ty. If ei G Ev<enleT, we choose 7f G 11 ,̂„  which enters v via e2. In the latter 
case,, we have t\ G EVtCyc\e because 1 G VViB1(k). Hence we can extend f to a path 7r by 
addingg one traversal of a cycle which contains a and e3. A similar argument, as above 
completess the proof of the first part of the lemma in the case fa G T>Vi£l(k) with fa odd. 

Clearlyy 0 G Vv^v{k) if eY £ £„,mit«d, and 1 G VVfil{k) if ei G ^.initial U Ü^cyde-
Thee above argument implies that the right-hand side of (4.5) is contained in VVyC(k). 
Itt remains to show the reversed inclusion. By Remark 3.1, each j G Vv%e{k) satisfies 
jj  < 2k - 1 - 6V(VQ). It is easy to see that j 6 Vv>e(k) is odd if e G ^.initial-
Claim::  j G T>Vte(k) is even if e G £„  \ (£0,cycie U -Et..initial)-

Lett e £ Ev\ {EViCycie U ^,initiai) = Renter \ ^,cycle, and let 7T be a path from v0 to v. 
Thee path f which is obtained by considering ?r only until the first time v is visited, belongs 
too n„0)„  and enters v via an edge e' # e because e G ureter- In particular, fc(e, fr) = 0. 
Thee number of traversals of e cannot increase by 1 between two successive visits to v 
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becausee e ^ EVtCyc\e. Hence k(e,ir) must be even. This finishes the proof of the second 
partt of the lemma. D 

55 Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 2.1 

Throughoutt this section, we assume that G satisfies Assumption 1.1 and Z is a nearest-
neighborr random walk satisfying Assumptions 1.2-1.6. We will show that the conditional 
probabilitiess P(Yri+ i = e, Xn+i = v\Zn, kn(Xn) > 2) agree wTith the corresponding con-
ditionall  probabilities for modified edge-reinforced random walk. By Assumption 1.5, it 
sufficess to show that the functions fv<e have the appropriate form. Lemma 5.2 below is 
thee first step in this direction. Since the random walk is reflected at vertices of degree 1, 
wee assume in the following degree(r;) > 3 for all v € V. We begin with a remark which 
collectss some properties of the functions fViC. 

Remarkk 5.1. For e € Ev, the function fv<e is strictly positive on its domain Def(/„ ie). 
IfIf  k and ke, e G Ev, are such that there exists a path x from VQ to v with k(v, TT) — k and 
k(e,k(e, 7r) — — ke for all e £ Ev, then 

££ A,e(Me) = I- (5-1) 
e£Ee£Ev v 

Proof.Proof. Let x = (v0, e^,... , en, vn = v) be a path as in the statement of the remark. Then 
usingg Assumption 1.5, we obtain 

e££„„  e€£„ 

Combiningg Assumptions 1.5 and 1.3 we see that fv<e{k, ke) > 0. D 

Wee will need the following elementary lemma: 

Lemmaa 5.1. Let a, a', a", /?, 3', 7, 7', 6 be real numbers. If 

aa + /3' + Y + 6 = 1, (5.2) 

a'a' + 3 + y' + 6 = 1, (5.3) 

a'a' + 3' + y + 6 = 1 and (5.4) 

a"a" + /3 + y + 6 = 1, (5.5) 

thenthen a — a' — (3 — 3' = 7 — 7' and a — a' = a' — a". If only (5.2) and (5.3) hold, then 
aa -a' = 3- 3'. 

Thee following lemma states that fv,e is linear in the second argument. 

Lemmaa 5.2. For all v € V, e 6 Ev and k > \, there exist real-valued constants 
bbv<ev<e(k),(k), cv(k) such that for all j € T>v<e(k) the following holds: 

fvAkJ)fvAkJ) = KA*) + cv(b)j- (5.6) 

HereHere bv%e(k) >0foreEEv\ Ev;iait[al  and 6„,e(fc) + cv(k) > 0 for e <E initial -
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Remarkk 5.2. Assumption 1.6 is just the relation (5.6) for k = 2. If e.g. v ^ VQ, EV — 
{e i ,e2,e3}}  with e\ G £„,initiai< e2,e3 G Ev^y<:\e< then (5.6) need not hold for k = 2 and 
ee = e2 without Assumption 1.6. 

ProofProof of Lemma 5.2. First we consider the case k — 1. Let ke > 0, e G Ev, such that 
J2eeEJ2eeEvv

 ke = 2k-l-6v(v0) = l~6v(vo). If v = t'o, then k€ = 0, consequently P«,e( l ) = {0} 
andd the claim is trivial. If v j  ̂VQ, then there exists precisely one edge e\ G Ev such that 
kkeiei = 1 and ke2 — 0 for all e2 G ^ \ {ei} . Linearity of the function j i-> fVtC1(k,j) is 
clearr because X\, i e i(l ) contains at most two elements, namely 0 and 1. Whenever Vv^ei(l) 
containss only one element, (5.6) is automatically true and does not give any constraint 
onn c„( l) . If T>v_ei(l) = {0,1} , there exist e2 G Ev \ {ei }  and paths 7r from t'0 to v with 
transitionn counts k(e,n) = fce, e G £„ , given by 

fcfceiei = 1, ke2 = 0, ke3 — 0 for all e3 G £,., \ {e i ,e2} , and 

kkeiei — 0, &e2 — 1, A:e3 = 0 for all e3 G i^, \ {e i ,e2} . 

Wee apply (5.1) with these values for ke to obtain equations of the form (5.2) and (5.3) 
withh a — / „ , e i( l , 1), a' — / t , ,e i( l ,0), ,5 = /„, e2(l , 1), ,5' = .A,)e2(l,0). Lemma 5.1 implies 

/ „ , e i( l ,, 1) - /v ,e i( l ,0) = /„, e2(l , 1) - /„,e2(l , 0). 

Hencee the increment does not depend on the edge. 
Forr k — 2, (5.6) is true by Assumption 1.6. 
Supposess k > 3. By Lemma 4.1, VVj£(k) is a set of non-negative integers which can 

bee ordered in such a way that any two successive elements differ by A t,ie G {1,2} . Since 
kk > 3, there exists j G VVye(k) with j > mv,e + 4. First we show that the function 
jj  fvAkJ) i s l i n e ar o n t h e s e ts VvAk) n 2 No and X>„,e(fc) n (1 + 2N0). 
Cla i mm 1: For all ei G Ev and j G X>„ iei(fc) with j > mv<ei + 4 

Aei(fc,, j ) - fvtei(k,j - 2) = /„,Cl(fc, j - 2) - ƒ„,,,(* , j - 4). 

Lett j be as in the assumption of Claim 1. By Lemma 4.1, there exist e2, e3 G £ i , \ { ei }  "with 
e22 yÉ e3 and fc2, &3 with j + A:2 + fc3 = 2k - 1 - 6v(v0) such that paths x with the following 
numberss of edge traversals for e G Ev are possible: /c(e, 7r) = 0 for all e € Ev\ {ei, e2, e3} 
and d 

ft(ei,7r)=j,ft(ei,7r)=j, fc(e2,7r)=fc2, fc(e3, ir) = fa, 
k(euir)k(euir) = j - 2, fc(e2,7r) = k2 + 2, fc(e3, n) = fa, 
k{ek{euuir)ir)  = j — 2, A:(e2, TT) — fa, k(ei,Tr) — fa + 2, and 
fc(ei,7r)fc(ei,7r) —j - 4, fc(e2,7r) = fa + 2, fc(e3, ir) — fa + 2. 

Applyingg equation (5.1) to these transition counts, we obtain equations of the form (5.2)-
(5.5)) with a = fv,ei(kj), a' = fv,ei(k,j - 2), a" = fv,ei(k,j - 4). Lemma 5.1 implies 
Claimm 1. 

Next,, we show that the increment does not depend on the edge e. 
Cla i mm 2: For any ei, e2 G Ev we have 

Jv,eiJv,ei (ki 77lu,ei  ^) ~ Jv,ei \k, Tnvei) = Jve2\K., THve2 + Zj Jve2\K, TTlve2). {o. I j 
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Iff  v  ̂ vQ we choose eL G Ev \ Ev^n^T; otherwise we choose ei G Ev arbitrarily. Let 
ee22,e,e33 e Ev\ {ei} , e2 7̂  e3, and let fc3 be such that m¥ 1 + mUi(,2 +2+fc3=2fc - l— 6v(v0). 
Theree exist paths IT with fc(e, 7r) = 0 for all e G £„  \ {ei, e2, e3}  and 

^(ei,7r)) = m ^! +2, fc(e2,7r) = m„ ie2, fc(e3, ir) — k3, 
k(ei,ir)k(ei,ir) = mVtei, k(e2,w) = mv,e2 + 2, fc(e3, ÏT) = &3. 

Applyingg equation (5.1) to these transition counts and then using Lemma 5.1 yields (5.7). 
Sincee e2 is arbitrary in Ev \{e\}, Claim 2 follows. 

Finallyy we show that j 1— fVje{k,j) is linear on Vv^(k) for e G Ev,cyc\e. Because of 
Claimm 1 it suffices to prove Claim 3: If e\ G Ev^cycie, then 

Jv,e\Jv,e\ \K, o) — Jv,ei \k, 1J = Ju,ei («^ 2) — Jv,ei [k, V). 

Wee can find edges e2,e3 £ Ev\ {ei} , e2 7̂  e3, and fc3 such that there exist paths it with 
k(e,k(e, x) — 0 for all e G £„  \ {ei, e2, e3}  and 

fc(ei,7r)=3,fc(ei,7r)=3, Ar(e2,7r) = mUje2, &(e3,7r) = fc3, 
fc(ei,7r)fc(ei,7r) = l, fc(e2,ir) = m„)e2 + 2, k(e3,7r) - k3. 

Usingg (5.1) with these transition counts and Lemma 5.1 we obtain 

Sincee m„ iei = 0, the last equation together with Claim 2 implies Claim 3. 
Lett k > 1 and e e Ev\ ü înitiai- There exists a path 7r from v0 to v with fc(v, x) = fc 

andd fc(e, ir)  = 0. Using Remark 5.1 we obtain bv,e(k) = fv,e(k, 0) > 0. A similar argument 
showss bv>e(k) + cv(k) > 0 for e G initial -

Remarkk 5.3. The set X\,e(l ) /ms cardinality 1 /or a// e e Ev if and only if v = t'o or 
-Eu,mitia]]  7̂  0- /ft #iese coses, c^l) can óe chosen arbitrarily. For technical reasons, we 
choosechoose in these cases cv(l) :=  cv(3). 

Lemmaa 5.3. If cv(k)cv(k + 1) = 0 for some k > 1, then cv(k) — cv(k + 1) — 0. In 
particular,particular, we have either cv(k) = 0 for all k > 1 or cv(k) / 0 for all k > 1. 

Proof.Proof. Let k > 2, and let ei,e2 G Ev \ ^initial, ei ^ e2. We assume e, has endpoints 
vv and ^ for i = 1,2. Let 7r be any path from r0 to v with k(v,ir) = k. We abbreviate 
fcjfcj  := k(ei, 7r), fc„. := /cf̂ , n). Let 7f; := (t',ej, Vi, e,, v) be the path which traverses ÊJ back 
andd forth starting at v. We define 7Ti := 7T7ri7r2, 7r2 :— TT^^I - By partial exchangeability 
(Assumptionn 1.4), 7Ti and 7r2 have the same probability. Using Assumption 1.5 we can 
writee the probability of x, as a product of values of /U)e, u G V, e G £. The factors 
correspondingg to the transitions in n agree for 7Ti and n2. Since / u e is strictly positive on 
itss domain by Remark 5.1, all these factors cancel and we obtain 

/0,e i ( fe, fc l ) / i . l ,e1( fcü11 + l , * i + l ) ƒ „ , „ ( £ + l,k2)fV2,e2(kV2 + l , f c 2 + l ) 

== Jv,e2\k, k2)fV27e2{kV2 + 1, «:2 + \)jv<eiyk + 1, ki)fVljei{kvl + 1, KI + 1). 

Thee last equality implies 

fv,ei(k,ki)ffv,ei(k,ki)fVieaViea(k(k + l,k2) = A,e2(^A:2)/r,cl(fc + l,A;i) . (5.8) 
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Supposee cv(k) — 0. Using Lemma 5.2, we can rewrite (5.8) as follows: 

bbViC1ViC1(k)(k) [bVte2(k + l) + cv(k + l)k2] 

==  &,,,,,(*) [^ei(fc + l) + cB(A;+l)fci] . (5.9) 

Wee apply the last equation first with &i = 0, k2 = 2 and then with kt = 2, k2 — 0 (recall 
ei,eei,e22 £ Ev\ ^initial and k > 2; hence there exist paths IT from vQ to v with k(et, n) = kt 

forr i = 1,2.). This yields 

bbvv,,eiei{k)\b{k)\bVje2Vje2{k{k + l) + 2cv(k + l)}  = bViC2(k)bv,ei(k+l), (5.10) 

bbvv,,eïeï(k)b(k)bVteiVtei(k(k + l) = bVte2(k)[bViei(k + l) + 2cv(k+l)].  (5.11) 

Subtractingg (5.11) from (5.10), we obtain 

2b2bvv,,eiei(k)c(k)cvv(k(k + l) = -2bv,e2(k)cv(k + l). (5.12) 

Sincee eu e2 € Ev \ Ev<inilial , we have 6„,ei(fc), bv,e3(k) > 0 by Lemma 5.2. If cv(k + 1 ) ^ 0, 
thenn left and right-hand side of (5.12) have different signs. Hence cv(k + 1) = 0. If we 
assumee cv(k + 1) = 0, then we obtain (5.9) with k and k -t-1 interchanged and the same 
argumentt shows cv(k) — 0. 

Itt remains to consider the case k — 1. If v = v0 or EV^M ^ 0, we chose c„(l ) := c„(3) 
(comparee Remark 5.3). In these cases cv(l)cv(2) = c„(3)c„(2), and the claim follows from 
whatt we proved above. In the remaining cases, v ƒ t'o and ^initial = 0- Then there exist 
ei,e22 e Ev, ei ^ e2, such that Vv<ei — {0,1}  for i - 1,2, and we can apply (5.9) with 
kiki — 0, k2 = 1 and fci = 1, A;2 = 0. The desired result follows. D 

Lemmaa 5.4. Suppose cv(k) / 0. We set Kv :— 2k - 1 - 6v(v0), av,e(k) :— bv^e{k)/cv{k) 
forfor e E Ev, and av{k) := Yle€Ev av>e(k). If (k,ke) e Def(ƒ„,<.), then 

tt ii, i.\ _ 0f^(fc ) + ke 

at,(fc)) + Kv 

Proof.Proof. We abbreviate bv(k) := X^'e£, *V(^) - Let (fc,fce) e Def(/r,e). There exists a path 
7TT from ô to v with A:(v, TT) = k and &(e,7r) — ke. We set fcc< := k(e', IT) for all e' € E\{e}. 
Byy Remark 3.1, we have $3e#e£i) Av = A',. Using (5.1) and Lemma 5.2 we obtain 

e'e^t,, e'€£„  e '€i \: 

Dividingg the last equality by cv(k) yields 

11 = Mfc) 
c„(fc)) c„(fc) 

Anotherr application of Lemma 5.2 yields 

++  Kv = av{k) + Kv. (5.13) 

ƒ„,«(£,, fce) = bv,e(k) + cv(k)ke = cv(k) [aVjS(k) + ke]  = ^*, . % '> 

forr the last equation we used (5.13). Ü 
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Lemmaa 5.5, If cv(l)  ̂ 0, then there exist constants av>e > 0 for e e Ev \ Ev>m[ iiai and 
aavv,,ee > — 1 for e € ^.initial» s^ch that for all k > 2 and ke € T>ve(k) the following holds: 

a„„  + Kv 

withwith av := Xle'e£„  af,e' ^nd A'„  := 2k - 1 - <5„(t'0). 

Proof.Proof. Let fc > 2. Suppose cv{\)  ̂ 0. By Lemma 5.4 it suffices to show aViC(k) — av,e(2). 
Wee choose e\, e2 E Ev, ei / e2, with the constraint ei € £„  \ Renter if ^ / f0. Let IT be 
anyy path from v0 to v with k{v,it) — k. We set kt :— fc(e;,7r). Applying Lemma 5.4 to 
thee factors in (5.8) we obtain 

Qi',ei(fc)) + £i aUie2(fc+1) + fc2 _ flt.,e2(^) + k2 aViei(k + 1) + ki 
aavv(k)+K(k)+Kvv av(k + l) + Kv + 2 av(k) + Kv av(k + 1) + Kv + 2' 

recalll  Kv :=  2k — 1 - ëv(v0). The denominators are equal, hence the enumerators are 
equal: : 

K e i( * )) + fci]  K,e2(fc + 1) + k2]  = [aVte2(k) + k2]  [av,ei(k + 1) + kL] . (5.14) 

Wee apply (5.14) with ki = 1 - <5„(t>o), &2 = 0 and kL — 1 — 5r(i/0), £2 = 2 to obtain 

K,e1(A)) + fci]aB,ea(*  + l ) = aVie2(k)[av>ei(k+l) + ki], (5.15) 
K ei(fc)) + fci][aUje2(fc + l) + 2] - [aVte2{k)+2][a Vtei(k + l) + ki\. 

Subtractingg both equations yields 

- 22 [av,ei(k) + k{]  = -2 [av,ei(k + 1) + fci], 

whichh implies a„iei(A:) = av<ei(k + 1). From (5.15) we conclude av<ei(k) — aVt(,2(k + 1). 
Lett e E E^E^initiai- The equation arie(fc+l) = av,e(k) is equivalent to ^''A* ^ = ^' f f . 

Sincee et,,e(A:),&„ ie(fc + 1) > 0 by Lemma 5.2, cv(A:) and cv(k + 1) have the same sign. In 
particular,, cv(k) has the same sign as cv(2) for all k > 2. Suppose cv(2) < 0. Then 
ccvv(k)(k) < 0 for all k > 2 and by (5.13), 

00 > —TTT = av(k) + Kv = av{2) + 2k-l- 6v{v0). 
CCVV{K) {K) 

Sincee the right-hand side diverges to infinity for A: —> 00, we obtained a contradiction and 
wee conclude c„(2) > 0. Hence a„,e(2) = -  ̂ > 0 for all e € Ev \ Ev-lQltial. By Lemma 

5.2,, fl r,e(2) + 1 = t>"''i'e
2
v
)(2)''(2) > 0 f° r e e ^.initial, hence a„ie(2) > -1 in this case. D 

Remarkk 5.4. For any eu e2 € Evo, we have °t,Q''1 )l\ — a"p,e;?^i . ƒƒ G ss 2-edge-connected, 
i/ienn tffte c/otm o/ Lemma 5.5 is true for k = 1 if v  ̂ v0. 

Proof,Proof, li  v = v0, we can apply (5.14) with &i = A;2 = 0 to obtain the desired result. 
Supposee G is 2-edge-connectcd and v ^ vQ, and let ei,e2 € £„, ei 7̂  e2. Then there 

existt paths 7r e n„0ilJ with fc(ei,7r) = A:(e2,7r) = 0 and Ar(ei5 7r) — 0, A:(e2,7r) = 1. Hence 
wee can apply (5.14) for these values of fc1? k2 to obtain a,jiEl(l) = a„jC1(2). D 
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Lemmaa 5.6. If cv{\) = 0, then fv,e(k,ke) = bVif,(l) for all e e Ev and (k, ke) e Def(/t,ie). 

ProofProof Suppose cv(l) — 0. We know from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 that fv,e(k,ke) = bv^e(k) 
forr all (k, ke) <E Def(/K,e). It remains to show bv,e(k) — bv^{\) for all k > 1. 

Lett ei,e2 € Ev, e\ / e2. We write ê; = {v, t';}  for the set of endpoints of e„  and we 
sett Xj :— (v,ei,Vi,ei,v), i = 1,2. Let x € 11^ .̂ and let A: > 0. We extend x adding 
inn two different ways k + 1 copies of xi and one copy of x2: We define x : := xxx

+1X2, 
7r22 := X7ffx2xi. By partial exchangeability (Assumption 1.4), xi and x2 have the same 
probability.. Using Assumption 1.5 we can write the probabilities of xi and x2 as products 
off  values of fu>e: u € V, e e E. The factors arising from the transitions in xx*  are the 
samee for Xi and x2- By Remark 5.1, all these factors are strictly positive. Furthermore 
thee contributions for the traversals of e, starting from vt, i — 1,2, are the same for Xi 
andd x2 by Assumption 1.5. After all these cancellations have been done, only the factors 
correspondingg to the traversals of e; starting from v, i — 1, 2 remain, and we obtain 

bbvv,,eiei(k(k + l)bv,e2(k + 2) = bVfi2{k + l)bv,ei(k + 2), 

whichh implies 

bbVtC2VtC2(k+2)(k+2) 6„,ei(A: + 2) 
bbVi€3Vi€3(k(k + l) bv,ei(k+l)' 

Sincee e2 ^ e\ was arbitrary in Ev, we conclude for e € Ev 

(5.16) ) 

M*>> = MD n ^TT 1=Mi)n\ eiü't/ ) ; (5-17^ 

heree the empty product is defined to be 1. Let ke :— k(e, xxf) for e € i? and kv :— 
k(v,iTTr'l).k(v,iTTr'l). Then &„  — k + I. Combining Remark 5.1, Lemma 5.2 and (5.17), we obtain 

k k 

11 = £ A,ie(fc„  ke) = £ M* + l) = 53 Ml ) Ê bvTijr^ 
eg£„„  e££„  eEi/t, J -l 

forr all k > 0, and we conclude v'ei * - 1 for all fc > 1. Consequently, bve.(k) = bve (1) 
forr all A: > 1. Since ei G Ev is arbitrary, the claim follows. O 

Lemmaa 5.7. ./. If c„(l ) = 0, i^en c„'(l ) = 0 /or a// vertices v' contained in the same 
2-edge-connectedd block as v. 

2.2. If cv{\)  ̂ 0 for all v in a 2-edge-connected block B, then au,e — av,e for all edges e 
inin B and u,v £ ë. 

Proof.Proof. Let v be contained in a 2-edge-connccted block, and suppose c„(l ) = 0. There 
existss a cycle c = («o, ei, wi,  , en, Mn) in G with w0 — v. We set 

Woo := { j : 0 < ; < n - l,cUj.(l) = 0}  , 

KiKi  {j-0<j  < n - l , cU j ( l ) ^ 0 } . 

Notee that 0 € U0. Let x be a path from vo to v with fc(t>, x) > 2. We set ke :=  fc(e.x) 
forr e e E, kv> :— k{v',-K) and Kv>  := 2&v — 1 - Sv'{vo) for t1' e V. We extend x adding 
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onee traversal of c or of the reversed cycle c^: We set TTI :=  ire, TT2  7rc~. By partial 
exchangeabilityy (Assumption 1.4), 7̂  and ir2 have the same probability. Using Assumption 
1.5,, we obtain 

3=2 3=2 

n-l n-l 

====  ƒuo,e„  \Kvi Ken ) Ĵ  Ĵ  Juj ,e, \^u, + 1, fte, )

J'=l l 

Lemmass 5.5 and 5.6 imply 

WDD II  ^^(i)II flT+1 + fcej+1 

== ^.e.(i) n ^ ( i )n a u j ' e i + f c £ j -
iew0\{0}}  j o *  a«i+"*>+* 

Sincee the denominators on both sides agree, the same is true for the enumerators: 

&«o,«i(i)) n ^ ^ i W i i i s - w + ^ j 
jewo\{0}}  jewi 

== *Wa(l) i l ^ ( 1 ) l l k e i + f c J - (5" 18) 
iewo\{0}}  >ewi 

Forr m > Owe extend 7r adding m traversals of c or c~: We set 7rlm := 7rcm, 7r2,m := 
7r(c~)m.. An analogous argument as above shows that 

m—lm—l m~ 1 

tornde)tornde) = (^rn^co (5.i9) 
with h 

Qii  := &«0,ei(l) I I ^,^+1(1) 
j€Uo\{0} j€Uo\{0} 

&2&2 := 6„0,eB(l) I ] W 1 ) 

^2(00 := IJ K ^ + ̂ +Z]

Itt follows from (5.19) that 

*=«xp( l£ ln fe j j 2Y) ;; (5.20) 

notee that c*i, a2 > 0 and v?i, ^2 > 0 on N0 by Remark 5.1. Since ^ and </?2 are polynomials 
withh leading coefficient 1, we know that lim^ooln(<^2(0/^i(0) = 0, and the same is true 
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forr the Cesaro mean: l im ,^^ m_1 X^o* ^n (^(O/^ifO) — 0- Taking the limit as m — oc 
inn (5.20) yields O I /Q2 = 1; thus c*i = a2. Since (5.19) is valid for all m > 1, we conclude 
V?i(m)) — <y?2(ra) for all m > 0. Since pi and <p2 are polynomials of degree < n, <pi and ̂ 2 
mustt be identical. In particular, the zeros of ifi  and <p2 agree: 

{-aUj,eJ+11 - kei+l; j € Ux } = {-aUj.,e> - ^ ; j E Uv}  . (5.21) 

Supposee Ui ̂  0. By assumption, i/0 / 0- Hence there exists jQ E U\ \ {n — 1}  such that 
joo + 1 0^ i - Recall that in the above argument, 7r can be any path from v0 to u0 with 
k(uo,k(uo, ft) > 2. We can choose ft in such a way that 

«uJO,ej-0+II + *(e>o+li7r) > m a X { fl«j,ej + ^ " ( eJ '7 r ) ^ G ^i}

Thiss contradicts (5.21), and we conclude Ui — 0. Since for any two edges in a 2-edge-
connectedd block there exists a cycle containing both edges, the first part of the lemma 
follows. . 

Supposee cv(l) # 0 for all vertices v contained in a 2-edge-connected block B. Let 
cc = (u0, e1; «i, e2, . .. , e„, u„) be a cycle in B. A similar argument as above shows that 

m—m—11 m—1 

/=00 (=0 

withh &(/ ) := [17=i K , - ! ^ + A:c> +1] , £2(0 := HJ=i K ^ + kej + /]  Again, fr > 0 on 
No,, i = 1,2, and it follows from (5.22) that <£i(/) = ^ ( 0 f° r all / > 0. Consequently (p\ 
andd <$2 are identical, in particular they have the same zeros. Since ke — k(e, ir), e E E, and 
ftft wras an arbitrary path from vQ to u0 with Ar(«o>7r) > 2, we conclude that au>_i,e., = J,eJ 

forr 1 < j < n. Since for any two edges in a 2-edge-connccted block, there exists a cycle 
inn B containing both edges, the second part of the lemma follows.

ProofProof of Theorem 2.1. It is not hard to see that a modified edge-reinforced random walk 
startingg at v0 satisfies Assumptions 1.2 -1.6; in order to show partial exchangeability, one 
usess that edge-reinforced random walk is partially exchangeable by Lemma 2 of [4], 

Lett Z be a nearest-neighbor random walk satisfying Assumptions 1.2 - 1.6. Using 
Lemmass 5.5-5.7 together with Assumption 1.5 we conclude that the conditional proba-
bilitiess P(Yn+i — e,Xn+i = v\Znikn(Xn) > 2) agree with the corresponding conditional 
probabilitiess for modified edge-reinforced random walk. We remark that this statement 
iss trivial if degree(t') = 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. D 

ProofProof of Theorem 1.2. A modified edge-reinforced random walk on a 2-edge-connected 
graphh is either a non-reinforced or an edge-reinforced random walk. Hence Theorem 1.2 
followss from Theorem 2.1 and Remark 5.4. D 

Acknowledgement::  I  would like to thank Persi Diaconis for bringing the problem to 
myy attention and Mike Keane for some useful comments. 
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Chapterr 4 

Tubularr recurrence 

M.S.. Keane and S.VV.W. Rolles 

Abst ract t 

Wee introduce directed-edge-reinforced random walk and prove that the process is 
equivalentt to a random walk in random environment. Using Oseledec's multiplica-
tivee ergodic theorem, we obtain recurrence and transience criteria for random walk 
inn random environment on graphs with a certain linear structure and apply them 
too directed-edge-reinforced random walk. *  2 3 

11 Introductio n 

Lett G be a finite or infinite connected locally finite graph with all edges directed. We 
introducee directed-edge-reinforced random walk (DRRW) on G as follows. Each edge is 
givenn a strictly positive real number as initial weight. In each step the random walker 
traversess a directed edge pointing from her current location to an adjacent vertex with 
probabilityy proportional to the weight of the edge chosen. Each time an edge is traversed, 
itss weight is increased by 1. 

Wee prove that DRRW is equivalent to a random walk in random environment (RVVRE) 
withh independent environment (Theorem 5.1). If all initial values are equal to 1, then 
thee transition probabilities at vertex v are distributed according to a uniform distribution 
onn the rf-dimensional simplex with d equal to the out degree of v; transition probabili-
tiess at different vertices are independent. In case of general initial values the transition 
probabilitiess have a Dirichlet distribution. 

Wee are interested in the question on which graphs DRRW is recurrent. It follows 
immediatelyy from Solomon's criterion for RWRE [8] that DRRW on Z with all initial 
valuess equal to 1 is recurrent. For the two-dimensional integer lattice the recurrence 
questionn seems to be open. 

Inn this article we study the recurrence problem for DRRW and RWRE on Z x G with G 
aa finite connected graph. We assume that the transition probabilities of the RWRE at the 
differentt levels {%} x G, i G Z, are i.i.d.. Using Oseledec's multiplicative ergodic theorem, 

^0000 AMS Mathematics Subject Classification: 60K37 
2Keywords:: random walk in random environment, reinforced random walk, recurrence, transience 
3Acceptedd for publication in Acta Mathematica Hungarica 
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wee find necessary and sufficient conditions for recurrence and transience of RWRE in 
termss of the Lyapunov exponents of certain random matrices. This approach is similar to 
thee one in [5] where RWRE on Z with jumps of bounded size is studied. We prove that 
RWREE is recurrent if the transition probabilities have a certain symmetry property. In 
particular,, we obtain recurrence of DRRW with all initial values equal. 

Afterr finishing this paper, we learned that Bolthausen and Goldsheid [l] have a char-
acterizationn of recurrence and transience of RWRE on Z x G in terms of the top Lyapunov 
exponentt of certain non-negative random matrices. It seems that Corollaries 2.1 to 2.4 
cann be proved using their results. However they do not discuss reinforced random walks, 
andd the random matrices we consider are more intuitively defined. 

Everyy graph can be turned into a directed graph by replacing each edge by two directed 
edgess with opposite directions. DRRW on this graph differs from so called edge-reinforced 
randomm walk which has been introduced by Coppersmith and Diaconis in 1987. Edge-
reinforcedd random walk (ERRW) is a nearest neighbour random walk on a non-directed 
graph.. Each edge has a strictly positive number as a weight. Each time an edge is 
traversed,, its weight is increased by 1, independent of the direction in which the edge is 
traversed.. The random walker moves in each step to an adjacent vertex with a probability 
proportionall  to the weight of the traversed edge. 

Thee first time a vertex v is visited, the probabilities to leave vertex v depend in case of 
ERRWW on the edge that has been traversed to reach v, whereas they do not depend on this 
edgee for DRRW. The small difference in the definition of ERRW and DRRW results in a 
significantt difference of the processes: On finite graphs for example, ERRW is equivalent 
too a reversible RWRE with dependent environment [4], whereas DRRW is equivalent to 
aa non-reversible RWRE with independent environment. 

Forr ERRW not much is known about recurrence. It is easy to show that ERRW on Z 
iss recurrent, but even for Z x {1,2}  we do not know of any recurrence proof. 

Thee exposition is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define DRRW and RWRE on 
aa general graph, and state our results. In Section 3, we study the potential equations on 
Z x G .. They can be written in terms of products of random matrices. In Section 4, we 
usee Oseledec's multiplicative ergodic theorem to obtain an abstract characterization of 
recurrencee and transience for RWRE. We obtain also a sufficient criterion for recurrence 
whichh is easy to verify. In Section 5, we prove that DRRW is equivalent to a RWRE, and 
applyy the criteria from section 4 to DRRW. 

22 Definitions and Results 

Lett G — (V, E) be a connected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. We assume that 
eachh vertex has only finitely many neighbours and all edges are directed. Between two 
verticess u and v with u / v there may be two parallel edges, one from u to v and one 
fromm v to u. For simplicity of notation, we do not allow parallel edges with the same 
direction.. All proofs remain valid without this assumption. For a directed edge e = (u, v) 
fromm vertex u to vertex v, we call ë :—v the head of e and é := u the tail of e. We do 
nott require that head and tail of an edge are different-

Eachh edge is given a strictly positive weight. At time 0 the weights are non-random; 
edgee e has weight a(e). We denote by wn(e) the weight of edge e at time 72 (just after the 
nnthth step) and by wn(v) the sum of the weights of the edges incident to vertex v. 
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Lett VQ 6 V. We define directed-edge-reinforced random walk with starting point VQ to 
bee a sequence X = (XQ, X  ̂ X2,...) with X, taking values in V, P(X0 = vQ) — 1 and 

{ wwnn(X(Xnn,v) ,v) 

00 otherwise, 

andd the weights satisfy tt'o(e) — a(e), 

iu„(e)) + l if (Xn, Xn+i) = e 
n+HH ; i Wn(e) otherwise. 

Nextt we define random walk in random environment (RWRE) on G. An environment 
iss a function w : E —> [0,1] with the property that uj(e) > 0 for all e € E and 

5 11 ^ t r ) = l 

{v£V:(u,v)eE} {v£V:(u,v)eE} 

forr all u € V. We denote the set of all environments by Q. Let P„0)U, denote the distribution 
off  the Markov chain on G induced by the environment to with starting point v0: PVô (Y0 = 
VQ)VQ) = 1 and 

E E 
PvoAYn+lPvoAYn+l ~ « i n , * i ,  , Yn) - | Q o t h e r w i s e. 

Lett P be a probability measure on f£. The measure 

PvPv00(-):=(-):=  f PvoA-md*») 

iss the distribution of the random walk in random environment with environment dis-
tributedd according to P and starting point v0. We call the environment independent if 
underr P the transition probabilities {UJ(V, -);v £ V} are independent. 

Definitio nn 2.1. We call a sequence («o, «i, «2, ) with n > 1, Ui 6 V and («i_i, «,) € i? 
/orr alii  > 1 an infinite path with starting point u0. We call an infinite path recurrent if it 
containscontains each vertex infinitely often and transient if it contains each vertex at most finitely 
often.often. We call DRRW or RWRE on a graph G recurrent f transient,) if with probability 
oneone the paths are recurrent (transient). 

Propositionn 2.1. RWRE with independent environment is either recurrent or transient. 

PROOF.. This follows from the same arguments as Lemma 1 in [3], page 761.
Lett G = (V, E) be a finite connected graph with all edges directed. We study recur-

rencee of DRRW and RWRE onG' = ZxG. More precisely, G' = (V, E') with V' = ZxV 
and d 

E'E' = {(uu Vi) : (u, v) e E} U {{v it v^), (v{, vi+l ) :veV,ieZ} 

withh Vi ~ (i, v) for v e V. We set Vi = {i}  x V and define the length of vt by \vi\ — i. We 
calll  G' a tube and K level i of the tube. 
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Lett ui be an environment on Z x G, and let u){ — (to(e) : ê G V,,e 6 E') denote 
thee transition probabilities to leave level i. For the rest of this article we make the 
followingg assumpt ion on the environment: u;,, i G Z, are independent and identically 
distributedd with 

loga;(c)lP(da;)) > - o o for all e G E'. (2.1) 

Wee apply Oseledec's multiplicative ergodic theorem to products of random matrices 
AiAi describing the potential equations for the environment. This yields to the following 
characterizationn of recurrence and transience in terms of Lyapunov exponents: 

T h e o r emm 2.1. Let Ai < A2 <  < A2<j be the Lyapunov exponents of the sequence A,, 
ii  > 0, defined in Section 3 by (3.3). The RWRE onZxG 

1.1. is recurrent iff Xd = A^+i — 0, 

2.2. satisfies limn_+oo jVn| = —oo iff Xd = 0 and A^+i > 0, 

3.3. satisfies l im , , -^ \Yn\ = +oc iff Xd < 0 and A d+i = 0. 

Inn general it seems impossible to calculate the sign of A^ + Ad+i- If G has only one 
vertex,, all the Lyapunov exponents can be calculated, and we obtain Solomon's criterion 

[8]: : 

Corol lar yy 2.1. Let q(u) = i ^ ^ f The RWRE on Z 

1.1. is recurrent ifKlogq — 0, 

2.2. satisfies l i m ^ ^ \Yn\ — — oo if Elog q > 0, 

3.3. satisfies l im^oo \Yn\ — +oc if Elogq < 0. 

Wee define the reflected environment u) by 

a>(e)) = w(e), for e G E' wTith ë,ê G V, for some z, 

uj(vi,vuj(vi,vi+i+ i)i)  — u(vi,Vi-i), for v e V,i eZ. 

ZJZJ is obtained from u) by interchanging for all i, the probability to jump from vt to t',_i 
andd the probability to jump from t\ to vi+ i. We use Theorem 2.1 to derive the following 
sufficientt criteron for recurrence: 

Corol lar yy 2.2. If P is invariant under the reflection* then RWRE onZxG is recurrent. 

Corollaryy 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 can be applied to DRRW. Recall that a(e) denotes the 
initiall  weight of edge e. 

Corol lar yy 2.3. Let a, b > 0, and let a(i, i - 1) = a, a(i, ii + 1) = b for all i G Z. DRRW 
onon Z 

1.1. is recurrent if a = b, 

2.2. satisfies l im^oo \Xn\ = - oo if a > b, 

3.3. satisfies l i m ^ ^ |X„ | = +oc if a <b. 

Corol lar yy 2.4. Let av > 0, v G V, and let a(vi, vt-i) = a(i\,vt+i) - av for all v G V, i G 
Z.. Then DRRW on Z x G is recurrent. 

, , 
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33 Potential Equations 

Inn this section, we study the potential equations on Z x G. Let UJ be an environment on 
Z x G.. The potential equations for LU are given by: 

xxViVi{u){u) = lo^Vi^Vi-ijx^^u) +uj(vi, vi+l )xVi+1(u;) 

++  ^2 v(vi,Ui)xUi(u)). (3.1) 
{u£V:(v,u)eE} {u£V:(v,u)eE} 

forr i e Z, v 6 V. These equations are for example satisfied for i > 1 and xVi(u>) equal to 
thee probability of never reaching level 0 under the law PVuW. 

Lett d = \V\ be the cardinality of the vertex set of G. We denote the dx d identity 
matrixx by Id and the d x d zero matrix by 0 .̂ We define the d x d matrix Bi(uj) = 
(Bi(w)(u,v);u,v€(Bi(w)(u,v);u,v€ V) by 

Bi(u))(v,v)Bi(u))(v,v) = ~. T,V£V, 
u>(vu>(vuuvvi+i+ i) i) 

BiMfau)BiMfau) = - "fo"*' }  i f ( « , t , ) e£, 

andd Bi(u)(u, v) = 0 for all other choices of u, v. We denote by Ci(u) the cf x rf diagonal 
matrixx with 

Ci{u)(v,v)Ci{u)(v,v) = r, V € V, 
U){vU){vititVVi+i+i) i) 

andd Ci{ui){u, v) = 0 if u  ̂ v. The potential equations (3.1) can be rewritten as 

x i+1(w)) = A.-^x^uO (3.2) 

with h 

MMu)u) = ( Bfd
] C^ ] ) , (3.3) 

wheree we denote the transpose of a matrix M by A/'. Iterating equation (3.2) gives for 
nn > 1 

xn+i(w)) = 5„(u;)x1(u;) with 5„(o;) = Aw(ti;)An_i(w)  AL(UJ). (3.5) 

Lemmaa 3.1. For any UJ G Q, the matrix Ai(uj) is invertible. Its inverse is given by 

A~A~11(uj)(uj) = UA1(uj)U 

where where 

andand Ai(uj) = Ai(uj). 

PROOF.. This is an easy calculation. D 
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44 Characterization of Recurrence and Transience 
Forr our further analysis we need the multiplicative ergodic theorem of Oseledec. For 
bb G W we denote by ||b|| the Euclidean norm of b. For an (r x r)-matrix M we use the 
norm m 

| | M | | - s u p { | | A / 6 | | : 6 e Kr , | | 6 | | < l }. . 

T h e o r emm 4.1 (Ose ledec 's mu l t ip l i ca t ive e rgod ic t h e o r em [7]). Let 
Mi,iMi,i  > 0, be independent and identically distributed real-valued (r x r)-matrices on 
somesome probability space (Q0,T,/J), and suppose log+ | |A/ i || is integrable, where log+:r = 
max{0,, logx} . Let Tn = A/nA/„_ i - - - M[. Then there exist constants 

—occ < Ai < A2 <  < Ar < 00 

andand a strictly increasing non-random sequence of integers 1 = ?'i < ii  <  < is < is+i = 
rr  + 1 satisfying Xn < A,-2 <  < Xit and Xtj — \k for i} < k < ij+i,  1 < j < s such that 
forfor ^-almost all ui G Q0 the following is true: 

1.1. For every 6 G Rr , l i m ^ ^ n^1 log ||!Tn(a;)6|| exists or is —00. 

2.2. For every j < s, 

W(j,u)W(j,u) := {beW : lim n " 1 log \\Tn(u)b\\ < \ l } \ 
K.K. n—too ' ) 

isis a random linear subspace of W with dimension i J +i — 1. 

3.3. If W(Q,UJ) = {0 } , then b G W(j,<j) \ W(j - l ,w) implies 

li mm n^1log||T„(u;)6[| - AZj. 
n—n—«x> «x> 

4-4- limn^00(T^(u;)T,
n(a;))1/'2n =: A(UJ) exists and all entries of A(u;) are finite. The 

eigenvalueseigenvalues of A(u>) are exp(A;), 1 < i < r. For every j < s, the orthogonal 
complementcomplement ofW(j — l,a;) in W(j,uj) is the eigenspace of i\{u) corresponding to 
thethe eigenvalue expfA^.). 

TheThe Xi are called Lyapunov exponents. 

Thee following identity wil l be useful to calculate the Lyapunov exponents in a special 
case. . 

L e m m aa 4.1. Suppose | det A/i | > 0 /i-almost surely and c := JQ log | det Mi(tü)\fi(duj) is 

finite.finite. Then ^ [ = 1 ^t = c-

P R O O F.. Let An(w) = (T^iü)Tn(^
2n. Then detA„  = (TJ î I det,Mt\)

1/n and conse-
quently, , 

n n 

log(dett A„ ) = n'1 £ log | det Mt\. 
ii  = l 

Byy Oseledec's theorem the left-hand-side converges to log(det A) = Xw=i ^«- The right-
hand-sidee converges to c by BirkhofTs ergodic theorem. D 

Forr a proof of the following lemma see for example [2], Lemma 4.1. 
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Lemmaa 4.2. Let Mi, i > 0, be independent and identically distributed real-valued (rxr)-
matrices.matrices. Suppose Mi(u)) is invertible for almost all u), and log+\\Mi\\ and log+ ILV/fM I 
areare integrable. Let AL, X2,... ,X2d be the Lyapunov exponents of the sequence Mi,i > 0. 
ThenThen the sequence Mf1, i > 0, has the Lyapunov exponents —Xi, —X2,... , — X2d-

Wee want to apply Oseledec's Theorem and Lemma 4.2 to the matrices Ax and A{ 

definedd in Section 3. 

Lemmaa 4.3. The following expected values are finite: Elog+ \\Ai\\, 

Eiog
++ ii^r1!! - E 1°s+ p i l l - E l o § + Il(^i) _1ll -

PROOF.. Since \\Ai\\ > 1, log+ jj,4i|| = log ||.4i||. For simplicity, we write A instead of 
AiAi for the rest of this proof, and we denote the entries of A by A^, 1 < i,j < 2d. Observe 
thatt for any matrix \\A\\ < (2rf)2maxi<ij<2d |Ay| and therefore 

log||i4||<21og(2rf)++ Y, l°z\Av\-
{l<i,j<2d:Aij^0} {l<i,j<2d:Aij^0} 

Usingg (2.1), it follows that Elog|AtJ| is finite for all non-zero entries of A. Hence 
Elog+ | | / l i ||| < co, and the same argument applies to Ai. Together with Lemma 3.1, 
thee assertions about the inverses follow.

Nextt we determine the sign structure of the Lyapunov exponents for the sequence At. 

Lemmaa 4.4. Let X^< X2 <  < X2d be the Lyapunov exponents of the sequence Aif 

ii  > 0, and let Xi Xi < X2 < ... < X2d be the Lyapunov exponents of the sequence Ai, i > 0. 
ThenThen for l<i<2d 

XiXi  — —X2ci-i+i. 

PROOF.. By Lemma 3.1, 

TTnn := A~lA~\  Aïl = UAnUUAn_xU  UA.U = USnU 

withh Sn = I „ I n _i ---Ay. Thus for b 6 W, \\Tnb\\ = \\SnUb\\ and l i m ^ ^ n " 1 log ||rn6|| = 
llm^ocn'llm^ocn'11 log\\SnUb\\. By Oseledec's Theorem, the Lyapunov exponents of the se-
quencess A'1, i > 0 and At, i > 0 agree. The claim follows from Lemma 4.2. (The inte-
grabilityy assumptions from Oseledec's Theorem and Lemma 4.2 are satisfied by Lemma 
4.3.))

Theoremm 4.2. The Lyapunov exponents Ai < A2 <  < X2d of the sequence Ai} i > 0, 
satisfysatisfy one of the following conditions: 

1.1. Xd < 0 and Xd+i — 0 

2.2. Xd = 0 and Xd+i = 0 

3.3. Xd = 0 and Xd+i > 0 
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P R O O F.. We denote by r0 the hitting time of level 0: 

r00 = min{n > 0 : Xn £ V0}. 

Forr u, v € V and i G Z we set 

x".(u)x".(u) = PVi,M{r 0 < oc, XT0 = u0). 

Byy the Markov property, x" (u;) satisfies the potential equations (3.1) for i > 1. From (3.5) 
wee know that x"+1(u;) = Sn(u;)x"(u;) with xJJ(u;) defined by (3.4). Since all components of 
x" + 1(w)) have values in [0,1], it follows that l i m ^ ^ n ^ 1 log ||5n(a;)x"(a;)|| < 0. Observe 
thatt x„ 0(u;) — 1 and x"0(w) = 0 for all i' £ V \ {u}. Hence the vectors x"(a;), u G V, are 
linearlyy independent, and the linear space 

' V )) := \b e U2d : lim n"1 log ||Sn(cj)6|| < o} w w 

hass dimension dim(iy(u;)) > rf. Thus A<j < 0. 

Recalll  that the matrix Ai is obtained from A% by reflection of the environment. There-
forefore the previous argument applieŝ  to Ai, i > 0, and the d'h Lyapunov exponent satisfies 
XXdd < 0. By Lemma 4.4, \d+i = —Xd > 0. 

Lett 1 denote the vector in R2d with all components equal to 1. Since Ail — 1 for all 
i,i, Snl = 1 for all n and l im, , -^ n~l log | |5 „1 || = 0. Thus either Xd = 0 or A^+i = 0.

Thee sign structure of the Lyapunov exponents can be used to characterize recurrence 
andd transience of the RVVRE. We wil l make use of the following lemma: 

L e m maa 4.5. RWRE on No x G is transient iff there exists c > 0 such that 

limm n l log maxP„niü,(r00 < oc,.YT0 = u0) 
vSS V 

<< -c 

forfor all u G V, P-almost all u). 

P R O O F.. We denote by r, the hitting time of level i: 

T{T{ = min{n > 0 : Xn G V*} . 

Firstt we consider a fixed environment u. If level 0 is reached from a starting point at 
levell  n, then level n — 1 must be reached before level 0. Hence 

PvPvnn,U,UTT00 < ° ° i  Xr0 = « o) = PvnA
Tn-l < OC, T0 < OO, XT0 = UQ). 

Ann application of the Markov property at time rn_i shows that the last probability equals 

EEVniU)VniU)(Px(Pxrnrn__ititUUTT00 < OO,XT0 = UQ)]Tn_i < oo) 

Repeatingg this argument yields 

<< PvnA
Tn-i < oc)ma.xPtn_ULlJ(rQ < oc,Xr o = u0)-

u - l l 

maxPej)iU,(T00 < oo, XT0 = u0) < TT max PVi+uU(Ti < oo). 
t=0 0 
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Wee conclude 

nn l log maxPBll^{r oo < oc, XTQ = w0) 
t>€V V 

^ n - ^ l o g ^ w ) )) (4.1) 
i = 0 0 

withh Zi(uj) = maxV£V Pvi+1,u,(Ti < oc). Observe that Z,, i > 0, is a stationary sequence 
underr P with Elog(Zi) < 0. By Birkhoff's ergodic theorem, n~l Y^=o l°g(^t) converges 
almostt surely as n — oo to a limit U with E(U) = E[log(Zi)]. 

Supposee Elog(Zi) = 0. Then Zi = 1 P-almost surely. If for some v, PV1,U>(TO < oo) < 1, 
thenn PVUÜJ(T0 < oo) < 1 for all v. Consequently, P«,1)W(TO < oc) = 1 for all v P-almost 
surely,, and similarly P„i+ljü,(7ï < oo) = 1 for all v and i > 0 P-almost surely. We conclude 
thatt in this case, the RWRE on N0 x G is recurrent. 

Supposee Elog(Zi) < 0. Then there exists c > 0 such that on a set of positive P-
measuree lim^oo n~l X!"=o l°g(^) — ~c- Since #". = PVi,u(To < oo,XTo = UQ) satisfies 
thee potential equations, we conclude from Oseledec's theorem that the limit of the left-
hand-sidee of (4.1) is < — c P-almost surely. In particular, limn^00maxl,€v' Pvn,u(To < 
oo,, XTQ — UQ) = 0 and the RWRE is transient.

Lemmaa 4.6. RWRE on No x G is transient iff Xd < 0. 

PROOF.. Suppose RWRE on N0 x G is transient. Then by Lemma 4.5, 

W(w)W(w) := {b £ R2d : lim n"1 log ||5„(u;)6j| < o) 

hass dimension dim(W(ti;)) > d. By Oseledec's Theorem, Xd < 0. 
Supposee Xd < 0. Then by Theorem 4.2, dim(W(u;)) = d. For the rest of this proof 

wee fix a typical environment u> and suppress the dependence on u> in the notation. Let 
bi,, b2, - - - , bd be a basis of W. For 1 < j < d, we let C; denote the vector in Kd consisting 
off  the last d components of b;. We claim that c i ,c2, . .. , cd are linearly independent. 
Supposee not. Then there exists a non-zero vector fi G W with the last of components 
equall  to 0. We set fn+i — Snfi with f„  = {(fvn,v £ Vr),(/„n_1,v G V))\ and we define 
thee function ƒ : No x G —> R, i\ i—> fVi. We say that the function ƒ is induced by fi . By 
definition,, ƒ„. satisfies the potential equations (3.1) for i > 1 and fVQ = 0 for v E V. Since 
fii  E W, lim„^oo ƒ„„  = 0 for v G V. In particular, ƒ is bounded and attains its maximum 
inn N x G. By a standard argument, we conclude that ƒ is identically zero. This is a 
contradictionn to fi / 0, and we conclude that Ci, c2, . .. , cd are linearly independent. 

Hencee there exists a vector gi G W with the last d components equal to 1. We denote 
byy g the function on No x G induced by gi. We set 

f(v)f(v) = P0IW(TO < oo) 

forr v G No x G. Then f(vi) and g(vi) satisfy the potential equations (3.1) for i > 1. 
Fixx Vi G N x G. Let Ar

n = f{YnATo), n > 0, with n A r0 = min{n, r0} . Then Nn, n > 0, 
iss a bounded martingale under P„ itLJ. Hence it converges in Ll to a limit A^ , and 

f(vi)f(vi) = EVi„No = E^N^ 

==  EVitU ( lim f{YnAT0); r0 < oc) + £„£ ,„(#<»; r0 = oc). 
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Usingg f(YT0) = 1, we obtain 

f(vi)f(vi) = /fa) + E^JN^; rQ = oo). 

Thuss E^iN^To = oc) = 0. We set N'n = f(YnAT0) - g{YnATo), n > 0. Then N'n,n > 0, 
iss a bounded martingale under Pvuw. Hence it converges in L1 to a limit A7 ,̂, and 

f(vi)-g(vi)f(vi)-g(vi) = E^N^E^N'^^E^ifiYrJ-giY^-roKoc) 

+E+EViVi^(N^(Noooo\T\T00 = oc) - EViiU ( lim 9(y„Ar0); TO = oc J 
\n—tooo / 

== -Evuu ( lim .9(V;AT0); r0 = oc) , 

becausee f(YT0) = g{YT0) = 1. If P„.)W(ro = oc) > 0, the Markov chain is transient and 
limn^ooo |Yn\ = oc .P^^-almost surely. Since g € W, we have lim,,^,̂  g(un) — 0 for u E V, 
andd we conclude g(vi) = f(i\). Since t', € Nx G is arbitrary, we have shown f = g. Using 
gii  £ W we conclude from Lemma 4.5 that the RWRE is transient.

PROOFF OF THEOREM 2.1. Suppose Xd < 0 and Ad+i — 0. By Lemma 4.6, the RWRE 
restrictedd to N0 x G is transient, thus lim,,^^ \Yn\ — +oc. To apply Lemma 4.6 to the 
RWREE restricted to —No x G, we consider the reflected environment on j*J0 x G. For the 
potentiall  equations, this means that A, is replaced by A{. By Lemma 4.4, Xd = — Ad+1 = 0, 
hencee by Lemma 4.6 the RWRE restricted to —N0 x G is recurrent. This implies that the 
RWREE on Z x G satisfies l im,^^ |y„| = +oo. 

Supposee Ad = \d+i = 0. Using the same argument as above, we see that RWRE 
restrictedd to N 0 x G and —N0 x G are recurrent. Hence the RWRE on Z x G is recurrent. 

Thee case Xd =0 and Xd+i > 0 is treated similarly.

PROOFF OF COROLLARY 2.1. We apply Theorem 2.1 with G equal to the graph with 
preciselyy one vertex. Then 

A^(uj)A^(uj) — "(viM) <"(fl,i>2) 
vv ; ^ 1 0 

Usingg Lemma 4.1, we obtain 

'u(v'u(vuuvv00)' )' Aii  + A2 - Elog | det A{\ = / log 
v(vi,vv(vi,v22) ) 

P(cL P(cL 

Thee statement follows from Theorem 2.1.

P R O OFF OF COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose P is invariant under reflection. Then Al has 
thee same distribution as Ai and consequently both sequences have the same Lyapunov 
exponents.. Using Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.2, we conclude that Xd — -Ad+i — 0. 
Theoremm 2.1 implies recurrence of the RWRE.

55 Applicatio n to DRRW 

Recalll  the definition of dirccted-edge-reinforced random walk (DRRW) from Section 2. 
Firstt we show that DRRW on a general graph G' is equivalent to a RWRE, then we apply 
Corollaryy 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. 
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Wee recall the definition of a generalized Polya urn with parameters al 7 . .. ,ak > 0. 
Thee urn contains "balls" of k different colours, a» balls of colour i at time 0. At each 
timee unit, a ball is drawn from the urn and returned with an additional ball of the same 
colour.. The sequence of colours of the balls drawn from the urn is called a generalized 
Polyaa urn process with parameters cti,... , a*. Clearly, this process is well-defined for 
anyy strictly positive paramaters a*  although the analogy with balls makes only sense for 
integer-valuedd parameters. 

Forr a > 0 we denote the value of the gamma function at a by T(a). We recall the 
densityy of the Dirichlet distribution with parameters ai,... , ak: 

kk k 

D(aD(auu...,a...,akk)(x)(xuu...,x...,xkk)=)= r{ar{a '' + -"+"k)f[xr\xi>0^xt = l. 

Wee attach to each vertex of the graph G' a Polya urn, urns at different, vertices 
beingg independent. For a vertex v we denote by E'v the set of edges in G' with tail v. 
E'E'vv = {e € E' : ë = v}. We assume that the parameters of the urn at vertex v are 
(a(e),ee € E'v), so the urn at vertex v contains balls of as many different types as there 
aree edges with tail v. We define a nearest neighbour random walk on G' starting at VQ 
ass follows: If the random walker is at vertex v her next step is decided with the Polya 
urnn at vertex v; the ball drawn from the urn determines which edge she traverses next. 
Writingg down the finite-dimensional distributions for the location of the random walker, 
itit  is easy to see that they agree with the finite-dimensional distributions of the DRRW. 
Usingg de Finetti's theorem, each Polya urn can be replaced by a Dirichlet distribution 
withh the same parameters ([6], Section 2). 

Wee have proved the following theorem: 

Theoremm 5.1. DRRW is equivalent to a RWRE with an independent environment. The 
transitiontransition probabilities at vertex v are distributed according to a Dirichlet distribution with 
parametersparameters (a(e), e 6 E'v). 

PROOFF OF COROLLARY 2.3. By Theorem 5.1, DRRW on Z is equivalent to a RWRE 
withh LOj, i e Z, independent and identically distributed. The transition probabilities at 
vertexx v have a beta distribution with parameters a and 6. To verify the integrability 
conditionn (2.1), let e > 0 such that a-e > 0. There exists c > 0 such that log(l/p) < cp ( 

forr all p €]0,1]. Hence 

00 < f - \ogcü{e)f(dio) = f ( - logp)D(a, 6)(p, 1 - p)dp 
Jo.Jo. Jo 

<<  c f p-(D(a,b){p,l-p)dp. 
Jo Jo 

Thee last integral is finite because the integrand is up to a constant the beta density 
D(aD(a — e, 6). It remains to compute the sign of 
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withh c a normalizing constant. We write the last integral as a sum of two integrals, the 
firstt over [0,1/2], the second over [1/2,1]. Substituting q = 1 - p in the first integral 
yields s 

=e=efM£ïy«-'r fM£ïy«-'r 
b—a b—a 

1 -p p 
dp. dp. 

Sincee p/(l - p) > 1 for p e [1/2,1], the statement follows from Corollary 2.1.

P R O OFF OF COROLLARY 2.4. We apply Corollary 2.2. Using the assumption on the 
initiall  values and the symmetry property of the Dirichlet distribution, we see that the 
distributionn of the environment is invariant under reflection. The other assumptions are 
verifiedd similarly to the proof of Corollary 2.3.
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Chapterr 5 

Reconstructingg a random scenery 
observedd with random errors along a 
randomm walk path 

Heinrichh Matzinger1 and Silke W.W. Rolles2 

Abstract t 

Wee show that an i.i.d. uniformly colored scenery on Z observed along a random 
walkk path with bounded jumps can still be reconstructed if there are some errors 
inn the observations. We assume the random walk is recurrent and can reach every 
pointt with positive probability. At time A;, the random walker observes the color 
att her present location with probability 1 — 6 and an error Yk with probability 6. 
Thee errors Yk, k > 0, are assumed to be stationary and ergodic and independent of 
sceneryy and random walk. If the number of colors is strictly larger than the number 
off  possible jumps for the random walk and 6 is sufficiently small, then almost all 
sceneriess can be almost surely reconstructed up to translations and reflections. 

11 Introduction and result 

Wee call a coloring of the integers Z with colors from the set C :=  { 1 , 2 , . .. , C} a scenery. 
Lett (5jt; k e N0) be a recurrent random walk on Z. At time k the random walker observes 
thee color £(£*) at her current location. Given the color record \  (£,(Sk)',k £ N0), 
cann we almost surely reconstruct the scenery £ without knowing the random walk path? 
Thiss problem is called scenery reconstruction problem. In general, one can only hope to 
reconstructt the scenery up to equivalence, where we call two sceneries £ and £' equivalent 
andd write £ ~ £' if £ is obtained from £' by a translation and/or reflection. 

Earlyy work on the scenery reconstruction problem was done by Kesten in [14]. He 
provedd that a single defect in a 4-color random scenery can be detected if the scenery 
iss i.i.d. uniformly colored. Reconstruction of typical 2-color sceneries was proved by 
Matzingerr in his Ph.D. thesis [22] (see also [24] and [23]): Almost all i.i.d. uniformly 
coloredd sceneries observed along a simple random walk path (with holding) can be almost 

1Eurandom,, PO Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Matzinger@eurandom.tue.nl 
2Eurandom,, PO Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Rolles@eurandom.tue.nl 
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surelyy reconstructed. In [15], Kesten noticed that the proof in [22] heavily relies on the 
skip-freenesss of the random walk. In [21], Löwe, Matzinger and Merkl showed that scenery 
reconstructionn is possible for random walks with bounded jumps if there are sufficiently 
manyy colors. 

Inn this article, we prove that scenery reconstruction still works if the observations are 
seenn with certain random errors. We make the same assumptions on scenery and random 
walkk as in [21]: The random walk can reach every integer with positive probability and 
iss recurrent with bounded jumps, and there are strictly more colors than possible single 
stepss for the random walk. To keep the exposition as easy as possible, we assume in 
additionn that for the random walk maximal jump length to the left and maximal jump 
lengthh to the right are equal; we believe that the results of this paper remain true without 
thiss assumption. At time k the random walker observes color £(Sk) with probability 
11 — 6, whereas she observes an error Yk with probability S. If the errors are independent 
off  scenery and random walk, the occurences of errors are i.i.d. Bernoulli with parameter 
66 and Yk, k > 0, is stationary and ergodic, then for all S sufficiently small, almost all 
sceneriess can be almost surely reconstructed up to translations and reflections. 

Moree precisely, we consider the following setup: Let 6 e]0,1[. Let ft be a probability 
measuree over Z with finite support M. With respect to a probability measure Pi, let 
55 — (Sk; k G Mo) be a random walk starting at the origin with independent ^-distributed 
increments.. We assume that E[Si] — 0 and M. has greatest common divisor 1; hence S 
iss recurrent and can reach every z 6 Z with positive probability. Let £ = (£*;& € Z) be 
aa family of i.i.d. random variables, uniformly distributed over C. Let X :=  (Xk;k e N0) 
bee a sequence of i.i.d. random variables taking values in {0,1} , Bernoulli distributed 
withh parameter <5, and let Y :— (Yk; k G No) be as sequence of random variables taking 
valuess in C which is stationary and ergodic under P&. We assume that (£, S, X, Y) are 
independent.. The scenery observed with errors along the random walk path is the process 
XX  (Xfcï k e N0) defined by Xk  Xk = €(Sk) if Xk = 0 and Xk  Yk if Xk = 1. Our 
mainn theorem reads as follows: 

Theoremm 1.1. If  \C\ > \M\, then there exists <5i > 0 and a map A : CNo —> Cz which is 
measurablemeasurable with respect to the canonical sigma algebras, such that Ps (A(x) ~ 0 = 1 for 
allall  6 e]0,ei[. 

Iff  (5 = 0, there are no errors in the observations. In this case, the assertion of Theorem 
1.11 was proved by Löwe, Matzinger, and Merkl in [21]. 

Closelyy related coin tossing problems have been investigated by Harris and Keane 
[7]]  and Levin, Pemantle, and Peres [17], The present paper has to a large extend been 
motivatedd by their work and a question of Peres who asked for generalizations of the 
existingg random coin tossing results for the case of many biased coins. 

Lett x' : = (x'k'i &  £ No) be a coin tossing record, obtained in one of the following ways: 
a)) a (two-sided) fair coin is tossed i.i.d., or b) at renewal times of a renewal process a coin 
withh bias 8 is tossed and at all other times a fair coin. Can we almost surely determine 
fromm x' whether we are in case a) or b)? 

Lett un denote the probability of a renewal at time n. Harris and Keane in [7] showed 
thatt if Yl^Li un ~ °° thei1 w e c an al m°st surely determine how \' w as produced, whereas 
thiss is not possible if J^^Li  un < °° and # is small enough. Levin, Pemantle, and Peres 
inn [17] showed that to distinguish between a) and b) not only the square-summability of 
(u(unn)) but also 9 is relevant. They proved that for some renewal sequence (un) there is a 
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phasee transition: There exists a critical parameter Bc such that for \9\ > 0C we can almost 
surelyy distinguish between a) and b), whereas for \6\ < 0C this is not possible. 

Thee problem we address in this paper can be seen as a generalization of the following 
coinn tossing problem: We have C different coins 71,72,... , 7c each one with C different 
facess 1,2,... ,C. Coin 7; has distribution /*; which gives probability 1—6 + 6/C to face i 
andd probability 6/C to each remaining face. For all z € % we choose i.i.d. uniformly among 
7i,, 72, - - - , 1c a coin (,{z). Let (Sk; k e N0) be a random walk on Z fulfillin g the conditions 
describedd above, independent of C- We generate a coin tossing record \'  (x*; k e N0) 
byy tossing the coin ((Sk) at location Sk at time k. Then x' n as the same distribution as 
XX defined above, if we choose Y* i.i-d- uniformly distributed over C. Theorem 1.1 implies 
thatt we can almost surely determine ( up to equivalence from the coin tossing record \' 1 
ass long as 6 is small enough. 

Researchh on random sceneries started by work by Keane and den Hollander ([13] and 
[5])) who studied ergodic properties of a color record seen along a random walk. Their 
questionss were motivated among others by the work of Kalikow [12] in ergodic theory. 
Moree recently, den Hollander, Steif [4], and Heicklen, Hoffman, Rudolph [8] contributed 
too this area. 

AA preform of the scenery reconstruction problem is the scenery distinguishing problem 
(forr a description of the problem see [15]) which started with the question whether any 
twoo non-equivalent sceneries can be distinguished. This question was asked by Benjamini 
andd independently by den Hollander and Keane. The problem has been investigated by 
Benjaminii  and Kesten in [2] and [14]. Howard in [11], [10], [9] also contributed to this 
area.. Recently, Lindenstrauss [18] showed the existence of uncountably many sceneries 
whichh cannot be reconstructed. 

Lowee and Matzinger [20] proved that two-dimensional sceneries can be reconstructed 
iff  there are enough colors. In the case of a 2-color scenery and simple random walk with 
holding,, Matzinger [25] showed that the reconstruction can be done in polynomial time. 
Byy a result of Löwe and Matzinger [19], reconstruction is possible in many cases even 
iff  the scenery is not i.i.d., but has some correlations. In [16], Lenstra and Matzinger 
showedd that scenery reconstruction is still possible if the random walk might jump more 
thann distance 1 with very small probability and the tail of the jump distribution decays 
sufficientlyy fast. 

Thee exposition is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notation and 
wee formally describe our setup. Section 3 describes the structure of the proof of Theorem 
1.1:: By an ergodicity argument, it suffices to find a partial reconstruction algorithm A' 
whichh reconstructs correctly with probability > 1/2. To construct A', we build partial 
reconstructionn algorithms Am, m > 1, which reconstruct bigger and bigger pieces of 
sceneryy around the origin. Section 4 contains the proofs of the theorems from Section 
3.. The core of the reconstruction is an algorithm Algn which reconstructs a finite piece 
off  scenery around the origin given as input finitely many observations, stopping times 
andd a small piece of scenery which has been reconstructed earlier. Section 5 contains the 
definitionn of Alg". In Section 6, we show that Algn fulfill s its task with high probability. 

22 Notation and setup 

Inn this section, we collect frequently used notation. 
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Setss and functions: The cardinality of a set D is denoted by \D\. We write f\D for the 
restrictionn of a function ƒ to a set D. For a sequence S — (si\ i G I) we write |5| := \I\ 
forr the number of components of 5. If st is an entry of S, we write $i G 5; sometimes we 
writee s(i) instead of s;. For events Bk, k > 1, we write lim inf ̂ oc £*  : - U ^ n£ln £* 
forr the event that all but finitely many Bk's occur. 

Integerss and integer  intervals: N denotes the set of natural numbers; by definition, 
00 £ N. We set N 0 : = NU {0} . If x G R we denote by [x\ the largest integer < x. Unless 
explicitlyy stated otherwise, intervals are taken over the integers, e.g. [o, b] — {n G Z : a < 
nn < b}, [a, b[=  {n G Z : a < n < b}. 

Sceneries:: We fix C > 2, and denote by C := {1,..., C) the set of colors. A scenery is 
ann element of Cz. A piece of scenery is an element of Cl for a subset I of Z; here I need 
nott be an integer interval. The cardinality of the set I is called the length of the piece of 
scenery.. We denote by (1)/ the piece of scenery in Cl which is identically equal to 1. For 
ƒƒ = {ii,i 2,-  Jk} ^ Z with ii  < i2 < ... < ik and a piece of scenery ( € Cl we define 
£__ to be the piece of scenery ( read from left to right and &_ to be ( read from right to 
left:: ^ := (e(*i);j € [1, A]) and ^_ := (£(t*_j+ i); j e [1,*]) . 

Equivalencee of sceneries: Let 0 G Cl and 0' G C1' be two pieces of sceneries. We 
sayy that 0 and ip' are equivalent and write 0 « 0' iff I and ƒ' have the same length and 
theree exists a G Z and 6 e {-1,1}  such that for all k e I we have that a + bk 6 I' and 
0**  = tP'a+bk- We- call -0 and -0' strongly equivalent and write 0 = 0' if ƒ' = a + I for some 
aa G Z and 0t = 0 +̂fc for all k G I. We say 0 occurs m 0' and write 0 C 0>' if 0 = 0'| J 
forr some J C ƒ'. We write 0 ^ 0' if 0 « ip'\ J for some J C ƒ'. If the subset J is unique, 
wee write 0 ^i 0'. 

Randomm walks, random sceneries, and random errors: Let fi be a probability 
measuree on Z with finite support. M. We assume that \M\ < \C\, i.e. the number of 
colorss is strictly larger than the number of possible jumps of the random walk. We assume 
maxx M = | min M\, and we write L := max M for the maximal jump length of the random 
walk.. Let Q2 C ZN° denote the set of all paths with jump sizes 5fe+i - Sk € M for all 
kk G No. We denote by Qx the distribution on (fi2)

N° of a random walk (Sk; k G N0) starting 
att r with i.i.d. increments distributed according to û. We assume that Y,keM M^O ~ ® 
andd M has greatest common divisor 1, consequently the random walk is recurrent and 
cann reach every integer wTith positive probability. 

Thee scenery f :— (£*; k G Z) is i.i.d. with £/. uniformly distributed on C. Let X := 
{Xk\{Xk\ k G No) be a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with values in {0,1} . If 
A'jtt = 0, then at time k the random walk observes color ((Sk), whereas if Xk — 1 an error 
occurss in the observations at time k: the random walker observes Yk, where Y := (Yk; k G 
No)) is a sequence of random variables taking values in C. We assume that (£,S,X, Y) 
aree independent and realized as canonical projections on Q :— (Cz,02, {0,1} N°,CN°) with 
thee product er-algebra generated by the canonical projections and probability measures 
Pé,xPé,x  v®z®Qx ® BfN° ® A, 6 G [0,1], x G Z; here v denotes the uniform distribution on 
C,C, B6 the Bernoulli distribution with parameter 6 on {0,1}  and A a probability measure 
onn CN° such that, the left-shift is measure-preserving and ergodic with respect, to A. We 
abbreviatee Ps :— Ps,o and P :=  PQ. . 

Wee call x :— (Xk  ((Sk)', k e NQ) the scenery observed along the random walk path; 
sometimess we write (o S instead of x- We define \ :=  (x>; k G N0), the scenery observed 
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withwith errors along the random walk path, by 

__ _ ƒ Xk if Xk = 0, 
XkXk'' \Yk \iXk = \. 

Forr a fixed scenery £ € Cz we set P/ :— 6$®Qo®BfN° ® A, where <5f denotes the Dirac 
measuree at £. Thus P/ is the canonical version of the conditional probability P«(-|0-
Wee use PJ and P«(-|0 as synonyms; i.e. we never work with a different version of the 
conditionall  probability P$(-|£). 
Admissiblee paths: Let I = [i l5 z2] be an integer interval. We call a path R € TL1 

admissibleadmissible if Ri+i — Ri E M for all i E [ii , ?2 ~ !]  We call P(z'i) the starting point, Rfa) 
thee endpoint, and |ƒ] the length of R. 

Words::  We call the elements of C* :— Un€N0C" words. If w e Cn, we say that w has 
lengthlength n and write \w\ =n. 

Ladderr  intervals, ladder  paths, and ladder  words: A ladder interval is a set of the 
formm I n (a + LZ) with a bounded interval I and a modulo class a + L"L 6 Z/LZ. Let I 
bee a ladder interval. WTe call a path R of length | ƒ ] which traverses I from left to right or 
fromm right to left a ladder path or a straight crossing of I. The ladder words of a scenery 
££ over I are (£|/ )̂  and (£|/) .̂ 
Filtratio nn and shift: We define a filtration over Q: Q := (£„;n G N0) with £n := 
^Xfcjfcc £ [0inD is the natural filtration of the observations with errors. We define the 
shiftt 9 : CN° -  CN°, i]  H+ V(- + 1). 

2.11 Conventions about constants 

Alll  constants keep their meaning throughout the whole article. Unless otherwise stated, 
theyy depend only on C and fi. Constants a, 7, e, e, cv, c2 and ni play a special role in the 
constructionss below; we state here how they are chosen. All other constants are denoted 
byy C{, i > 3, <$,, Ei, i > 1. 

 We choose 7 > 0. 

 We choose c2 e]l, £^[ and s E]0,c~max[ with 

emaxx := min {1/30, n/90, [InC - In c2 - ln(C - l)]/(90 InC)}  , 

wheree £1 is as in Lemma 6.7. 

 We choose cx e N to be a multiple of 36 with ci > 27/[lnC - lnc2 - ln(C - 1) -
90i\nC]. 90i\nC]. 

 We set £ := C\l. 

 We choose a > max {7,1 + 7 — [3ci ln//min]/ln2} , where we abbreviate jj,mm :— 
min{^(ï')) : i 6 M). 

 Finally we choose ni E N, ni > min{25,C3}, large enough that 2" > CIL2LN/"-I for all 
nn > ni and £2(^1) + {^3{ni))l/2 + Y,m=2 c^~CSUrn < 1/2 holds, where c3 is defined in 
Theoremm 3.5, £2(^1) in Lemma 4.3, £3(711) in Theorem 3.3 and c4 and c5 in Lemma 
4.4. . 
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33 The structure of the reconstruction 
InIn order to prove Theorem 1.1, we reduce the problem of reconstructing the scenery 
successivelyy to simpler problems. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 below show that it suffices to 
findd algorithms which do only partial reconstructions. Proofs are postponed to later 
sections:: Sections 5 and 6 are dedicated to the proof of Theorem 3.5, all other statements 
off  this section are proved in Section 4. Our first theorem states that it suffices to find a 
reconstructionn algorithm A' which reconstructs correctly with probability > 1/2: 

Theoremm 3.1. If  there exist  > 0 and a measurable map A' : CN° —  Cz such that 
PiPi (*4'(x) ~ 0 > I / 2 f°r <*U  &  £]0> M> then there exists a measurable map A : CN° —  Cz 

suchsuch that Pt (A(x) ta £) = 1 for all 6 €]0, <$i[. 

Thee idea is to apply the reconstruction algorithm A' to all the shifted observations 
#'(x)ii  i > 0. By the hypothesis and an ergodicity argument, as k tends to infinity the 
proportionn of sceneries A!{dx{\)) for i £ [0, k[ which are equivalent to £ is strictly bigger 
thann the proportion of sceneries which are not equivalent to £. Therefore we are able to 
reconstructt the scenery. 

Wee build the algorithm A' required by Theorem 3.1 by putting together a hierarchy 
off  partial reconstruction algorithms Am, m > 1. The algorithm Am tries to reconstruct 
aa piece of scenery around the origin of length of order 2"m with (nm;ra e N) recursively 
definedd as follows: We choose Tii as in Section 2.1, and we set for m > 1 

n m + 1 : = 2 ^ J.. (3.1) 

Definitio nn 3.1. For m > 1 and a measurable map f : CN° — C^~3'2"m W"1} we define 

^co„st,ff  == {e|[-2B™, 2"-] ^ f(x) 1 ÉU-4  2"», 4  2"-]}  . (3.2) 

E™E™constconst f is the event that the reconstruction procedure ƒ reconstructs correctly a 
piecee of scenery of length of order 2"m around the origin. Note that any finite piece 
off  scenery occurs somewhere with probability 1 because the scenery is i.i.d. uniformly 
colored.. Therefore it is crucial to reconstruct a piece of scenery around the origin. 

Theoremm 3.2. Suppose there exist <5i > 0 and a sequence of measurable maps A™ : 
CNoo _, C[-3-2—,3-2-™if m>i t such that for allS e]0,6i[ 

Urnn inf E™coaŝ Am = lim inf (^c o n s t̂ m n E T̂) P6 - a . * , (3.3) 
771—*ooo m^oo 

wherewhere E™+l
er := {Am+i(x)\[-3  2n™, 3  2n~] = A"*(x)}. Suppose further that 

PsPs ( U ( ^o „ st , ^ )CJ < 1/2 for all 6 e]0M (3-4) 

ThenThen there exists a measurable map A' : CN° —  Cz such that P6 (A'(x) ~ 0 > I / 2 for 

alioalio e]Q,6i[. 

Inn the following, we explain how we construct maps Am satisfying the assumptions of 
Theoremm 3.2. The task of A1 is to reconstruct a piece of scenery of length of order 2"1 

aroundd the origin with high probability. It is shown by Löwe, Matzinger, and Merkl in 
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[21]]  that the whole scenery can be reconstructed with probability one in case there are no 
errorss in the observations. They only prove existence of a reconstruction procedure, but do 
nott explicitly construct an algorithm. In [26] we construct an algorithm which even works 
inn polynomial time: A finite piece of scenery around the origin can be reconstructed with 
highh probability from finitely many error-free observations; the number of observations 
neededd is polynomial in the length of the piece of scenery which is reconstructed. We 
prove: : 

Theoremm 3.3. For infinitely many n G N there exists a measurable map 

initiall  = d0'2'2""" ! -> Cl-3'2"'3-2"! such that 

e*(n)e*(n)  P ({^|[-2 n, 2"]  initial (x|[0, 2  212^[ ) < £|[-4  2", 4  2"]} c) 

satisfiessatisfies lim,,^^ e^n) = 0. 

Ass an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 a piece of scenery around the origin 
cann be reconstructed with high probability even if there are errors in the observations. 
Ass long as the probability 6 to see an error at a particular time is sufficiently small, the 
probabilityy to see no errors in the first 2  212Q" observations is close to 1. The following 
corollaryy makes this precise: 

Corollar yy 3.1. Let *4" niUal and e3(ri)  be as in Theorem 3.3. There exist 62{n) > 0 such 
thatthat for alio e]0,62(n)[ 

PP66 ({e|[-2n,2"] =< ^nitia. (*l[0 , 2  212^[ )  ̂ £|[-4  2", 4  2"]} c) < 2e3(n). 

Wee will choose A1 :— A îtial. The maps A™, m > 2, will be denned inductively. Given 
aa partial reconstruction algorithm Am we define stopping times which tell us when the 
randomm walker is in some sense "close" to the origin: We compare *4m(x) with Am(9t(x)), 
i.e.. we compare the output of Am if the input consists of the observations collected by 
thee random walker starting at the origin and the observations starting at time t. If both 
outputss agree up to equivalence on a sufficiently large subpiece, then with a high chance, 
thee random walker is - on an appropriate scale - close to the origin. 

Thee stopping times constructed from Am are used to reconstruct a piece of scenery 
aroundd the origin of length of order 2"m+1 which is much larger than the piece of scenery 
reconstructedd by Am; recall our choice of nm (3.1). Whenever the stopping times indicate 
thatt the random walk is "close" to the origin, we collect significant parts of the observa-
tionss of length cinm. If we have sufficiently many stopping times, the random walk will 
walkk over the same piece of scenery over and over again. This allows us to filter out the 
errorss in the observations. Once this is done, the obtained words are put together like in 
aa puzzle game. The words are used to extend the piece of scenery of length of order 2"m 

whichh has been reconstructed by Am. 
Formallyy we define stopping times in the following way: 

Definitio nn 3.2. For m 6 N and a measurable map f : CN° — £[-3-2""\3-2"">]  w-  ̂ ^ g 

propertyproperty that f(x) depends only on \\[0, 2  212Q"m[, we define 

T m + i ^ .. f*  e [0,212Q' l -+1-2-212ö"- [ : 3w e Ch2»",2->n 
ff {X> ' [such that w d fix) and w ^ f(0l(x)) J ' 
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LetLet t(l) < t{2) <  be the elements ojTJ+l{\) arranged in increasing order. We define 

thethe sequence T;
m+1(x) := (TJJ+1(x); A: > l ) by 

TTmm++ ii (( ~x . = f t(2  22"-+>fc) +2  212o"~ *ƒ 2  22n»+1fc < |T7+ l (x) |, 
ƒ,**  UJ  I 212aTl-+1 otherwise. 

T™T™+l+l (x)(x) is a sequence of {/-adapted stopping times with values in [0, 212Q"m+1] ; the 
stoppingg times depend only on x| [0, 212Q"m+1[. We define the event that a sequence of 
stoppingg times fulfil s the task of stopping the random walk "close" to the origin (on a 
ratherr rough scale). 

Definitio nn 3.3. For n € N and a sequence r = (rk\k > 1) of' Q-adapted stopping times 
wewe define the event 

EE%P%P  PI W * > < 2 l 20" ' l5(r*(^)) l ^ 2n>TiW + 2  22" < rk(x) for J < k} . 
k-l k-l 

Thee next theorem states that given an appropriate partial reconstruction algorithm 
ƒ,, the stopping times TT*1 fulfi l their task with a high probability. By the definition 
off  TJn+1, we stop at time t + 2  212Q"" t iff f{\) and /(#'(x)) agree on a large enough 
subpiece.. Therefore, for the stopping times to stop the random walk close to the origin, 
itt is necessary that ƒ (x) is a correctly reconstructed piece of scenery around the origin. 
Sincee we apply ƒ often to obtain enough stopping times, we need that given a scenery £, 
theree is a high enough chance for the random walk on £ to be stopped correctly, i.e. ƒ 
mustt reconstruct correctly with high enough probability conditional on £. This is why we 
needd the event {P6 [E™const{ | £] > |}  in the following theorem. 

Theoremm 3.4. Let m > 1, and let ƒ : CN° —> Ch3-2""1-3 2"" ri]  be a measurable map with the 
propertyproperty that f(\) depends only on x|[0,2  212a"m[ . We have for all 6 e]0,1[ 

Thee next theorem shows that there exist partial reconstruction algorithms Alg" (the 
readerr should think of n — nm) with the following properties: Given stopping times which 
stopp the random walk close to the origin, finitely many observations with errors and a 
smalll  piece of scenery i>  close to the origin, Alg" reconstructs with high probability a 
piecee of scenery around the origin of length of order 2". If the reconstruction is succesful, 
thee output of Alg" contains ip in the middle. The reader should think of ^ as a piece of 
sceneryy that has been reconstructed before. 

Theoremm 3.5. For all n EN there exists a measurable map 

AlgAlgnn : [0,212a"] N x C2"2""" x [j  Ö~kn  ̂ -> C^*" >3^ 
k>c\L k>c\L 

withwith the following property: There exist constants C3,63, CQ, CJ > 0 such that for all n > C3, 
<55 €]0, 6^[ and for any sequence r = {Tk\k > 1) of Q-adapted stopping times with values in 
[0,, 212on] 

**  6 y-^stop \ ^reconstruct,/ — c 6 e i 
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WhereWhere £-reconstruct  — 

(For(For all ip e £[-*"' H with k > cYL and i>  £\ [-2",2n] we have) 
UI[-2B,2B]]  ^ Algn(r,x\ [0, 2  21 2 Q" [ , ^ ) ^ £|[-4  2", 4  2% J ' 

FurthermoreFurthermore if £\[-2n,2n]  ^ Algn(r,x\ [0,2  212a"[ , ^) ^ £|[-4  2", 4  2n\ holds, ip G 
C [ - ^ , HH wüh k > C iL f ^ ^ £|[-2n,2"] and CI [-2",2n] ƒ (1)[_2»,2»], then we conclude 
thatthat Algn{r,x\ [0,2-2l2an[,7p)\[-kn1kn] =tp. 

Too motivate the allowed range for the abstract arguments r in this theorem, recall 
thatt the T™k(xYs in Definition 3.2 take their values in [0,212o,"m]. We are now able to 
definee A™, m > 1, which fulfil l the requirements of Theorem 3.2. 

Definitio nn 3.4. We define Am : CN° -> <7t-32"™,3-2—]  flnrf Tm+i  = (rm+i ; f c >  ̂ r e c u r. 
s?t?e/j// /or ra > 1 m i/ie following way: 

 Al(x)  initial (x|[0,2  212cmi[) with m as in Section 2.1 and A îigl as in Theorem 
3.3, 3.3, 

 Tm+1(x) := T£tl(x) with TJft1 as in Definition 3.2, 

 Am+1(x) := Algnm+1(Tm+i(x),x\[0,2-2l2an^lAm(x)) with AlgUm+l as in Theo-
remrem 3.5. 

Theoremm 3.6. There exists 6i > 0 such that the sequence (Am; m G N) defined in Defi-
nitionnition 34 fulfils (3.3) and (34) for all 6 e]0,6i[. 

Alll  theorems of this section together yield the proof of our main theorem: 

ProofProof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 3.6, the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. 
Hencee the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 arc satisfied and Theorem 1.1 follows.

44 Proofs 

Inn this section, we prove the statements from Section 3 with the exception of Theorem 
3.55 which will be proved in Sections 5 and 6. 

Lemmaa 4.1. The shift 6 : £1 —> Q, 

(Z,S,X,Y)^(a-(Z,S,X,Y)^(a- + S(l)),S(- + l)-S{l),X(- + l),Y(- + l)) 

isis measure-preserving and ergodic with respect to Ps for all 5 e]0,1[. 

Proof.Proof. Let 6 £]0,1[. By assumption, Yk, k > 0, is stationary and ergodic under P6. 
Xk,Xk, k > 0, is i.i.d., hence stationary and ergodic under Pj. By Lemma 4.1 of [21], 
(£>£)) |-> (£(  + S(1)),S(' + 1) — 5(1)) is measure-preserving and ergodic with respect 
too P. The claim follows from these three observations and the fact that (£, S, X, Y) are 
independent.. Q 
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ProofProof of Theorem 3.1. Let <5r and A' : CN° — Cz be as in the hypothesis of the theorem, 
andd let S e]0, 6i[. We define for k E N measurable maps A'k : C

No -* Cz as follows: If 
theree exists j € [0, k[ such that 

\{i\{i  e [0, k[: A\e\x)) ~ A'mx))}\ > \{i  e [0,*[= -4Wx)) * ^ ( . x ) ) } | , 

thenn let j0 be the smallest j with this property, and define A'k(x)  A'(6jo(x)). Otherwise 
definee A'k(x) to be the constant scenery (l) j€z- Finally we define A : CN° — Cz by 

j^- vv _ ƒ limjt^oo^^x) if this limit exists pointwise, 
U JJ :~ I (l)i€Z else. 

Ass a limit of measurable maps, A is measurable. For k € N we define 

i=0 0 

heree IB denotes the indicator function of the event B. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
thee sequence l{A'(6k(x)) ~ £} , k > 0, is stationary and ergodic because it can be written 
ass a measurable function of the sequence Ofc(£, S, X, Y), k > 0; note that £ ~ £(  + S*)-
Hencee we can use the ergodic theorem and our assumption to obtain Pé-almost surely: 

limm Zk = P6(A'(x)*t)>l/2. (4.1) 
k—k—+oo +oo 

Notee that if Zfc > 1/2, then ^ ( x ) « £. By (4.1) there exists a.s. a (random) kQ such 
thatt Zk > 1/2 for all k > fc0, and hence A'k(x) — -4it0C\) ~ £; recall that we chose the 
smallestt possible j0 in the definition of A'k. Thus a.s. A(x) ~ £  D 

ProofProof of Theorem 3.2. We say a sequence (C";"i G N) of pieces of sceneries converges 
pointwisee to a scenery £ if liminfm^odomainfC"1) = Z, and for every 2 € Z there is 
mmzz > 0 such that Cm(^) = C(*) f o r all m > "i 2. 

Lett <5i and ^4m be as in the hypothesis of the theorem, and let 6 E]Q,6I[. We set 
A'(x)A'(x)  linim^oo^4m(x) if this limit exists pointwise on Z; otherwise we set A'(x)
(l)jez-- Being a pointwise limit of measurable maps, A' : CNo —  Cz is measurable. We 
abbreviatee Em := E ĉonstAm, and define the events 

£imfitt == tf|[-2B", 2"™] ̂  e|[-4  2"»+\ 4  2"-+']}  . 

Wee claim: 

1.. lim infn^oo i?Jgt holds P^-a-s., 

2.. If the event (liminf™^ £J£t) n f|~=i ^ m h o i d s- t h en «^'(x) ~ £

Togetherr with the assumption P$ [U~=1 (E
m)c] < 1/2 these two statements imply that 

PiPi (A'(x) K ( ) > 1/2 which yields the claim of the theorem. 
Prooff  of claim 1: We show for any integer intervals Ii / I2 with |/i] = |/2| 

P{i\hK^\IP{i\hK^\I22)<2-C-^\)<2-C-^\ (4.2) 
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Firstt wc define ƒ, : [0, \Ij\[—  Ij for j = 1,2 to be the unique translation which maps 
[0,, \Ij\[  onto Ij. An argument similar to the proof of (6.26) below shows that there exists 
aa subset. J C [0, \Ij\[  of cardinality \J\ > \Ij\/3 with )i ( J) n f2{ J) = 0. Since &, ifc 6 Z, 
aree i.i.d. with a uniform distribution, we conclude 

P(£\hP(£\h = t\h) < P{t\h(J) = €l/2(^)> - cr1"" < c-| / j l / 3-

Sincee £|ii as £|/2 means £|ii = ^\I2 or £|ii = (C|^2)w with (£\I2)" denoting the piece of 
sceneryy obtained from £]h by reflection, estimate (4.2) follows. 

Wee apply (4.2) for h = [-2n™, 2"m] and all integer intervals I2 C [-4- 2"m+1,4  2n-+1] , 
AA ^ 72, of length jIL\ = \I2\ = 2  2"™ + 1; there are not more than 8 - 2"m+1 choices for I2. 
Wee obtain 

P((E^P((E t̂t))
cc)) < 8  2n~+1  2  c-<2-2"m+1>/3 < 16  22 l /^-2-2 n m/3, 

whichh is summable over m; recall C > 2 and (3.1). Hence by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
(E^(E t̂t))

cc occurs P^-a.s. only finitely many times ; this proves claim 1. 
Prooff  of claim 2: By the assumption of this claim, there is a (random) M such that 

thee events E t̂ and Em hold for all m > M. By the assumption of Theorem 3.2, M 
cann be chosen in such a way that E^tlr holds for all m > M, too. Consequently, 
*4m+1(x)ll  [-3  2"-, 3  2""*] = Am(x) for all m > M and it follows that 

A'(x)\[-k,k]=AA'(x)\[-k,k]=Amm(x)\[-k,k](x)\[-k,k] (4.3) 

forr all k > 1 and all m large enough. In particular, linim^oc Arn{x) exists. 
Sincee Em and E x̂ hold, Am(x) ^i €|[—4  2"",4  2n"*] . Hence there exists a unique 

mapp /im : Z —> Z of the form x i-> am + 6m;r with am e Z and 6m € {  —1,1}  that maps 
AAmm(x)(x) onto a subpiece of f |[-4  2""% 4  2"™]. It follows from (4.3) that hm is independent 
off  m and maps A'(x) t o £  This finishes the proof of claim 2. D 

ProofProof of Theorem 3.3. By Theorem 1.1 of [26], we know that there exists 3 > 0 and for 
infinitelyy many n eN there exists a measurable map .4-̂  : cl°'2n7+2'2l2d" l _> Q[-s-2n ,s-2n] 
suchh that 

Urnn P ({£| [ -2n- \2"-1] ^ ^ m (x|[0,2n7 + 2  212^[ ) ^ £| [-10  2", 10  2"]} c) - 0. 

Smalll  modifications in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [26] prove our claim. We remark that 
alternatively,, we could work directly with the maps A?ni from [26] without, adjusting the 
constants;; all proofs in the remainder of the article go through, but the notation becomes 
moree cumbersome. D 

ProofProof of Corollary 3.1. We estimate the probability under consideration by intersecting 
withh the event BQ :=  {Xk = 0 for all k £ [0,2  21 2 Q" [ }  that there are no errors in the first 
22  212on observations: For any S > 0 we have 

11 - P6 (e|[-2», 2"] * initial (x|[0,2  212Q"[ ) * £|[-4  2\ 4  2"]) 

<< \-Pö({a-ïn nan\) ^|[-2n+2,2" +2]}nö0) 
== \-6{n)P(a-2n,T\ < Annltiai(xl[0,2.212Q"[ ) :< £|h2"+2,2"+2] ) 
-- 1 - 6{n){l - e3{n)); 
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withh 6(n) := (1 - <5)2'2l2ttn and c3(n) as in Theorem 3.3. We choose S2(n) > 0 such that 
thee last expression is bounded above by 2£3(n) for all 6 e]0, <52(n)[. D 

ProofProof of Theorem 3.4- The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.11 in section 7 
off  [21] (Our Theorem 3.4 is the analogon of their Theorem 3.11 for our setting). The errors 
inn the observations do not require adaptations of their arguments; note that the errors are 
independentt of scenery and random walk and occurences of errors are i.i.d. Bernoulli. D 

Thee rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 3.6. Throughout we 
assume,, Am, m > 1, are as in Definition 3.4. and we set Si :=  min{<53, 62(ni)}  with <53 as 
inn Theorem 3.5 and <52(nL) as in Corollary 3.1. We set for m > 1 

Definitionn 4.1. For 6 e]0, 6i[ we define events of sceneries 

~**  := UeCz :PA [ ( JE;1r ^ ]< (2c-3(n1) ) l / 2 } , 

='' - f]UeCz:Pö [E-1^] >~2^Ps [ET-1 \ Ktop^l q < e-" 
mm — 0 V 

" 2 2 

== f]UeCz:P6\ [Em-1 \ E%f] n U [ET-1 \(\ > \) A < e-*? }  , 
m=2m=2  ^  L L J J J 

oo o 

=55 := f){teCz: P6 [E™-1 n (E^fm \ Er) \ (] < ( c e ^ V ^ }  , 
m=2 2 

wherewhere e3(ni) is as in Theorem 3.3 and c6 and c7 are as in Theorem 3.5. 

Notee the similarity between these events and the bounds in Corollary 3.1, Theorems 
3.44 and 3.5. The following lemma provides a link between bounds with and without 
conditioningg on the scenery £: 

Lemmaa 4.2 ([21], Lemma 4.6). Let A be an event, r > 0, and let Q be a probability 
measuremeasure on Q. If Q(A) < r2, then Q (Q(A\£) > r) <r. 

Lemmaa 4.3. For all n € N there exist S2{n) > 0 with \xmn^00£2{n) = 0 suc  ̂ that 
PP66 (£ i Zs) < e2(ni) for all 6 e]0,M-

Proof.Proof. Let 6 e]0, <5X[. Using Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 4.2 for Q = P6. we obtain 

PP66 (i i S«) < (2.3(n1))
1/2- (4.5) 

Ann application of Theorem 3.4 with ƒ = Am yields for m > 2 

PPee ((E™-1 \ KtoP
rm) n | P , [ET-11£] > \ 

Ann application of Lemma 4.2 with Q = Pb yields 

<e~<e~nn" " 

PP66 (i i E6
2) < ^2 e""m/2 < e^C8ni (4.6) 

m=2 2 
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forr some constant c8 > 0, recall our choice of nm (3.1). Let m > 2, and recall the 
definitionn of the event i^onstruct fr°m Theorem 3.5. By Definition 3.4, we have that 
AAmm{x){x) = Mgnm(Tm(x),x\[0,2-212an'»[,ij))  with i>  :=  Am-l(x)- By our choice of nu 

(\i>\(\i>\  - l)/2 = 3  2"—1 > CinmL. If E™'1 holds, then ty  ̂ £| [-2"-, 2n™]. Hence the 
inclusion n 

E™~E™~11 n yE p̂ \ E™) C £s7op \ Reconstruct (4-7) 

holds.. Together with Theorem 3.5 the last inclusion implies 

PaPa (Em~l O [E^T \E™))< P6 [E^r \ Kz£Lx) < cee-c?n-. 

Anotherr application of Lemma 4.2 yields for some constant c9 > 0 

oo o 

PsPs (e i 25) < ^ (c6) 1 / 2e-C 7" - / 2 < e~c^. (4.8) 
m=2 2 

Thee claim of the lemma follows from (4.5), (4.6), and (4.8); recall £3(11) — 0 as n —+ 
oc.. D 

Lemmaa 4.4. For all 6 €]0, <5L[, ^ e E6, and m > 2 i/ie following holds for some constants 
ccAA,c-,c-00>>  0: 

m—— 1 _ 

P . ^ - 11 10 > 1 - (2e3(n0)1/2 - £ c4e -c^ > i (4.9) 
k=2k=2 l 

PsiE"PsiE"11--11 \ETn\0< c4e-C5n". (4.10) 

Proof.Proof. Let <S e]0,<5i[ and £ € H*. We prove (4.9) and (4.10) simultaneously by induction 
overr m: For m = 2 it follows from ( e S| 

Pe(EPe(ELL\0\0 = l-P6[(E
l)c U ] > l - ( 2 5 3 ( n , ) )1 / 2> l / 2 ; (4.11) 

recalll  our choice of n  ̂ from Section 2.1. Thus (4.9) holds for m — 2. 
Supposee (4.9) holds for some m > 2. Then we have 

PP66[E[Emm~'~' \ Em\Z] < P6 [(E
m~l \ Em) n £%£" \*\+Pé [E™'1 \ E^r I C] 

<< {c6)
ll2e-C-  ̂ + e~n™/2 <  Cie-Csnm (4.12) 

forr some constants Ct,c5 > 0; for the first term we used £ € Sj and for the second term we 
usedd £ € ^2 a nd our induction hypothesis (4.9). Using (4.12) and our induction hypothesis 
(4.9)) we obtain 

Ps(EPs(Emm I 0 > P6(E
m-1 I 0 - P6{E™~1 \Em\0 

m m 

>> l - ( 2 c " 3 ( n 1 ) ) 1 / 2 - ^ C 4 e - c ^ > ^ ; 

forr the last inequality we used our choice of n\_. This completes the induction step. D 
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ProofProof of Theorem 3.6. Let 6 6]0, <5i[; recall our choice S  ̂— mm{6^, 62(711)}. By The-
oremm 3.5 we know that whenever the events E"1'1 and E™ hold and £\[-2n™,2n'n]  # 
(l)[-2""',2"m] ,, then £«n l er holds. Since P^-a-s. £  ̂ (l)g, relation (3.3) holds. Using Lemma 
4.33 we have 

\ m = ll  / \ m=l / 

<< e2 ( n i ) + / P6(\J(Emr AdP6. (4.13) 
./{«es»}}  \ m =l / 

Too bound the integrand, we use Lemma 4.4: For all ( G ? and A: > 1, we obtain 

p*p*  U (£m)c 

.. m— 1 

fc+1 fc+1 

// m=2 

Jfc+1 1 

<< (2,'3(n1))
1/2 + ^ c4 e -C 5" - , 

m=2 2 

andd taking limits as k  00, we conclude 

PiPi ü (Emy q<(2£3(n1) ) 1 / 22 + ^ c4e -C S B" 

Togetherr with (4.13) the last estimate yields (3.4): 

( 000 \ 00 1 

UU {Emf < ^ (n i) + (2,-3(n1))
1/2 + £ c ^ " ™ < -

m=ll  / m=2 

forr the last inequality we used that nL is chosen as in Section 2.1. 

(4.14) ) 

(4.15) ) 

D D 

55 The key algorithm of the reconstruction 

InIn this section, we define algorithms Algn for which Theorem 3.5 holds. We fix n £ N. 
Forr two words w, w' € C* of the same length we define their distance 

d(iu,, w') := \{k E [1, \w\) : wk £ w'k}\;  (5.1) 

cf(w,, w') is the number of places where w and w' disagree. Clearly, d is a metric. 
Whenn the random wralk observes a piece of scenery and 6 is small, the observations 

withh errors differ "typically" from the errorfree observations in only a small proportion of 
thee letters because the probability to see an error at a particular time is small under P^. 
Sincee the random walk observes a given piece of scenery very often, we are able to filter 
outt the errors using a majority rule ƒ*. 

Thee following notions will be used in this context. For a word w = W\W2  wm G Cm 

wee define Cut(w) := W2  wm_i; Cut(w) is obtained from w by cutting off the first and 
thee last letter. 
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Definitionn 5.1. Let W = (ivy, 1 < j < K) £ (CCin)K be a vector consisting of K words 
ofof length  Fori £ [l,ciw] we define fi(W), the favorite letter at position i, to be the 
elementelement in C which most of the first 2in words in W have at position i. If there is no 
uniqueunique letter with this property, then we define the favorite letter to be the smallest one. 
Formally,Formally, we set 

fi(W)fi(W) = k iff \{j  E [1, Z*»]  : Wj(i) = k}\=  max \{j  £ [1, 2^] : Wj(i) = k'}\ 

andand k is the smallest element in C satisfying the last equality; here Wj(i) denotes the ith 

letterletter of the word Wj. We set f(W) :=  h(W)f2(W)... fCin(W). Furthermore, we define 

rfW)rfW) = {  Cut(/(W)), */A ' > 2?» and maxjG[li27-j d(Cut(w}), Cut(f(W))) < en 
\\ (-l)[i,cm-2], otherwise. 

f*(W)f*(W) equals the word Cut(/(W)) which is composed of the favorite letters iff the 
vectorr W has sufficiently many components and each of the first Vn words in W differs 
fromm f(W) in not more than en letters. In the proof of Lemma 6.9 below it will be 
essentiall  that we use Cut(/(W)) and not f(W) in the definition of f*(W). Note that 
- 11 ^ C so that (—l)[i )Cl„_2] differs from all words w £ CCin~2. 

Thee algorithm Alg" which will be defined below takes input data 

rr £ [0,212ow]N, n £ C22l2an, and iP £ [j  6~kn'kn\ (5.2) 
k>ck>cXXL L 

Firstt we define the set of all observations of length Zc\_n which are collected within a 
timee horizon of length 22" after a time rk, k 6 [1, 2an]: 

Definitionn 5.2. We define Collection" (r,n) :— 

{(w{(wuuww22,w,w33)) £ (Ccin)3 : 3k £ [l,2Qn] such that u\w2w3 Q v\[rk,rk + 22n[}  . 

Thee set PrePuzzlen(r, n) contains only (wi,w2,w3) £ Collection" ,̂ n) with the follow-
ingg property: If (w'^w^w^) £ Collectionn(r, n) and w[ and w'3 are "not too different" 
fromm wi and w3 respectively, then w'2 is "not too different" from w2. Formally: 

Definitionn 5.3. We define PrePuzzlen(r,ri)  := 

(w(wuuww22,w,w33)) £ Collection"(T,T?) : If (w[,w'2,w'3) £ Collection"l(r, r?) with) 
d(wud(wu w[) < 2en and d(w3, w'3) < 2en, then d(w2, w2) < 2en. j ' 

Definitionn 5.4. For (wi, w2, w3) £ PrePuzzlen(r,r})  we denote by 
S?S?i71i71(wi,(wi, w2, w3) the sequence of (random) times s £ U2.™ [r k, rk + 22n - Sc^n] such that 
w[w'w[w'22w'w'33 :=  ri\[s,s + 3cln[ E PrePuzzlen(T,n), d(wi,w[) < 2en, and d(w3,w'z) < 2en; we 
assumeassume that the elements of the sequence 5" (u ,̂ w2, w3) are arranged in increasing order. 
WeWe define 

Lis%Lis%nn(w(wuu w2,w3) := (r)\[s + an, s + 2cln[;  $ £ S^wu w2, w3)) 

toto be the sequence with components rj\[s + cin, s-\-2c\n[ indexed by the set «S"Jwy, w2, w3). 
WeWe set 

PuzzleListsPuzzleListsnn(T,n)(T,n) -.= {Lis%iTI(wi,w2,w3) : (wuw2,w3) £ PrePuzzlen(T,n)} . 
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Clearly,, w2 G List^Wi, w2, wz). Note that List"]I?(iUi, iu2, w$) is a sequence, and not a 
set.. If by coincidence observations rj\[s + Cin, s + 2cin[ coincide for two different values of 
s,, we want to keep them both. The components of List^fu' i ,^, w3) are close to w2 in 
cf-distancee because we assumed (wi,w2.w3) € PrePuzzle"(r,n). 

Definitio nn 5.5. We define Puzzlen(r,rj)  := {f*(W) : W G PuzzleListsn(r :r])}. 

Puzzlen(r,, 77) is the set of all words of length an —2 which are obtained by the majority 
rulee ƒ*  from the lists in PuzzleListsn(r,?y). We use the words in Puzzlen(r, 7?) like the 
piecess in a puzzle game to reconstruct a piece of scenery. We want the piece of scenery 
reconstructedd by Alg™ to contain in the middle the piece of scenery ip from the input data 
off  the algorithm. 

Definitio nn 5.6. For ip G C^kn>knï we define SolutionPiece"(T,r),ip) := 

(w£(w£ CM2"'3'2"] ; w\[-kn, kn] = th and f or all ladder intervals I C [-3-2", 3-2"] 1 
\with\with \I\ = an - 2 we have {w\I)^ € Puzzlen(r,rj)  J 

Wee will see in the proof of Lemma 6.4 below that under appropriate conditions, there 
iss precisely one clement in SolutionPiece"(r, n,ip). 

Definitionn 5.7. We define 

AlgAlgnn : [0,212a"] N x C2212"" x \J Ö~kn  ̂ - C^3^'3^ 
k>ciL k>ciL 

asas follows: If SolutionPiecen(r,n,ip) is not empty, then we define Algn{r,n^)) to be its 
lexicographicallylexicographically smallest element. Otherwise we define Algn{T,n,^) to be the constant 
sceneryscenery (l)[-3-2«,3-2»]-

66 The key algorithm reconstructs correctly 

Inn this section, we prove Theorem 3.5. Throughout we fix n G N. We assume that 
rr G [0, 212a"] N is a sequence of ^-adapted stopping times. Recall that E was chosen in 
Sectionn 2.1. 

6.11 Definition of the key events 

Inn this subsection, we collect the definitions of all the "basic" events which we will 
needd to prove the correctness of Alg". The event B p̂aihs holds if the random walk 
traversess all paths of length 3circ in the region where we want to do the reconstruc-
tion.. £?f"w mistakes makes sure that there are not too many mistakes in the words in 
Collection"(r,, n). BJt^  ̂ diff gives a lower bound for the cf-distance of two different ladder 
wordss in the neighborhood of the origin. B ÔTlty garanties that the majority decision 
ƒ**  is not corrupted by the errors in the observations. If ££utsideout holds, then we can 
distinguishh ladder words from the region where we want to reconstruct from observations 
whichh are read further outside. £^gnals implies that there are "signal words" which can 
bee read only left from a certain point z G Z or only right from a certain z G Z; this 

file:///with
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eventt allows use to reconstruct all ladder words in a region around the origin. B"£a[ htoften 

guaranteess that certain ladder paths are traversed often enough. 
Wee arranged the definitions of the events in alphabetical order so that the reader can 

easilyy find them while following the proofs in the next two subsections. We suggest to 
havee a quick look at the definitions, and then to skip ahead to the next subsection and 
lookk up definitions when needed. 

Definitio nn 6.1. For z e Z andn such that C\n G N, we denote by w2,^,n the ladder word 
ofof length c^n starting at z read from left to right, and by tt'2]^„  the word wẑ n̂ read from 
rightright to left: 

wwZiZi^ t̂ntn :— {£(z + kL); k e [0, Cin[)^ and wẑ ,n := (wẑ <n)^. 

Notee that w3_(cl„_L)ii^iT l is the ladder word of length  ending at z. 

Definitio nn 6.2. We define 

{ ForFor any admissible piece of path R e Z[° ,3ci^ with starting point) 
inin [-7  2n, 7  2"] there exists t e U^Jr*, rk + 22n - 3Cln] such > . 
thatthat R(i) = S(t + i) for all i e [0, Zcvn[ J 

Definitio nn 6.3. We define 

Sfcww mistakes  \ £ Xk < en for all t e [cm - 1,2  212a"[ 1 . 

Definitio nn 6.4. We define 

BBnn ={Vzuz2 e [-8-2n,8-2n] and Vh,i2 e {<- , ^ }  with\ 
ladderr diff =~ \(Zuil)  fajj w e h a v e d(wzulun/3l WZ2̂ n/3) > 10-71 ƒ ' 

Definitio nn 6.5. LetXL denote the set of ladder intervals I C [—7  2", 7  2n]  of length c\n. 
ForwForwuuww33 G CC1" and I e 1L> wejenote by S Ŵi := (sf-;i > l ) (S Ŵz :=  (s^-J > l)) 
thethe sequence of all times s € U2.!^ [r k,Tk + 22n — 3cin] such that S\[s + c^n, s + 2c\n[ is a 
straightstraight crossing from left to right (right to left) of I andd(x\[s + (i—l)cin,s + icin[,wl) < 
2en2en for i = 1,3. We assume that the components of S Ŵ3 and S Ŵ3 are arranged in 
increasingincreasing order. We define 

^majorityy : = f ï f l \Bm*f~ (™1. ™a) H B^f~ (wU W3) ) with 

nnTnnTii  , *  iJf KT«>,I > 27"> then VJ € [1>cin - 1[ the following holds:) 

andand B  ̂~(wi,w3) defined analogously. 

Definitio nn 6.6. We define B0»utaide0Ilt := 

Vzz e [-5  2", 5  2n] , for any admissible piece of path R e ([-2L -22fi, 2L-22n] \ 
[-66  2n, 6  2"])[°'cin/2ï and Vi G {«-, }  we have that d(£ o R, wẑ n/2) > 3sn 
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Def in i t io nn 6.7. We define fi" recognn straight 

{ ForFor any admissible piece of path #i 6 [ -7-2", 7- 2n]l°' cin[ which is not a ladder} 
pathpath there exists an admissible piece of path R2 € [-8  2n, 8  2n] [0'Cl"t with > . 
i?2(0)) = i?i(0), R2(cin-1) = i ? i ( c i n - l ) and d{£ o Ru£ o R2) > Sen J 

Def in i t io nn 6.8. We define 

signals s 

RRn n 

sign.l,--

sign,r,—» » 

-^sign,!, , 

sign,r,-sign,r,-

^sign.l, , nn Btign,T, n B5gn.l, , nn 7?n 

sign,r, , 
with with 

'Vzz € [—6  2", 6  2"] and /or any admissible piece of path] 
ReRe [-2L-22n,2L-22n]^C1  ̂ withR{dn-l) > z we have that \ , 

^^ d(£ O 7?, We-(cin-l)L,^,n) > 5£Tl J 

'Vzz e [—6  2n,6 - 2"] and for any admissible piece of path} 
RR 6 [ - 21  22n, 2L  22n]t°'Cl"[ with R(0) < z we have that \ , 
d(Zd(Z o ƒ?, u>2,„,,n) > 5en J 

'Vzz € [—6  2", 6  2"] and for any admissible piece of path} 
RR e [-2L  22n,2L  22 np, c i nI with R{0) > z we have that I , 

kk d(£ o R, wz_(Cl„_i)L,«- )n) > Sen J 

'Vzz G [—6  2", 6  2n] and for any admissible piece of path} 
ReRe [-2L-22n,2L-22n]l°> Cint withR^n-l) <z we have that \ . 
d(££ o R,wz>t-,n) > Sen J 

Def in i t io nn 6.9. We denote the collection of ladder intervals I C [-6  2n, 6  2n]  of length 
3cin3cin by JL. For I e JL, we denote by S-+{I) (S^{I)) the sequence of all times s e 
UJ^T-JT*.,, Tk + 22" — Scj_n] such that S\[s,s + 3cin[ is a straight crossing from left to right 
(right(right to left) of I; we assume that the components of S^(I) and *S<_(7) are arranged in 
increasingincreasing order. We define 

straightt often :== f] {|S_(/)| > 2^ and |5^(/) |>2^}. 

6.22 Combinatorics 

Inn this subsection, we prove that Algn reconstructs correctly in the sense that the event 
-̂ reconstructt holds, under the assumption that E p̂ and all the "basic" events defined in 
thee previous subsection hold. We abbreviate 

XXnn--=x\--=x\ [0 ,2-21 2 Q" [ . 

Thee task is split in four parts: Lemma 6.1 states a property of the elements in the set 
PrePuzzle"(r,, \n). Lemma 6.2 shows that all words in Puzzle"(r, xn) which are observed 
whilee the random walk is approximately in the region of the scenery which we want to 
reconstruct,, are ladder words. Lemma 6.3 states that Puzzle"(r, \n) contains all the ladder 
wordss we need. Finally Lemma 6.4 shows that the reconstruction works. 

Def in i t io nn 6.10. We say (wi,w2, w3) 6 Collection71 (r, \n) is read while the random walk 
iss walking on J C Z if there exists t 6 U ^ [r k, rk + 22n - 3cin] such that S(t + j) 6 J 
forfor all j e [0, 3cxn[ and wiw2w$ = x\[t,t + 3ciw[. If we know the time t, we say that 
(wi,w(wi,w22,w$),w$) is read during [t,t + 3cin[. 
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Definitio nn 6.11. We define 

EEnn''TT  I 
pree ladder " * 

If(wi,If(wi, w2, w3) € PrePuzzlen(r, \n) and there exists t e U^Jrjt, Tk + 
222n2n — 3cin] such that (u'i, u'2, if3) is read during [t, t+3c\_n[ while the 
randomrandom walk is walking on [-7  2", 7  2n], then S\[t + Cin, t + 2cin[ 

^  ̂is a ladder path. 

Lemmaa 6.1. For all n GN the following holds: 

FFn,Tn,T
 D Rn,T n /?" n Fin 

pree ladder — all paths few mistakes recogn straight' 

Proof.Proof. Suppose the events B^T
paths, 5£w raistakes, and B ôgB straight hold. Let (wl5 w2, u>3) e 

PrePuzzle"(r,, xn), and suppose there exists t € Ll^fr* , rjt + 22" — 3cira] such that the triple 
(wi,u'2,, w3) is read during [t, t + 3cin[ while the random walk is walking on [—7  2n, 7  2n\. 

Lett Rt{j)  :=S(t + (i-l)cin+j)  for j e [0, c{n[ and i = 1,2,3. Then ji?i(j) | < 7  2n 

forr all j 6 [0, Cxn[ and 

d(£ofli )Wi )) < en for i = 1,2,3 (6.1) 

becausee £?£w mistakes holds. We have to show that R2 is a ladder path. Suppose not. Since 
Recognn straight holds, there exists an admissible piece of path R2 G [-8  2", 8  2"][°'C1"[ with 
thee same starting and endpoint as R2 and 

d(£oRd(£oR22,£oR,£oR22)>5en.)>5en. (6.2) 

Sincee 5^jTpaths holds and the concatenation R\R'2Rz is an admissible piece of path with 
startingg point in [-7  2", 7  2n], there exists t' e U^-Jr*,^ + 22n - 3cxn\ such that 
RiR'RiR'22RR33(i)(i)  ~ S(t' + i) for all i 6 [0, 3cin[. Using the triangle inequality, we obtain 

d(wd(w22,x\[t',x\[t'  + cin, t' + 2cln[) > d(w2, x\[t' + Cin, t' + 2citi[) - en 
== d(w2,£ o R'2) — en 

>>  d(toR2,toR'2)-d(w2,toR2)-£n 

>>  Sen — en — en — 3en; (6.3) 

forr the first inequality we used that Bf"w mistakes holds, and for the last inequality we used 
(6.2)) and (6.1). The fact that Bgw mistakes holds together with inequality (6.1) yields 

diw^xltfjdiw^xltfj + wl) < d(wux\[t',t' +  Cln[)+en 

==  d(wi,£ o Rx) + en < 2en. 

Byy the same argument, d(w3,x\[t' + 2cin,t' + 3cin[) < 2en. Together with (6.3) this 
contradictss (wu w2, w3) G PrePuzzle"(r, x")- Hence R2 is a ladder path. D 

Definitio nn 6.12. We define 

Puzzleï(r,xPuzzleï(r,xnn))  < 

'f*'f*  (/./sf^„(tA.'i,U'2,u!3)) : (wi,w2,w3) e PrePuzzlen(T,xn) and' 
3(w[,w3(w[,w22,w',w'33)) E PrePuzzlen(T,xn) such that d(wuw\) < 2en, 
d(w$,d(w$, w'3) < 2en and (w[,w'2- w'3) is read while the random walk 

kk is walking on Z \ [-6  2", 6  2"]. 

PuzzlePuzzlenn
22(r,(r, r ) := Puzzler, ?) \ [Puzzler, j?) U { ( -% c i n_2 j } ] -
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Notee that Puzzle"(r, xn), i = 1,2, together with { ( - l ) ^ ^ ] } , form a partition of 
thee set Puzzle"(r, x")- If we are given an element of Puzzlen(r, \n), we cannot decide to 
whichh set of the partition it belongs. Nevertheless the sets Puzzle"(r, x"), i = 1, 2, will be 
usefull  in the following. 

Definitio nn 6.13. We define E"£y ladder := 

{If{If  w2 e Puzzle2{r,  x
n), then w2 ^ (\ [-7  2", 7  2"] and w2 is a ladder word} . 

Lett Cio > 0 be chosen in such a way that for all n > Cio 

3ClnLL < 2". (6.4) 

Lemmaa 6.2. For all n > Ci0 the following holds: 

jpn,Tjpn,T -N rpn,r n r>n f. r>n (-. ffnT 

-"onlyy ladder — ^ p re ladder ' ' ^few mistakes ' ' ""ladder diff "ma jo r i ty 

Proof.Proof. L et n > CW, a nd SUppOSe t he e v e n ts Ü^e ladder' 5 f " w mistakes' ^ ladder diff  a l l d ^majority 

hold.. Let. {w^w^wz) E PrePuzzle"(r,xn) and abbreviate W := List"^(wi,uj2,iu3). 
Supposee f*{W) € Puzzle£(T,x"). Let w'2 E W. Then there exist w[,w'z such that 
(w[,w'(w[,w'22,w',w'33)) E PrePuzzlen(r,xn), d(wi,w[) <  2 f ^ a nd d{w3,w'3) < 2en. By defini-
tionn of Puzzle^(r, x"), at least once the random walk is in [-6  2", 6  2n] while it reads 
(w[,w'(w[,w'22,w,w33).). Since the random walk jumps at most a distance of L in each step, it can 
movee in 3cin steps at most a distance of 3cinL < 2n. Hence (w[, W'2, W'Z) is observed while 
thee random walk is walking on [-7  2n,7  2n] . Using that E^T

el!iddeT holds, we obtain that 
w'w'22 is observed while the random walk is walking on a ladder word. Since Bgw mistakes 

holds,, there exists a ladder word w2 ^ £| [-7  2n, 7  2"] such that 

d(w'd(w'22,w,w22)<en.)<en. (6.5) 

Supposee w'2' E W. Then by the above argument, there exists a ladder word w2 ^ 
£|| [-7-2",7-2n] such that 

d{w'd{w'22\w\w22)<en.)<en. (6.6) 

Sincee (wi,w2, w3) E PrePuzzlen(r, xn), we have that d(w'2,w2) < 2sn and d(w2, w'2') < 2en. 
Hence e 

d{w'd{w'22,, w'i) < Aen. (6.7) 

Usingg the triangle inequality, (6.5), (6.7) and (6.6) we obtain 

d(wd(w22,w,w22)) < d(w2,w'2) + d(w2,W2) + d(w2,w2) 
<<  en + ien + en = 6sn. (6.8) 

Iff  w2 + w2, then it follows from £{L,derdiff that d{w2,w2) > lOen, which contradicts (6.8). 
Hencee w2 — w2. 

Wee have shown that any w'2 E W is observed while the random walk reads the ladder 
wordd w2. Hence for j E [0,cin[, w'2(j) equals w2(j)

 or an error in the observations. Since 
byy assumption, f*{W) # (-l)[i, cln-2], W has at least 27" components; recall the definition 
off  ƒ*  (Definition 5.1). An application of B^(wu w3) with I equal to the ladder interval 
underlyingg w2 shows that more than half of the first 27" words in W have j t h letter equal 
too w2{j).  Consequently, f(W) = w2, and since B£w mistakes holds, f*(W) = Cut{w2). D 
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Defini t io nn 6.14. We define E îadder :— 

{Vz{Vz e [-5  2n, 5  2n] : Cut{wẑ ,n), Cut(wẑ n) G Puzzten(r, *") }

Lemmaa 6.3. For all n > C\Q the following holds: 

T?n,TT?n,T -. R" 'T n R™ n Rn,T n R" n R",T n Pn,T 

^a lll  ladder — ^a ll paths ' ' ^few mistakes ' ' -°majority ' ' -'"'signals ' ' ^straight often ' ' ^s top-

Proof.Proof. Let n > ci0 and z € [-5  2", 5  2n] . Suppose the events Bypaths' Sf U mistakes. 
S^jority.. B»snAls, B^ghtoften, **<*  £ ££ hold. We wil l prove Cut (« ,^ ,B ) e Puzzle"(r, *») . 
Thee proof for wẑ <n is similar. We define 

WiWi :=  wz-cinL^,n, w2 := Wt,-*,n, u>3  wz+cinL t̂n. 

Clearly,, wiw2W2 is the ladder word of length 3cin starting at z — C\nL and ending at 
zz + (2ci7i - 1)L. We define R : [0,3cin[—  Z by R(i) = z — C\nL + iL. Then R is a ladder 
pathh with starting point z - C\nL > — 6  2" and endpoint z + (2cin — l)L < 6  2" by our 
choicee of z and n; recall (6.4). Furthermore  ̂ o R = wiw2ti's- Since i^ifpaths holds, there 
existss t € UjtTjrjfc, rfc + 22n - Zc^n] such that R = S\[t,t + 3cin[. We set 

itt := ;£|[t + (i — l ) d n ,£ + tci7i[ for 1 = 1,2,3. (6-9) 

Sincee B^ ĥt often holds, there are at least 27" different f s with this property. Fix 
t.t. Clearly, (wij, W2,t, W3,t) £ Collectionn(r, xn) . We want to show (witt,W2,t,wz,t) € 
PrePuzzle"(r,, xn) . The word u^( differs from Wi only by errors in the observations. Since 
5 f eww mistakes h o l d s, 

d(wi,Wi,d(wi,Wi,tt)) < en for i = 1,2,3. (6.10) 

Supposee (w[,w'2,w3) G Collectionn(r, xn) and rf(w-,Wi it) < 2en for i = 1,3. Then there 
existss t' G U^rjrjt , rfc + 22n - 3ci«] such that w[w'2w'3 = x\[tftt' + 3citi[. Using (6.10) and 
thee triangle inequality, we obtain 

d(w'd(w'tt,, wt) < d(w'i1 Wij) + d(iï>iji  wi) < d{w'n Wi,t) + £ «< 3sn for i — 1,3. 

Wee set h := [*',* ' + Cin[, 73 := [*' + 2an, t' + 3cin[. Since B£w mistakes holds, 

d(ZoS\Ii,Wi)d(ZoS\Ii,Wi) < d^oSlIi  ̂ + diw^Wi) 

<<  en + diw'^Wi) < Aen fori = 1,3. (6.11) 

Sincee £s"'0
T
p holds, \S(rk)\ < 2", and for all i e [0,22"[ , |5(rfc + i)\ < 2n + L  22n < 21  22n 

becausee each jump of the random walk has length < L. Hence we can use that B  ̂ ^ 
holdss for u'i = wz_cinL în (note that \z - L\ < 6  2") and S\Ii to conclude from (6.11) 
thatt S(t'-\-Cin — l) < z — L. Similarly, we can use that B  ̂  ̂ holds for u>3 = wz+CinL ,̂„ 
(notee that \z + cynL\ < 6  2") and S\I3 to conclude that S(t' + 2cin) > z + c\nL. The 
onlyy path of length cirt + 2 from z — L to z + C\nL is the ladder path which visits precisely 
thee points z + iL, 0 < i <  — 1. Hence w'2 is observed with errors by the random 
walkk walking on the ladder word w2. Using the fact that £?£w mistakes holds and (6.10), we 
obtain n 

d(w'd(w'22,, w2>t) < rf(u>2, w2) + d(w2i W2,t) < sn + en = 2zn. 
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Consequently,, (w t̂, w2,u ^3,t) £ PrePuzzle"(r, \ " ) . We set 

WW := List" s»(u7U,tü2,(,tü3i(). 

Clearly,, VI7 e PuzzleListsn(r, \ " ) . Consider t£,-iS for 3 / i. Recall that there are at least 
27""  — 1 different s with this property. By the triangle inequality and (6.10), d(wliS, witt) < 
d.(wid.(witStS,Wi),Wi) + d(wi,Wij) < 2en for i — 1,2, 3. Consequently, ( w i . s , ^ , ^) E W, and we 
concludee that W has at least 27" components. 

Supposee w'2 E W. Then there exist U'̂ Wg with d(w'i,wt l̂) < 2sn for i = 1,3 and 
(w[,w'(w[,w'22,w',w'33)) E PrePuzzleu(r, x"). We have shown above (after (6.10)) that under these 
conditions,, w'2 must be observed while the random walk reads the ladder word w2. In 
particular,, for j E [0,cin[, w'2(j) = w2(j) or w'2(j) is an error in the observations. Since 
BmlfBmlf (™i,t; Wstt) holds for the ladder interval I = {z + iL; i E [0, Cin[}. in more than half 
off  the words in W the j letter equals v:2(j). Consequently, the j letter of f(W) equals 
ww22(j),(j), and we have proved that Cutfu )̂ E Puzz!e"(r, xn)- ^ 

Recalll  the definition of -̂ "construct fr°m Theorem 3.5. 

Lemmaa 6.4. For all n > cio with Cio as in (6.4) the following holds: 

r?n,Tr?n,T —. p" ,T n fpn,T p. DU p, D " 
^reconstructt — ^only ladder ' ' ^a ll ladder ' ' ö f ew mistakes ' ' ^ladderdiff 

C)RC)Rnn n F' n,T 

11 '^outsideout ' ' ^s top-

Proof.Proof. Let n > c10, and suppose all the events £"n[y ladder, CiUadder' Bfew mistakes> Aldderdur. 
^outsideout'' a nd ^"'op h°W. Let rp E cl-fcn-*n] for some k > cinL, and suppose ip
ff  | [-2n, 2n\. There exist a E [-271, 2n] and 6 € {-1,1}  such that for all j E [-kn, kn] 

*p(j)*p(j)  = Z(a + bj) and a+ bj e [-2n,2n]. (6.12) 

Firstt we show w :=  (£(a + bj)\j E [-3-2n,3  2n]) E SolutionPiecen(r, x", ip). By (6.12), 
 = w\[~kn, kn]. Let I C [-3  2n, 3  2n\ be a ladder interval of length an-2. The image 

off  ƒ under the map J H O + £ƒ is a ladder interval which is contained in [—4  2n, 4  2"] 
becausee \a\ < 2n. Since K^'nadder holds, (w|/)_ E Puzzle"(r, xn)- Consequently, w E 
SolutionPiecen(r,, \ " , ^ ) ; and in particular, So!utionPiece"(r, \n, il>)  is not empty. 

Itt remains to show that £| [-2n,2n] ^ i o ^ | [ - 4 - 2", 4  2"] for any element w E 
SolutionPiece"(r,, xn,ip). Let w E SolutionPiece"(r, x™, ^)- Then u'|[—fcn, kn] = ip, and it 
followss from (6.12) that for all j E [—kn, kn] 

w(j)w(j) = Z(a + bj). (6.13) 

Supposee we prove (6.13) for all j E [—3  2", 3  2"]. Then we know there is precisely 
onee element in SolutionPiecen(r, x", ip). Since ip -< £|[-2™, 2"], there are more than 2  2n 

letterss to the left and to the right of ip in w, and consequently £|[-2n,2"]  w. On the 
otherr hand, in w, there are less than 3-2" letters to the left and to the right of ip. Hence 
w ^ £ | [ - 4 - 2 " , 4 - 2 " ]. . 

Thus,, to finish the proof, it suffices to verify (6.13) for all j E [—3  2", 3  2"]. We have 
alreadyy seen that (6.13) holds for all j E [-k%kn]. Suppose we know that (6.13) holds 
forr all j E [-s, s] for some s E [kn, 3  2n — 1]. We set 

wiwi :=  (w\ ƒ,)_ with It :=  (-$ - 1 + iL; i E [0, c^n - 2[), 

wwTT :=  (w\Ir)  ̂ with Ir :=  (s + 1 + (i — c^n + 3)L; i E [0, Cin - 2[); 
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notee that It denotes the ladder interval of length  - 2 which contains — s - 1 as 
leftmostt point, and IT denotes the ladder interval of length cLn - 2 which contains s + 1 
ass rightmost point. The words wt and wr are well defined because c\nL < \ip\ — 2kn + 1. 
Sincee w € SolutionPiece^r, \n, ^ ), we have wu wT € Puzzlen(r, \n)- Note that wt and wr 

havee both precisely cin - 3 points in common with w|[-s, s]; wt extends w|[-s,s] one 
letterr to the left, and wr extends w|[-s, s] one letter to the right. 

Supposee wt € Puzzle?(r, \n)- Then wt = f*(W) for some W = List"^(wi , w2, w3) and 
theree exists (w[,w'2,w'3) € PrePuzzlen(r,xn) such that cf(wi,w-) < 2en, for i = 1,3 and 
(w[,(w[, w'2, w'3) is read while the random walk is walking on Z \ [-6  2", 6  2n\. Thus, there 
existss t E u£L"i fat, rk + 22n - 3cin] such that |S(*  + j ) | > 6  2" for all j e [0,3an[  and 
w'w'22 = x\J w i th J - [t + cin, t + 2cin[. Using that £*t'0

T
p holds, we know that \S(Tk)\ < 2" 

forr all k. Since the random walk jumps a distance < L in each step, it follows that 
\S{t\S{t + j)\<2n+L-22n<2L- 22n for  all j € [0, 3cm[. For  a word w = wlw2 ...wmeCm 

off  length m > cin/2, we define Last(w) := wm_Cl„/ 2+i ...wm to be the word consisting 
off  the last cin/2 letters of w. Let z e [-5  2n, 5  2"] and i e {«-, ->} . Since ö£w mistakes 
a ndd ^outsideout n o l d' w e obtain 

Gf(Last(Cut(u4)),w,,W2)) = rf(Last(Cut(x|J)),w,,W2) (6.14) 

>> d(Last(Cut(x| J)), Wz,i,n/2) - en> 3en - en = 2en. 

Byy definition of f*(W), d(Cut(f(W)), Cut(w)) < en for all weW. Hence 

d(Last(tuj),, Last(Cut(w2))) < en. (6.15) 

Combiningg (6.14) and (6.15), we obtain 

d{Lttt(wt),wd{Lttt(wt),wZZjj in/2in/2)) > of(Last(Cut(w2)), wẑ n/2) - d(Last(w,), Last(Cut(w2))) 
>> 2en - en = en. (6.16) 

Recalll  that wt is a ladder word of w of length an - 2 and the c\.n - 3 right-most letters 
off  wi overlap with iu|[-$,s]. Using that (6.13) holds for all j e [s,s] together with 
\a\\a\ < 2n and |s| < 3  2", yields Last(w,) ^ £| [-4  2", 4  2n). This contradicts (6.16), 
whichh implies that Last(uv) is different from any ladder word of £|[—4  2",4  2n]. We 
concludee wt E Puzzle£(r, x"). Since £^[yladder holds, u/, X £| [-7  2", 7-2"], and wt is a 
ladderr word of £. 

Supposee (6.13) does not hold for j — -s - 1. Let / ^ denote the image of 1{ under the 
mapp j 1-*  a + 6j. Then £ 1^ # w(; more precisely, £|/)i f and û  disagree in precisely one 
point,, namely the leftmost point £(a+b(-s-l)) / wt(0). Thus we found two ladder words 
off  length Cin - 2 in £|[-7  2", 7  2n] which disagree in precisely one point. Consequently, 
theree exist z,z' 6 [-8  2", 8  2n] , i, t' e {^,-> }  with (2, i) / (^',t') such that $|/,i€ = 
Cut(«;2ij,n)) and wt = Cut(wz>4> tU). Consequently, there exist zuz2 € [-8  2n, 8  2n] , 
*i,»22 € {<—, -^} with (^i,ti ) # (z2,i2) such that the two ladder words consisting of the 
lastt ci7i/3 letters of ^|/(i€ and w/ respectively, equal w2uiltn/3, w22,i2,n/3, respectively. Since 
l̂ldderdifff  holds, wzuiun/3 7̂  Wz3,i2,n/3 which is a contradiction. VVe conclude that (6.13) 

holdss for j = —s — 1. 

Too see that (6.13) holds for j = s + 1, one applies the above argument with w defined 
byy w(j) := w(~j) for j G [-3  2n, 3  2"] in place of w. By the induction principle, (6.13) 
holdss for all j € [-3  2n, 3  2"].
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6.33 The basic events have high probabilities 

Inn this subsection, we prove that the events Bn defined in Subsection 6.1 have a proba-
bilit yy which is exponentially small in n. For some events Bn this is only true under the 
assumptionn that E"£P holds, i.e. if the stopping times stop correctly. We treat the events 
fromm Subsection 6.1 in alphabetical order. 

Recalll  that unless otherwise stated, constants depend only on the distribution of the 
randomm walk increments and the number of colors of the scenery. In particular, the 
constantss Q in this section do not depend on n. 

L e m m aa 6.5. There exists a constant en > 0 such that for all n > Cn, 

^ K o T p \ ^ , T
p a t h s ) < ^ "--

Proof.Proof. We have P(SQ — S2 — 0) > 0 because the random walk has a positive probability 
too make first a step of maximal length L to the right and then a step of maximal length L 
too the left. Hence 2 divides the period of the random walk, and the period must be 1 or 2. 
Thereforee there exists ci2 > 0 such that for all n > c12 and for all x, z <= [-7  2", 7  2n] , 
thee random walk starting at x can reach z with positive probability in 22"" 1 or 22 n _1 + 1 
steps: : 

PPxx (S(22n~1) = z or S(22n~1 + l) = z)>0. (6.17) 

Wee denote by 71 the set of all admissible pieces of path R € Z[0'3cint with starting 
point,, in [-7  2", 7  2"]. For R e 71 and t E N0, we define the event 

E[t,E[t, R) :=  {S(t + i) = R(i) Vi £ [ tU^nf or S(t+l+i)  = R(i) V« € [0, 3dw[}  . 

Lett n > max{ci2,Cio}  with cl0 as in (6.4), and let k € [1, 2an]. We set tk,n  rk + 22"" 1 

andd wc define random variables Yk(R) as follows: If |S(rjfc)| < 2n and E(tk,n,R) does not 
hold,, then we set Yk(R) — 0. Otherwise we set Yk(R) = 1. Using the definitions of E"£p 

andd 5^T
p a t h 8, we see that 

Kt ii  \ 5aYpaths c (J E:-P n { | > ( t f ) = o) C (J E2a,(R) (6-18) 
RenRen Ik= \ ) Rtn 

with h 
M M 

EEMM(R)(R) := f] {\STk\ < 2\ Tfc_! + 2  2"  < rk, Yk(R) = 0} 
jfc=i i 

forr M e [1,2*"*] . Let R e 71. Since n > c10, we have 3cLn < 2n by (6.4). Hence 
ttkk,,nn + 1 + 3cin = rk + 1 + 2 2 n ^ + 3cin < rk + 22n. Consequently, {rk + 2  22n < 
TTk+ik+i }}  O E(tk,n,R) £ FTI x\ here Tk := u{Sl,\i\^ £ [0, k]) denotes the natural filtration 
off  random walk and observations with errors. Using the strong Markov property at time 
r,vf,, wTe obtain 

P[EP[EMM(R)}(R)} < P[EM-i(R)n{\STM\<2n,TM_l + 2'l+1<TM,YM(R) = 0}] 

-- P [EM-i{R) n {|S<r£)| < 2u , rw _1 + 2n+1 < TM}nE(tM,n,R)e] 

<<  P[EM_i(R)n{\S(T"M)\<2n}Ps{T2i)(E(2^\Ry)} 

<<  PlEM-iiR)] maxnPx[E{22n-\R)c}. 
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Ann induction argument yields 

P(E*>n(R))< P(E*>n(R))< 
T 2 Q n n 

2 T J -1 1 maxx Px(E{22n-\R)c) 
xe[-2n,2n] ] 

(6.19) ) 

Too estimate the right-hand side of (6.19), let b 6 N be minimal and let ft 6 N be 
maximall  such that P(Si - S0 G b + hZ) = 1. We set a2 :=  E[(Si - S0)

2], and Cm := 
{(mb{(mb + hy)/s/m : y G Z} . By the local central limit theorem ([6], page 132, Theorem 
(5-2)), , 

limm sup 
\/m\/m / Sm \ 1 f y2 

== 0. 

Wee apply this with m € {2 2n_1, 22" - 1 + l } , y :=  (R0-x)/^m and R0 equal to the starting 
pointt of R. Note that \R0\ < 7-2" so that \RQ - x\/y/m < 16 for all x G [-2", 2"]. Hence 

minare[_2"i2«],«eTCC exp ( —V^r*  ) > 0. We conclude that there exist constants c13 > 0 and 
Cuu > max{ci2,Ci0}  such that for all n > ci4 

minn Px (S(22n-1) = R0 or 5(22"" 1 + 1) = RQ) 

0 / 5 ( 22" - 1 )) RQ-x 5 (22" - 1+ l ) RQ-X 
mmm P , = , or ze[-2»,2»],«eww V V22"- 1 V22"- 1 v/22n~t +1 v /22 n-1 + l, 

>> c132"" (6.20) 

Wee set ^min := min{/t(j ) : J £ A1} ; recall that /*  is the distribution of the random walk 
incrementss Sk+i - S*. The probability that the random walk starting at R0 follows the 
pathh R for the next Zcin - 1 steps is bounded below by /t^iT"1- Thus, (6.20) yields 

* e[-2^WPir( i?(( ,jR)) " Cl32"*t ó =C»2" n« 

withh Cis := ci3/im|n. Combining the last inequality with (6.18) and (6.19), we obtain 

P(EYP(EY00AK^JAK^J < m (i - ci52-^rfn 

<< (14  2" + l)\M\3c^1 exp (2OB In (l - ca2'nfi^))  (6-21) 

Notee that choosing a path in 1Z one has 14-2n + l possible starting points and |supp(/j)| = 
|Alll  possibilities for each step of the path. Using the estimate ln(l — x) < —x, we obtain 

(6.21)) < 2"+4|Af|3ci"exp [~c152
ia~1)n^] - 2n+4|A1|3ci"exp [-c15e

cl6Tl] 

andd the last expression is < e~n for all n sufficiently large because ci6 = (a — 1) In 2 -+-
3cii  In /imin > 0 by our choice of a. D 

Lemmaa 6.6. There exist 84 > 0 such that for all n G N and 6 €]0, <54[ 

™6™6 (\Bkv/ mi stakes) ) ^ e "
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Proof.Proof. Using Definition 6.3 and our convention e = CiE we obtain 

t t 

(*fc ww mistakeŝ = | J 1 L * *  > C ^ ( 6 " 2 2 ) 
te[ciTi-l,2-212o" [[  l j fc=<-c i n+l J 

Recalll  that. Xk, k > 0, are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with parameter b under P$. 
Hencee Es [Yli-t^^n+i -^*] = ci ^ n- By the large deviation principle (see e.g. [3]), we have 
forr all 6 e]0, f[ 

t t 

AA f ^ Xfc >C l ênj < e x p ( - / * ( ë - ó ) d n) (6.23) 
\ fc=£-c in+ll  / 

withh rate function 

ƒ,(*)) = (l-x) log (j^j +^og ( I ) , x €]0,1[. (6.24) 

Combiningg (6.22) with (6.23) we obtain for all 6 e]0,e[ 

PsPs ( ( ^ w misUkes)
c) < exp ([1 + 12cm] In 2 - I6{ë - b)Cin). 

Since e 

'l-e'l-e + 6' 
limm Ids — 6) = lim(l — e + b) log 
0 ^00 *-+o 1-6 1-6 

++  (e-b) log == +oc, 

theree exists 54 e]0,s[ such that [1 + 12a] In2 - I6(i - 6)ci < - 1 for all b e]0,64[. The 
assertionn of the lemma follows. D 

Wee will need the following lemma in the proofs of Lemmas 6.8, 6.10, and 6.13. 

Lemmaa 6.7. There exist e^c^fe') > 0 such that for all m with Citn E N, e' e]0,£i[, 
ww E C^°'Cirn^, and for any admissible piece of path R 6 Zf°,ClTTlt the following holds: 

P(d(£P(d(£ o R,w) < dc'm) < c17(c')(c2)
cimmaxP((C o R)\J =  W\J), 

wherewhere the maximum is taken over all subsets J C [0, cim[ with cardinality \J\ = C[m — 
[cis'mj[cis'mj and C2 is as in Section 2.1. 

ProofProof Let m be such that am E N, let w E &°' cimK and let R e Z^1" ^ be an admissible 
piecee of path. If d{£ o R,w) < Cie'm, then  — [cie'm\ letters of £ o R and w agree. 
Sincee there are ( I / ^ I ) possibilities of choosing cym— [cit'raj out of C]_m letters, we have 

P{d{ioR,w)<cP{d{ioR,w)<c11EE,,m)m) < ( C i m )maxP((£oR)\J = w\J), 

wheree the maximum is taken over all subsets J C [0,Cim[ with cardinality cym— [c]_e'm\. 
Byy Stirling's formula ([1], p.24, formula (3.9)) we have for k E N, A:! = V2Ïrkk+^2e-k+^k) 

withh 0(k) e]0,1[ and l i m ^ ^ A ; ) = 0. Thus 

11 < c17(c )<p ' 
[ci£'m\J[ci£'m\J ~ \ C\_m 

withh (p{x) = x~x(l — x)~^~x^ and some constant cn{e') > 0 independent of m. Note that 
<p<p is continuous at 0 with y?(0) = 1, and recall that ci €]1, C/(C-1)[. There exists Z\ such 
thatt (p(x) < c-i for all x e]0, £i[. Note that |_Cic'mJ/(ci7n) < e'. The claim follows. D 
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Lemmaa 6.8. There exists a constant Cig > 0 such that for all n G N 

P((B^P((B^dndiïïdndiïïr)<c,r)<c,88e-\ e-\ 

Proof.Proof. Let 

J-=J-= {{zuiuZ2M) e ( [-8-2",8-2"] x { - , - } ) 2 : (zuh) ? (* 2, t2)} . 

Byy Definition 6.4, 

( ladderr diff) ' = \J M ^ U . n / S , WZ2,i2,n/3) < lOsn}. (6.25) 

Lett (zi,ii,Z2,Ï2) £  For k = 1,2 we set ok :— -f-1 if ik ——>, ofe := - 1 if 4 =*—, and 
wee set /jt(j ) := ^ + 0fcj£ for j E [0, Cin/3[. First we prove that there exists a subset 
JJ Q [0, Cirt/3[ of cardinality |J| > cin/9 such that 

fi(J)fi(J) n /2(J) = 0- (6.26) 

Wee distinguish two cases. Case 2i = z2: By assumption, n ƒ i2. Hence ot / o2, and we 
concludee that (6.26) is satisfied for J =]0,Cin/3[. 

Casee z\ ^ z2: We show by induction over k £ [l,cirt/9] that there exists J with 
\J\\J\ > k such that (6.26) holds. For k = 1 the set J = {0}  has the required property. 
Supposee there exists J' with \J'\ = k e [l,cin/9 — 1] such that (6.26) holds. The sets 
J'.J'.  fi(J'), i = 1,2, have cardinality | J[\ = \J'\ < an/9 - 1. We set 

JJ :=  {j  € [0, Cln/3[: h(j) ? J[ U J'2, f2(j) i J[, and h{j)  f2(j)}

Thenn \J\ > cin/3 - | J[ U J2| - | J[\ - 1 = an/3 - 3(cin/9 - 1) - 1 = 2; note that there 
existss at most one j with fi(j)  ̂ ƒ2(j)- In particular J is not empty. Let j € J, and set 
JJ := J ' u { j } . Since /i0') g J{, we have \J\ = \J'\ + 1. It follows from fx{j)  <£ J2U{f2(j)} 
thatt A(j ) £ /2( J). Similarly, it follows from f2(J) $ J[ U {/i(j) }  that /2(j ) £ A( J), and 
wee have proved that (6.26) holds for J. By the induction principle, (6.26) holds for a set 
JJ Q [0, Circ/3[ of cardinality \J\ = an/9. 

Lett J C [0,cin/3[ with |J| = cin/9 such that (6.26) holds. Then wZk̂ n/3\fk(J), 
kk — 1, 2, are independent. Note that P(£*  = ^ ' ) = 1/C for fc / k'. We use Lemma 6.7 
withh m :— n/9, £"' := 90e/ci and R equal to the ladder path underlying it'21ii lin/3 to obtain 

^>(d(wr i , i 1,n/3,^a. i2I n/3)) < 10=w) 

<< P (d(^l i i l i n /3|A( J), u>J2,l2,n/3|/2(J)) < lOen) 

<< c17(90e/c1)(c2)
Cin/9CL10" lJ-cin/9. (6.27) 

Sincee the intersection in (6.25) is taken over 4(16  2" + l)2 possible pairs (zi,ii), (z2, i2), 
itt follows from (6.27) that 

^Wadderdiff)) < 4(16  2*  + l ) 2C1 7(90c /C l ) ( c2 ^ W ^ L l O ^ - d » / ^ 

Notee that cL10£nJ < exp(10£nlnC). Let c18 > 0 be chosen in such a way that 4(16  2n + 
l)2c17(90e/c!)) < ci822n. Then 

P(FtP(Ftnn \ < r /,"[21n2+10-lnC+(c1/9)[lnc2-lnC]] 
**  bladder diffV - L i 8 e 

Sincee 2 In 2 + 10c InC + (ci/9)[lnc2 - InC] < - 1 by our choice of E and ci? the claim 
follows..
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L e m maa 6.9. There exist constants c19,<55 > 0 such that for all n > c19 and 6 €]0, 65 [ 

^(W; Jonty)
c)<e-" . . 

Proof.Proof. Recall the notation from Definition 6.5. Let w 1,11*3 £ CCin, I £ It. Let r,, i > 1, 
denotee all the times s G U ^ [r k + Cin, rk + 22n - 2cin] such that S\[rt, r, + Cin[ is a 
straightt crossing of I from left to right. Clearly, the intervals [ r ; ,^ + Cin[, i > 1, are 
pairwisee disjoint. Let H :=  a(r;, r;; i > 1). Since S and X are independent, we know that 
conditionedd on H, the random variables XTi+j, i >l,jE  [0, cin[. are i.i.d. Bernoulli with 
parameterr 6 under P^. 

Wee obtain the random variables s1  ̂ + cin, i > 1, from r*, i > 1, by checking whether 
rf(\|[rrf(\|[r tt + (/: - 2)cin, r, + (k - l)cin[ , U't) < 2cn for fc = 1,3. Since at time r*  + Cin - 1 
thee random walk is at the right endpoint of I and at time r I + i at the left endpoint of 
I,I, the time interval [r,  + Cin — l , r ! + i ] has length > C]_n. Consequently, the time inter-
valss [ri,ri  + Cin[, [ r ! + i , r , + i + Cin[ have a distance > C\n — 2 from each other. Since 
£,, S, Y are independent, of X, we conclude that x\Wi~ + kcin. s[~ + (k + l)cin[ , k — 0, 2, 
ii  > 1, is independent, of cr(X,,/_+c in+ ; j € [l.Circ - 1[, i > 1). Hence conditioned on 

JiJi :=  a (s1  ̂ + cin, T*, x|[sf~*  + ^cin, s{~ + (k + l )c in[ ; i > 1, fc = 0, 2) the random vari-

abless X*i- ++ C171+J ,, j £ [1, cLn — l[ , are i.i.d. Bernoulli with parameter 8 under P&. 
Byy the large deviation principle (see e.g. [3]), we have for all 6 €]0, l /2[ and n e 

/Va lmostt surely on the set {|«S -̂ W3 \ > 2in } 

21"1 1 

withh rate function I6 given by (6.24). Since 

'1/22 + 5" 

n]n]  <exp{-Ió(l/2-é)2^) 

li mm 76( l / 2 -6) = l im( l / 2 + <S) log 
)) £—>-Q 1-<S S 

++ ( 1 / 2 - 5) log 
1/22 - 6 

(6.28) ) 

—— +00, 

theree exists 65 > 0 such that I6(l/2 - 6) > 1 for all 6 e]0, 65[. It follows from (6.28) that 
forr all 6 e]0,<55[ Pa-almost surely on the set {|«S Û,,3| > 27U} 

22-,n -,n 
PPAA E^+c.n+j  > 2^/2 H)H) < e x p ( - 27 n ) (6.29) ) 

Consequently,, P6 (Y%ZX,i+cin+j  > 27"/2) < exp ( -27° ) . By Definition 6.5, P^ majority y 

K a T ^^ n B ^ With 

BZ^BZ =̂{i5ir,={i5ir, BB,i,i < 2 }̂  u n n ss'-O"!.«*> 
un,uJ36Cci rll /Six. 

andd B^'J- ^ defined analogously. Hence 

2-"2-"1 1 

K U CC = U U U ^ 7 , J > 2 ^ £ A V ^ + J > 
u>i,ui3€Ccinn / 6 I i j e [ l , c in - l [ I i = l 
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Sincee there are less than 14  2n ladder intervals in 1L, it follows that 

PePe ((B£j, J c ) < 14  2"C lnC2 c i"exp(-2^). 

Wee choose c19 > 0 large enough that 14  2nCinC2cinexp (-27" ) < e~n/2 for all n > c19. 
Thee claim follows.

Lemmaa 6.10. There exist constants c2o, c2i > 0 such that for all n > C{Q (with CIQ as in 

(64)) (64)) 
^(W uts ideou t)

c)<c21e-C2°" . . 

Proof.Proof. We set 

jj  .= i(z,i,R)  R € ( [ -21  22n,2L  22n] \ [-6  2",6  2n])^cinM) 
[admissiblee piece of path, z € [—5  2", 5  2n], i € {<—, —>} ƒ 

Byy Definition 6.6, 

(outsideout)CC = U {d(toR,wZihn/2) < Sen] , 
(z,i,R)eJ (z,i,R)eJ 

andd consequently, 

^((ö0" utsideout)
c)) < \J\ max P{d{SoR,wZj tn/2) < Zen) . (6.30) 

{z,i,R)£J {z,i,R)£J 

Lett (z,i,R) € J, and let n > Ci0. The piece of scenery £ o R depends only on £|[—2L
22n,2LL  22"] \ [-6  2",6  2n] , whereas wẑ n/2 depends only on £|[-5  2n - cxnL/2,5
22nn + cinL/2\. Since n > ci0, c\nLf2 < 2" by (6.4), and therefore w2lt,n/2 depends only 
onn £|[—6  2", 6  2"]. Since the scenery £ is i.i.d. uniformly colored, £ ° R and wZ)»,n/2 are 
independentt and P(£j = £,') = V ^ ^or 3  ̂ f- Thus 

^^ (S(RU)) = ^,i.»/2C7') vj € J) - c ^ -J - ^» /2 

forr any subset J C [0, C\nf2[ with cardinality \J\ = cxn/2 - |_3cnj. Applying Lemma 6.7 
withh e' = 6E/CI and m — n/2, we obtain 

PP (d{i o Rt Wtiiin/2) < ten) < c17(6£/c1)(c2)c l"/ 2C^nJ-1^2. (6.31) 

Thee cardinality of \J~\ satisfies 

\J\\J\ < 2(10  2n + 1)4L  22" (C - l ) c i n /2 (6.32) 

forr the following reason: There are 10  2n + 1 possible values for z, 2 possible values for i 
andd at most 4L-22n possible starting points for R. An admissible piece of path has at each 
stepp at most \M\ < C — 1 possible steps; recall that there are strictly more colors than 
possiblee steps for the random walk. Hence the number of possible paths R is bounded by 
4 £ - 22 n( C - l ) c l " / 2 . . 

Clearly,, C&nl <  ê
enlnCl We choose c2i > 0 such that c17(6£-/c1)2(10-2n+l)4L-22" < 

C211  23n. Combining (6.30), (6.31), and (6.32), we obtain 

P((B^P((B 0̂0JJCC)) < c ^ m w i n c, (^C_^iyn/\ 

Finally,, we set c20 := - (3 In 2 + 3c In C + (ci/2) In (C2(^ -1)) ) , and the claim follows 

becausee C2Q > 0 by our choice of e and Ci.
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Wee will need the following lemma in the proof of Lemma 6.12. 

Lemmaa 6.11. There exists C22 such that for all n > c22 and for any admissible piece of 
pathpath R e Zt°'Cl"[ with R(0) < Rfan-l) there exists an admissible piece of path R e Z^Cin^ 
suchsuch that R(0) = R(0), R{c\n — 1) = R{c\n - 1), and the first cin/3 steps of R are steps 
ofof maximal length L to the right. 

Proof.Proof. Let R e Z^cin  ̂ be an admissible piece of path. We set x :— R(0), y :— R(cin - 1); 
notee x < y. 

Supposee R contains at least Cin/3 steps of maximal length L to the right. Then we 
definee R 6 Zf°'Cin^ to be the admissible piece of path starting at x and ending at y obtained 
fromm R by permuting the order of the steps in such a way that all the steps of maximal 
lengthh L to the right are at the beginning. 

Iff  R contains less than C{n/3 steps of maximal length L to the right, then 

^  ̂ (c\n ,\ j . 2cin 2c{n y-xy-x < [~Y - 1J l + -y(L - 1) < cxnL —. (6.33) 

Inn this case, let  6 Zt0'^ denote the path which starts at x and goes with maximum 
stepss to the right until it reaches the interval }y - L,y\. In other words, i?i(0) = x, 
Ri{ti.Ri{ti. - 1) €]y-L,y], and for all s 6 [0,fi - 1[ we have that R^s + 1) - Ri(s) = L. Let 
y'y' :— Ri(ti — 1) be the endpoint of R\. We have (t  ̂— \)L < y — x and using (6.33), we 
obtain n 

yy — x Icvn 
tt11<?-—<?-— + i <Cin__i_ + i . (6.34) 

Ass we noticed already in the proof of Lemma 6.5, the random walk has period 1 or 
2.. Thus there exists C23 such that for all z G]y — L,y] there exists an admissible piece 
off  path of length < C23 starting at z and ending at y. If furthermore the random walk 
iss aperiodic, then C23 can be chosen in such a way that for all z e\y — L, y] there exist 
admissiblee pieces of path of even and odd length < C23 starting at z and ending at y. We 
choosee c22 such that min { ^ — 2, - ^ - 2}  > c23 for all n > c22-

Casee 1: The random walk is periodic (with period 2). Let ^3 € Z^0,'3t be an admissible 
piecee of path starting at y', ending at y with t3 < c23- The concatenation 7?ii?3 is an 
admissiblee piece of path starting at x, ending at y of length £1 + £3 < C\n — 1 by (6.34). 
Byy assumption, R also starts at x and ends at y. Thus by periodicity we have that 
// :— |7?| — I-R1.R3I > 0 is even. Let R2 be the admissible piece of path starting and ending 
att y' which makes first 1/2 steps of length L to the right and then 1/2 steps of length L 
too the left. We set R := R1R2R3. We have \RiR2\ > c\.n - c23 > 2 + 2 ^ / 3 . Since all 
stepss of R[ and half of the steps of R2 are maximum steps to the right, R contains at 
leastt Citt/3 steps of maximal length L at the beginning. By construction, R starts at x 
andd ends at y. 

Casee 2: The random walk is aperiodic. Let R3 e Z^0'^ be an admissible piece of 
pathh starting at y', ending at y of length £3 < C23. Wre may assume that £3 is even iff 
C\nC\n — £1 is even. Then C\n — £1 — £3 is even, and we can define R2 as before. The same 
argumentt as above shows that R :~ i?i/?2- 3̂ fulfill s the claim. D 

Lemmaa 6.12. There exists C24 such that for all n > c24 

PP ((^ecognstraight) ) < Ci8e~"; 

Ciss is specified in Lemma 6.8. 
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Proof.Proof. Let c24  max{cio,c22}  with c22 as in Lemma 6.11, and let n > c24. We will show 
thatt the following inclusion holds: 

Madderr diff =̂ Mecogn straight  ( 6 . 3 5) 

Thee claim follows then from Lemma 6.8. 
Supposee the event 5jLiderdiff holds. Let RY G [-7  2n,7  2"][0,C1" [ be an admissible 

piecee of path which is not a ladder path. We set x :— i?i(0) and y := Ri(c],n — 1). We 
havee to show that there exists an admissible piece of path R2 G [-8  2", 8  2"]'°'ClTI' with 
startingg point x, endpoint y, and d(£oR1,£>oR2) > 5en. We assume that x < y. The case 
xx > y is reduced to this case by considering the reversed path k t— R^an — 1 — k). By 
Lemmaa 6.11 applied to Rlf there exists an admissible piece of path R3 G Z^°'Cin^ such that 
#3(0)) = x, Rz{c\n — \) — y and the first cin/3 steps of R3 are steps of maximal length L 
too the right. Since y — x  ̂ (citi — 1)L, at least one step of R3 is not a step of maximum 
lengthh to the right. We construct an admissible piece of path i?4 by permuting the steps 
off  R3. We set i?4(0) := x. The first step of i?4 is the first step of R3 which is not a step of 
maximumm length to the right. Formally we set j :— min{i G [l,Ciw[: R3(i) — R3(i—1) / L}, 
andd define 

pp (i\.-l #3(0, i f«6[0,Cln[\[ l , j ] 
H4[l)H4[l) " 1 R3(i-l) + IhU) ~ &U - 1)- if « G [l,j] . 

Clearly,,  is an admissible piece of path of length C\n with i?4(0) = x and R^(cin-l) = y. 
Usingg that R4 jumps in each step at most a distance of L, we obtain that |i?4(0| < 
|fl4(0)|| + CinL = x + CinL < 8  2" for all i G [0, an[ because c^nL < 2n for n > ci0. The 
samee is true for R3. 

Sincee R3 starts with Cin/3 steps of maximum length L to the right, we have that 
£oi?3|[l ,, an/3] — u' j+i^n/3, and by definition of 7?4, we have f o.R4|[l,cin/3] = wxi^tn/3 

withh x' = x + R3(j)-R3(j-l). By construction, R3(j) — R3(j - 1) ̂  L so that x + L  ̂ x'. 
Sincee R3 and RA take only values in [-8  2", 8  2"], we have that x+L, x' G [-8  2", 8  2"]. 
Usingg that bidder diff holds, yields d(wx+Li^n/3,wxi t^n/3) > 10rn, and by the triangle 
inequality,, we get that £ o R1 cannot have a distance smaller than hen to both (o i?3 and 
££ o R4. Hence there exists i G {3,4}  such that d(£ o 7?x,£ o Rt) > Sen. Let R2  Ri in 
thee definition of B 0̂&n straight. D 

Lemmaa 6.13. There exist constants c2*>,  c26 > 0 such that for all n G N 

P{{B:P{{B: igDal5igDal5))
cc)<c)<c2525e^\ e^\ 

Proof.Proof. WTe show that there exist C25, c2e > 0 such that for all n 

P{(B^^)P{(B^^)cc)<)< CC-fe-^\-fe-^\ (6.36) 

Analogously,, one proves statements for B"igaX̂ , B"lga^, and 5s"gn r ̂ . The claim follows 
fromm these four inequalities and the definition of B"ignaXs. We set 

n . ==  Uz,R):ze [-6  2", 6  2n] , R G [-2L  22 \ 2L  22ri] l°'Cin[ admissible piece 1 
\off  path with R(0) < z J' 
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Byy Definition 6.8, 

( £ S W ) C == U {d(toR,w^,n)<5en}. (6.37) 
(z,R)£R (z,R)£R 

Lett (2,7?) e Tl. By Definition 6.1, wt, n̂(k) = £{z + kL). Note that R(k) < z + kL 
forr all k G [0,cLn[: For k = 0 this is true by assumption. Suppose R(k) < z + kL 
holdss for some k € [0, c^n — 1[. Since the maximal jump length of Ü is L, we obtain 
i?(A;; + 1) < R(k) + L < z + (k + 1)L, and the claim follows by induction. 

Wee prove by induction over the cardinality of J, that 

P((£oR)\JP((£oR)\J = wẑ n\J) = C-  ̂ (6.38) 

forr any J C [0, cxn[. For J = {j }  we use that £{R{j)) and u>^,n(j ) = £(2 + jL ) are 
independentt because R(j) < z + jL. Suppose (6.38) holds for any J C [0,cin[ with 
jj  J| = fc for some fc € [1, c\.n - 1[. Let J' C [0, cin[ with | J'\ = k + 1, and let j := max J'. 
Thenn ^(2+j'L) is independent of £(z +j'L) , j ' G J'\0'}> a nd of C(^(/))> j ' € ^ because 
#(ƒ)) < 2 + J'L < z + jL. Hence 

P((ZoR)\J'P((ZoR)\J' = wZt̂ n\J') = C-iP((£oR)\J'\{j} = wẑ ,n\J'\{j}) 
__ c-{i+\J'\{j}\)  _ C | J ' |. 

forr the second but last equality with used the induction hypothesis. We use Lemma 6.7 
withh e' := 5c and m := n to obtain 

PP {d(t o R, w2>^n) < 5cn) < Cl7(5£/cL)(c2)
Cl"CL5-J-c^. (6.39) 

Itt is easy to see that the cardinality of K is bounded by (12  2" + 1)(4L  22n + 1)(C - 1)C1" 
Combiningg this with (6.37) and (6.39), we obtain 

P{{B^P{{B r̂r,J,Jee)) <c17(5c/Cl)(12-2" + l)(4L-22" + l)CL5-J ^ ^ ^ j " " . 

Wee choose c25 such that c17(5e/ci)(12  2" + 1)(4L  22" +1) < c252
3n/4 for all n € N. Then 

Wee set c26 := - (3In 2 + 5e InC + cx In f C 2^ - 1) j j . Since c26 > 0 by our choice of e and 

ci,, the claim follows. O 

Lemmaa 6.14. There exists a constant c27 > 0 such that for all n > c27 

PP (-Ë'stop \ ^straightoften) — E 

Proof.Proof. Recall Definition 6.9. We will show for all n sufficiently large, 

pp (Ktorp \ f n { i 5-^ i ^ 27nM) ^ e~n/2- ( 6 4 o) 
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AA similar consideration shows that the same estimate is true if we replace 5_>(/) by 
£<_(/),, and the claim then follows from the definition of -ECtrlight often- Since the proof is 
veryy similar to the proof of Lemma 6.5, we will omitt some of the details. 

Lett ƒ £ JL. We denote by R1 the ladderpath in Z^i3cin  ̂which traverses I from left to 
right.. For t G No we define the event 

E(tE(ttt I) := {S{t + i) = R*(i) Vi <E [0,3cLn[  or S(t + l + i) = R*(i) Vi e [0,3cin[}  . 

Lett n > Cio with ci 0 as in (6.4), and let k € [1,20"] . We set tk,n := rfc + 22" - 1 and we 
definee random variables Yk{I)  as follows: If |5(Tjt)| < 2n and E(tk%n,I) does not hold, 
thenn we set Yk{I) = 0. Otherwise we set Yk(I) — 1. By Definition 6.9, we have 

2a" " 

K ii  \ n il5-(7)i ^27n) ^ U ^ i n £ n(/) < 2̂  
\ / e Jii  / /£JL U = I 

£UU£*.opnn E n(/) = o[. (6.41) ) 

Usingg the strong Markov property and induction (see the proof of Lemma 6.5, in particular 
(6.19),, for a similar argument) we obtain for n > cio and m, M e [l,2Qn] with m < M 

YYkk(I)(I)  = 0 }) < maxx PJE(22n-\l)c) 
M-ro+1 1 

(6.42) ) 

Byy the local central limit theorem, there exist constants c2i,c2% > 0 such that for all 
nn > c27 

minn Px (S(22n-1) = : or 5(22n~1 + 1) = z) > c2&2~n-
x,«€[-6-2",6-2"]]  v 

(6.43) ) 

Thee probability that the random walk starting at x makes 3cin — 1 consecutive steps of 
maximumm length to the right equals /i(L) 3cin_1. Since all intervals in JL are contained in 
[-6-2",6-2n] ,, we obtain 

minn min Px{E{22n-\l)) > c2%2'n ^Lfc^~l = C292->(L)3cin 

x€[~2x€[~2nn,2,2nn]I€J]I€JL L 

withh C29 := C2%ji{L)~l. Combining the last inequality with (6.42), we obtain 

k=m k=m 

PP « P n £ Yk{I)  = 0 < (1 - c292-^(L)^)M-m+1 (6.44) ) 

Fromm (6.41) and (6.44) it follows that 

p p nn {\s^(i)\>2v>} 
U£JL U£JL 

<24+ [1+7 ]""  [l - c292-nii(L) 3cin] 
22[°-y] [°-y] 

<< 24+[1+7l"exp [2(Q"7)"l n [l - c292-'>(L)3ci"] ] 

<< 2
4 + M " e xp [-c292fQ-1-7^(L) 3c in] < 24+[1+7]nexp[-c29e

c;,on] < e"n/2 

forr all n sufficiently large because c30 = (a - 1 - 7) In 2 + 3ci In }i(L) > 0 by our choice of 
a..
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6.44 Algn reconstructs with high probability 

ProofProof of Theorem 3.5. Suppose £|[-2n,2n] < Algn(r, * | [0, 2  212o"[,^ ) < É|[-4-2n, 4-2"]. 
Assumee i>  e C^kn  ̂ with A; > CiL, i>  < £| [-2", 2% and assume £| [-2", 2"j ^ (l)[-2".2»]. 
Thenn Algn(r,x| [0, 2  2n°n[,ip)\[-kn,kn] = ip by the definition of Algn (Definition 5.7) 
andd the definition of SolutionPiece" (Definition 5.6). 

Inn order to show that Alg" reconstructs with high probability, we combine Lemmas 
6.4,, 6.3, 6.2, and 6.1 to obtain 

-^stopp \ ^reconstruct ~= V^stop \ ^a lï paths) ^ (^few mistakes) ^ (-"ladder diff) 

^^ { ̂ majority) ^ I-^outside out) ^ V signals J 

UU ^-Dpecogn straight) ^ V^stop \ ^straight often J ' 

Thee claim follows from Lemmas 6.5, 6.6, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14. D 
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Chapterr 6 

Reconstructingg a random scenery in 
polynomiall  t ime 

Heinrichh Matzinger1 and Silke W.W. Rolles2 

Abstract t 

Lett £ be an i.i.d. uniformly colored scenery on Z. Let S be a recurrent random walk 
withh bounded jumps on Z, independent of £. Assume that S can reach every integer 
withh positive probability. We prove that almost all sceneries can be reconstructed 
withh high probability in polynomial time if the number of colors exceeds the number 
off  possible single steps for the random walk. 

11 Introduction and Result 

Inn this article, we consider the scenery reconstruction problem under the assumption 
theree are no errors in the observations. We make the same assumptions on scenery and 
randomm walk as in [3]: The scenery on Z is i.i.d. uniformly colored with finitely many 
colorss 1 , . .. ,C. The random walk is independent of the scenery, has i.i.d. increments 
withh finite support, is recurrent, and can reach every integer with positive probability. 
Wee require that there is at least one color more than possible jumps for the random walk. 
Thee maximal jump lengths to the left and to the right of the random walk are assumed 
too be equal. 

Lowe,, Matzinger, and Merkl [2] proved that under these assumptions almost all scene-
riess can be almost surely reconstructed up to reflection and translation. Our main theorem 
refiness their reconstruction result: We prove that for n large a finite piece of scenery of 
lengthh l{n) = 10  2" + 1 around the origin can be reconstructed with high probability 
fromm the first 2n7 + 2  212an observations with a constant a > 0; thus the number of 
observationss needed is polynomial in l(n). 

Inn the following, we assume no 6 NQ and we set 

n i :=2Lv^5J)) 7 i2:=2L ^ r - l . (1.1) 

Formally,, our result reads as follows: 

^urandom,, PO Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Matzinger@eurandom.tue.nl 
2Eurandom,, PO Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Rolles@eurandom.tue.nl 
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«0 0 
initia l l Theoremm 1.1. For infinitely many n0 £ N there exists a measurable map A 

c[0>n»+»J+2.2»™»[[ _ c[-5.2-.,5.2-2]  s u c / i ^ 

limm P([£iïïwWJc) = 0. 
no—+oo o 

uiteree £ £J works := 

{£ || [ - 2 ^ , 2 ^ ] 4 initial (X|[0,n5° + nj + 2  212on'[) *  €l [-10  2nM 0  2Ba]}  . 

Thee remainder of this article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review a result 
fromm [2]. Section 3 contains the definition of the reconstruction algorithm -4[Jj°itial and the 
prooff  of Theorem 1.1. 

22 Review of a result of Löwe/Matzinger/Merkl 

Unlesss otherwise stated, we use the same notation as in [3]. We work on the probability 
space e 

ftft  := (Cz, ft2), P := u®z ® Q0 

withh the product o"-algebra generated by the canonical projections; here v denotes the 
uniformm distribution on the set of colors C — {1, 2 , . .. , C} and Q0 the distribution of the 
randomm walk starting at the origin. We define the shift 6 : ft —> ft by 

(£ ,S )~ (£ (.. + S(1)),S(. + 1 ) -S (1 ) ). 

Lowe,, Matzinger, and Merkl [2] showed the existence of measurable maps An2 which do 
"partiall  reconstructions"; we will specify in which sense. We define the event that An2 

reconstructss correctly a piece of scenery around the origin: 

£"e°conn == W[-2U 2, 2"2] *  An2 (*|[0, 2  212™2[) ^ £|[-9  T\9  2"2]}  . 

Forr n e N, we denote by EB{n) the event that the first n +1 observations are all equal 
too 1: 

EEBB{n){n) := {xk = 1 for all A; G [0,n]} . 

Wee define the event that there is "a long block of ones close to the origin": 

.. . ƒ There exists an integer interval J0 C [-2Lnl°, 2Lnl°] with \J0\ > n 
B l g B l o c k : - \ s u c h t h a t ^ Joo = ( l U 

Wee denote by PB the image of the conditional distribution P(-\EB{n^)) under the shift 
SSnno°,o°, and we abbreviate P := P^-IBigBlock). We set 

*iM:=MKJ c).. (2-1) 

andd observe 

^ (K°con ] c)) < PB{[EZJcr\B\gB\o&) + PB{[B\ g
c) 

<<  P{[E?LJ)+PB mgK\ock\c). (2.2) 
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Inn [2], Löwe, Matzinger, and Merkl prove l im^^ ^ P ([E?£.on]
c) = 0. The second term on 

thee right-hand side of (2.2) converges to 0 as nQ —» oc by Lemma 3.3 in [2]. Hence 

limm £i(nQ) = 0. (2.3) 
no—no—>oo >oo 

Intuitively,, this means the following: If the input for An2 begins with a long block of 1's, 
thenn An2 reconstructs with high probability a large piece of scenery around the origin. 

33 P r o of of T h e o r em 1.1 

3.11 The algorithm .4£>tial 

Forr A; E N0, let Zk be the Bernoulli random variable taking values in {0,1}  which is equal 
too one if and only if \{kn\ + j) = 1 for all j e [0, n2,0]- We set 

kk :=min{£: > 0 : Zk = 1} . (3.1) 

Definitionn 3.1. We define A&tial : CM°+»?+2 2 ^ [ ^ ^-^2^) as follows: Ifk< 
7i2,7i2, then we define 

A^uaii  (Xl[0, nf + n\ + 2  212°-[ ) := X , (x\[kn\ + n j \ An» + nf + 2  21 2^ [ ) . 

OtherwiseOtherwise we define A"°iüal (x|[0,ng° + n\ + 2  212an2[) := (l)[_5.2-a,5-2-2], i.e. the output 
equalsequals the piece of scenery which is constantly equal to 1. 

-S(knl)\-S(knl)\ >2Lnf for all i < k} . 

Lemmaa 3.1. For n £ N0, let T(n) be the a-algebra generated by the whole scenery and 
thethe random walk up to time n: F{n) :=  a(£,S(i);i e [0,n]). There exists a constant 
c33 > 0 such that for all n0 £ N and all k < n2 

f{nt(k-l)+nlf{nt(k-l)+nl 00)))) < c3n
2
QW-

Proof.Proof. By the local central limit theorem (see e.g. [1], Theorem (5.2), page 132), the 
probabilityy that the random walk after n\ - nf steps hits a set containing at most 
(4Lnl°(4Lnl° + 1)  n2 points is bounded by c^n^  (ALnf  n2) - c^nfu^2; here c4 > 0 is a 
constantt independent of no and c3 — 4Lc4. The claim follows.

Forr k € N we define the events 

Notee that E' 

E2 E2 
no o 

F " 0 0 

^no,k ^no,k 

,k ,k 
block k 

apart t 

== {k 

--

— — 

>k >k 

£*<< = 
VV  i~0 

{\S(inl)-{\S(inl)-

}

([ [ K K no,*; ; 
rww apart 
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3.22 Some propert ies of k 

Forr k G No, let F(k) denote the tail probability: 

F(k)F(k) :=  P (k > k). (3.2) 

Wee set 

£2(^0)) := Wmax f —,ci(n0) J, (3.3) 

kknono :=  mm {k:F(k)<£2 (n0)}. (3.4) 

Lemmaa 3.2. There exists c5 such that kno < n2 for all no > C5. 

Proof.Proof. For k G N0, we define the Bernoulli random variable Z/t which is equal to 1 if and 
onlyy if Zk — 1 or E" p̂ait ^o cs no*  n o^- ^ e n a ve ^n at 

ff  " 2 ^  " 2 

^^  £ z t > 0 n f]  E2ipaTt C {*  < n2} ; 

thus s 

F(nF(n 22)) = P (fc > n2) < f ) P ( [ ^ ' i « t ] C ) + ^ f J E ^ = ° i )  <3-5> 

Byy Lemma 3.1, 

££ P ( [ ^ i - r t f ) ^ ^ + l)c3nS0n2-
2. (3.6) 

fc=0 fc=0 

Wee set & := a (_Zt, S(in6
2) - S(jn6

2), S{S{in*) + z); 0 < i < 3 < k + l,z G [-Lnf, Lnf\). 
Thee sequence (Zk\k > 0) is adapted to the filtration (Qk',k > 0). Furthermore, by the 
definitionn of Zk, 

P(ZP(Zkk = l l f t - l ) = \E2i^P{Zk = MQk-l) + 1 [Kwapart]C 

>> lEZ r̂tP {EB(nf)) ; 

heree IA denotes the indicator function of the set A. For the last inequality we used that 
ZkZk is measurable with respect to a (((S^nf) + z)\z G [-Lnff, Lnl°]). We abbreviate 
PnPn00  P (EB{nl°)). The preceding estimate yields 

p(zZp(zZ22«« = °) = p X> = 0 nH ^ 
" 2 2 

Jrww apart 

kfc=00 / \ ^ Jfc=0 J fc=0 
M22 —1 ^ " 2 

/apart t 
k=0k=0 ) fc=0 

f Tl 22 — 1 1 712 — 1 

/apart t 
fc=0 fc=0 

-- £ P ( Zn 22 = 0|E?B2-i) 

ƒƒ » 2 " l I
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heree E denotes the expectation with respect to P. Using an induction argument, we 
conclude e 

P\JTzP\JTzkk==0j==0j  < ( l - pB 0r . (3.7) 

Inn order to obtain a lower bound for pno, we first note that P (£(z) = Viz £ [—UQ1, TIJ1]) — 
(1/C)2n°° +1. Furthermore, by Doob's inequality (see e.g. [1], page 250), 

PP ( max |5(t)| > nj1) < n0-
22Var(S(n20)) = c6n^ 

withh some constant c  ̂> 0. Thus, we obtain for all no sufficiently large 

ppnono = P (£B(n20)) > C-**- l(l - c6n0
2) > C~2<-\  (3.8) 

Itt follows from (3.7) and (3.8) that 

p(JTzp(JTzkk = o\<(i- c-2^1-2)'12 < exp (-n2c-2^-2). 

Usingg the definition of n2 (1.1), we see that the right-hand side is bounded above by 
2~2~11UQUQ ' for all n0 sufficiently large. Combining this with (3.5) and (3.6) yields for all n0 

sufficientlyy large 

F{nF{n22)) < (n2 + l)c3n
20n2-

2 + 2-1n"1/2 < n~1/2 < e2(n0); 

forr the last inequality we used the definition of £2(^0) (3.3). The claim follows from the 
definitionn of knQ.

Wee define 

E™E™ apart := {\S (in\) - S (kn\) \ > 2Lnf for alii < k} , 

kk - — \ f t — hn0f ' ' ^ rwapar t' 

Lemmaa 3.3. The following holds: 

limm P ( K ] > 0 -
no—>0° ° 

Proof.Proof. We observe that 

P([E2Y)P([E2Y) = P{k>kn0)+P({k<kno}n[E%apaA]
c). 

Byy the definition of F and kno, P (k > kno) = F(kno) < e2(n0), which converges to 0 as 
nn00 —> 00; recall the definition of t2(n0) and (2.3). Using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain 
forr all no sufficiently large 

PP ({ *  < kno} n [E-a p a r t]
c) < £ P ( [ ^ - : p a r t]

c) < c,nfn?{n2 + 1) 

whichh converges to 0 as n0 — oc by the definition of n2 (1.1). The claim follows. D 
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ProofProof of Theorem 1.1. The following holds: 

PP(Kwo(KworrJJcc)) < ̂ (Ew„Jcn E2) + P(IE2T). 
Byy Lemma 3.3, the second term on the right-hand side converges to 0 as no — oc. It 
sufficess to prove that the same is true for the first term. We observe that 

PP ( K ™ J C n E2) = J2p( K : works]
c n E2 \k = k)P(k = k) (3.9) 

Byy the definition of the shift 0, we have for m > 0 

e™(4,S)) = (4(- + S ( m ) ) , S ( - + m ) - S ( m ) ). 

Consequently,, we obtain for no sufficiently large and k < kno 

e-fcnj-ng»» {EnOm) n {f c = *  } Q E ^ ,  ̂ H {k = k} ; 

heree we used that if k = k, then the first observation which .4^°^ uses is \ {kn\ + no°) 
andd for all UQ sufficiently large, 

\S\S (knt + nl°)\ < (knl + nf) L < (knon\ + ng°) L < {n7
2 + nf) L < 2"2"1 

becausee the random walker can jump in each step at most a distance of L. Hence the 
reconstructionn starts not at the origin, but at position S {kn\ + nl°) which has a distance 
<< 2"2 L from the origin. This is why different pieces of scenery of £ are concerned in the 
definitionss of £r"e°con and E îworks. Thus (3.9) yields 

P([E2P([E2WWorüorüCCnE2)nE2) < J 2 P { [ e ~ k n t 2 ~ n l ° ^ ^ n ) } C n E 2 \ k ^ k ) P (k = k) 

fc=0 fc=0 

<Y,<Y,PP{{  [e-kn°-n™ (K0cOn)]C\ {*  = *}  n E%) P (*  = k). (3.10) 
Jt=0 0 

Notee that E2L& = {&  > k} and E ^ r i = £r"w°apart n {k = k). Consequently, for 
kk < kr u " 0 ' ' 

\-kn%\-kn% l jp („  \\ r-. Trn0,k .-, jprio,k {k{k = k] n E2 = e-fcn» (EB(no)) n iCb,ock n i C a W (3.11) 

Byy the Markov property, we know that (S (t + kn\) - S{kn\) ;t > 0) is indepen-
dentt of (S(t);t € [0, fcnfD- The event Q~kn2 (EB(no)) depends only on the increments 
(S(S (t + knl) ~ s (knl); * > 0) and the scenery (f (S(kn\) + z);z€ {-Ln2

Q°, Lnf]) because 
thee random walker can jump in each step at most a distance of L. On the other hand, 
wee have that E [̂ock n E?°'*part only depends on (S(t);t G [0,fcn§]) and the scenery 
(££ (S(kn62) + z);zg [-Lnf, Lnf]). Since the scenery f is i.i.d., the event Q~kn2 (EB(nQ)) 
iss independent of ££0block n E™apart- For any events A,B,C with the property that A 
andd B are independent and P(B) > 0 the following inequality holds: 

PP{{C\ACC\AC11B)<B)< II^>. ^>. 
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Inn our case this yields together with (3.11): 

== P ([e-^-<° (E ôn)]
c 

PP Qe-*"g-"3" (^e°coj]
c 
e"*" **  (EB(no)) n Ko°biock n £r"w°aU) 

e-*»SS (£fl (no))) 

pp (jrn0'k n zrnoifc \ 
-^^ ^ n o block ' ' ^ rw apart J 

== f([e-«'(ga.)]'|gB(n.)) tl(Bo) 
pp (fpn0,k n pn0,k \ p ( T?n0,k jpn0,k V 
^^ ^ n o block ' ' ^ r w apart j  ̂ ^ n o block f ' -^rw apart J 

(3.12) ) 

(3.13) ) 

forr the second but last inequality we used that the shift 0 preserves the measure P by 
Lemmaa 4.1 of [2]; for the last equality we used definition (2.1). Using the monotonicity 
off  F and the definition of kno, we obtain for all n0 sufficiently large and all k < kno 

PP (deblock) = P (k > k) = F (k - 1) > F {km -l)>e2 (n0). 

Combinigg the last inequality with Lemma 3.1 and the fact E2£lock e f(t) for t = 
n\n\ (k - 1) + nl°, we obtain 

PP [P [EZU H E^i^l m } \ *  I1 - C^°n^ P [ £ » M ^ I1 " C*"?V ] e2 (no) -
Forr n0 big enough we get that (l - c3nl°n2

2) > 1/2. In that case we conclude 

PP (^no'block n ^"w'apart J > ?2 (™o) / 2 . 

Combiningg the last estimate with (3.13), we obtain 

pp ([e-*™* (E?:COD)Y {k = k}nE%) < ^ . 
vv L J / £2 (n0) 

Byy the definition of e2(n0) (3.3), we have £2{n0) > ^ i ( n 0 ) . Thus, 

pp ([e-*«S {^eoon)]
 c| {k = k} n £-.j < 2^TM-

Usingg (3.10) we get 

^([^^o r kJ c n^ k
0 )<2v^K) --

Itt follows from (2.3) that l i m ^ ^ P ([££?works]
c n £o

n
k
0) = 0. This completes the proof of 

Theoremm 1.1. rj 
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Chapterr 7 

Moderatee deviations for longest 
increasingg subsequences: The lower 
tail l 

Matthiass Lowe1, Franz Merkl2, and Silke Rolles3 

Abstract t 

Wee derive a moderate deviation principle for the lower tail probabilities of the 
lengthh of a longest increasing subsequence in a random permutation. It refers to 
thee regime between the lower tail large deviation regime and the central limit regime. 
Thee present article together with the upper tail moderate deviation principle in [12] 
yieldss a complete picture for the whole moderate deviation regime. Other than in 
[12],, we can directly apply estimates by Baik, Deift, and Johansson [3], who ob-
tainedd a (non-standard) Central Limit Theorem for the same quantity.4 

20002000 Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 60F10, secondary 05A05, 
60C05. . 
KeyKey words: Ulam's problem, random permutations, moderate deviations, 
Poissonization. . 

11 Introduction 

Recentlyy a problem which was invented by Ulam 40 years ago [15] has returned to the 
probabilists'' attention: Consider the permutation group Sn on { 1 , . . . ,n}. We say that 
11 < i\ < ... < ik < n is an increasing subsequence of length k of n £ Sn if 7r(iL) < . .. < 
7r(z'fc).. We denote the length of a longest increasing subsequence of a permutation it by 
LLnn ~ Ln(-K); note that, in general, such a subsequence is not unique. Ulam's problem is: 
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Whatt is the typical asymptotic behavior of Ln as n — oc, if n is chosen with uniform 
probabilityy 1/n! from Sn? 

AA Poissonized version of this problem is equally interesting: one replaces the determin-
isticc number n above by a Poisson(A)-distributed random variable N. Thus one obtains 
thee Poissonized random variable L,y. Conditioned on the event {A : — n}, L,v has the 
samee distribution as Ln. For a geometric interpretation of L\ we refer e.g. to [2] and 
[12]. . 

Thee probability F[Ln < 1} can also be interpreted as fv [Tr M\2ndM/n\, where Ut is 
thee unitary group of rank / and dM denotes the Haar measure on it. This fact and other 
connectionss of Ulam's problem to other mathematical topics can be found in two survey 
articless by Aldous and Diaconis [2] and Deift [4]. 

Ulamm conjectured that 

c:== lim n]  (1.1) 
n—KX>n—KX> ^jn 

exists.. This was proved by Hammersley in 1972 [9] by an application of the subadditive 
ergodicc theorem. The correct numerical value c = 2 was given by Logan and Shepp 
[11]]  and independently by Kerov and Vershik [16] in 1977. The same result was proven 
byy different methods by Aldous and Diaconis [1], Seppalainen [13], Johansson [10], and 
Groeneboomm [8]. 

Thee large deviation (LD) principle to this law of large numbers was derived in two 
paperss by Seppalainen [13] and Deuschel and Zeitouni [6]. They proved that for all x > 2 

11 , _ r . r - , ~ . x 
limm — logP \Ln > xy/n\ = -2xarcosh- + Is/x1 - 4, (1.2) 

n-*ooo y/n L 2 

andd that for 0 < x < 2 

hmm ilogP[Lra < xVt] = 1 - y - 21oĝ  +2 (l + ^) log ( j ^ )  (1.3) 
n^oon^oo n 4 2 \ 4 / ^4 + 0: /̂ 

InIn 1999 Baik, Deift, and Johansson [3] came up with a method based on the theory of 
matrix-valuedd Riemann-Hilbert problems and integrable systems to prove a non-standard 
Centrall  Limit Theorem (CLT) for the quantity Ln. Their result. (Theorem 1.1 in [3]) 
readss as follows: Rescale Ln as 

Thenn \n converges in distribution as n -» oo to the Tracy-Widom distribution, introduced 
byy Tracy and Widom in [14]. All moments of \n converge to the corresponding moments 
off  the Tracy-Widom distribution, as well (Theorem 1.2 in [3]). This distribution is defined 
inn the following way: Let u{x) be the solution to the Painlevé II equation 

-(2/3)a; 3/2 2 

uuxxxx = 2u + xu with u(x) ~ —Ai(x) ~ — r 1/4 as x —* oo; (1.5) 

thee notation a ~ b means that the quotient of both sides converges to 1, and Ai denotes 
thee Airy function. Then the Tracy-Widom distribution has the distribution function 

F(t)F(t) := exp ( - f (x- t)u2{x)dx J . (1.6) 
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Interestingly,, the Tracy-Widom distribution first appeared in the context of eigenvalue 
statisticss of the Gaussian Unitary ensemble. 

Thee following statement is an immediate consequence of the lower tail asymptotics of 
thee Tracy-Widom distribution (see Appendix): 

... ,. l o g P [ Ln< ( 2 - i n -1 / 3 )v ^ ] ! 
limm hm l- ^ - '-Z-J. = . (1.7) 
t->oon-Kx>t->oon-Kx> tZ 12 

Thee asymptotics (1.7) perfectly agrees with the large deviation asymptotics for the 
"upperr end" of the lower tail, which one readily derives from (1.3): 

b mm logP[L„<(2-tVS]  = _ i 
t\on-ooo t3n 12 ^ ; 

1.11 Results 

Inn this note we fil l the gap between the estimates (1.7) and (1.8) by showing that in 
thee lower tail moderate deviation regime the probabilities scale in very much the same 
way.. Thus together with the results obtained in [12] we obtain a full moderate deviation 
principle.. Our result reads as follows: 

Theoremm 1.1. For all 0 < r\ < 1/3 and t > 0, 

l o g P [ L „ < ( 2 - f n - ^ = _ J _ _ 
„_>«,, n1" 3^ 3 12"  { ' 

Remark::  Recall that in [12] the following moderate deviation principle for the upper 
taill  was proved: 

Forr all 0 < r\ < 1/3 and t > 0: 

logP|L„>(22 + t^)Vi ] 4 
n ^  ̂ n(l-3t,)/2t3/2 3 yL-Wf 

Observee that the moderate deviations in (1.9) have twice the speed of the moderate de-
viationss in (1.10). This difference is in agreement with the large deviation results cited 
abovee and can be explained on an intuitive level as well: building unusually short longest 
increasingg subsequences is much more expensive than creating extraordinarily long ones, 
sincee a very short longest increasing subsequence also restricts our choice in assembling 
alll  the other elements in a random permutation. 

AA more refined version of Theorem 1.1, which also covers the cases TJ —> 0 and r/ — 1/3, 
wil ll  be given in Theorem 3.1 below. Both, Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.1, rely on the 
moderatee deviation principle for the corresponding quantity in the Poissonized version 
off  the problem. In order to state this moderate deviation principle, it is convenient to 
reparametrizee the pair consisting of n (the size of the permutation group) and / (the 
lengthh of a longest increasing subsequence) in the following way: 

2y/n2y/n „ , 2y/n-l , V1„, , 
%n%n := -j-, Af/,„  := V

/1/3 - (7i,B - 1)^/ 3- (1.11) 
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Notee that 7 i n measures how much the length of a longest increasing subsequence 
deviatess from its expected behavior: for large n and a typical permutation TT, the quantity 
II  = Ln(ir)  wil l be of order 2s/n, so that y n̂ is close to one. On the other hand, note that 
thee CLT is proved for the normalized quantity n~1/6(l - 2y/n) - -21/37i~n

1/3M i i n . Since 
li,nli,n is typically of order 1, the variable Mi<n measures the distance from the central limi t 
(CL)) regime. Indeed, the different lower tail asymptotic regimes can be conveniently 
describedd in terms of 7 ^ and Mi<n: 

CL:: 7/,„  -  1 and A / u -> M G R 
lowerr end asymptotics of the CL: first 7 ^ \ 1, second M n̂ — oc. 
lowerr tail moderate deviations: 7 ^ \ 1 and Mfi„  —  oc simultaneously, 
upperr end asymptotics of the lower tail LD: first M n̂ — oc, second 77,n \ 1. 
lowerr tail LD: M n̂ —> oc and 71 ,„  —> 7 > 1. 

Wee introduce the distribution function for the Poissonized quantity L.v with N ~ 
Poisson(A): : 

000 e~x\n 

<p,(\)<p,(\) := P[Ljv < *] = £ — - p [ L » < '1- (L12) 
n = 0 0 

uni/jj  on error 

R e m a r k: : 

termterm a^ 

' W / ,A A 

boundedbounded by 

Notee that 

4 7 -- 722 - 3 -

4(77 - 1 

M M 

-22 log 

)3 3 

4(7J,A A 

<< c3Mrf 

MM  + 

- 1 )3 3 

logA/;,A--

0 ( 7 - 1) ) 

Thenn we obtain the following result on ipi(X): 

T h e o r emm 1.2. T/iere are positive constants Ci > 2, c2 < 1/4, and c3, 50 tfiaZ for all 
AA > 0 ana1 / e N wrf/i A/;,A > Ci «nrf 1 < 7;,A < 1 + c2 tóe following holds: 

logg ^ (A ) 47i,A - 7?iA - 3 - 2 l og7u , n , Q, 

(1.14) ) 

a s 7 - > l,, (1-15) 

suchh that (1.13) states that under the conditions of Theorem 1.2, N ~ Poisson(A), and 
forr 7/,n -» 1 

logPfL jv^ / ]]  1 
^ 33 = - - + ef,A + 0 ( 7 ( , A - l) (1-16) 

holds. . 

1.22 Incorporatin g an estimate of Baik, Deift, and Johansson 

Ourr proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on an estimate in [3]. We first quickly indicate how to 
translatee questions about longest increasing subsequences into problems about orthonor-
mall  polynomials to which the techniques in [3] and [12] apply. More precise explanations 
cann be found in [12] and in [3]. 
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Itt is convenient to study the Poissonized quantity L,y first, Ar ~ Poisson(A). Once 
wee have obtained the moderate deviation behavior for Lj\, we derive that of Ln by a 
de-Poissonizationn procedure. Roughly speaking, we compare LM with varying Poisson 
parameterss A with Ln. A is chosen such that n lies typically in the central regime or 
thee moderate deviation regime of the Poisson variable N; this allows us to separate 
moderatee deviation effects caused by atypically small values of N from those caused by 
permutationss with an unusually short longest increasing subsequence. The details are 
describedd in Section 3. 

Thee reason why the Poissonization helps is an identity by Gessel [7]: 

<MA)=e"AA-i(A) ,, (1.17) 

wheree Dt-i(\) is an I x I Toeplitz determinant: 

A-i(A )) = det ( fW e-^-J)0e2^os0^\ (1 1 8) 

Baik,, Deift, and Johansson [3] analyze ^pi(X) by examining the asymptotics of Df_i(A) 
whenn A —> oo and / ~ 2\/A- The above Toeplitz determinants are related to certain 
orthogonall  polynomials: let 

i i 

PiAz)PiAz) = Y, KiAW, KJ(A) := K/,i(A) > 0 (1.19) 

bee the /th orthonormal polynomial with respect to the weight, function e
2 v / A c o s ö^ on the 

unitt circle, i.e., 

/ : : PiAe^pUePiAe^pUe1010^^00300030^-^- = h,k, h k > 0, (1.20) 
Z7T T 

wheree 6i,k denotes Kronecker's delta. Then one can show (see (1.24) in [3]) 

"?«« = W < (L21) 

whichh leads to (see (1-25) in [3]) 

logg *i(A ) = £ log KI(X). (1.22) 
k=l k=l 

Baik,, Deift, and Johansson [3] connect K\(X) to the solution of certain 2 x 2-matrix 
Riemann-Hilbertt problems. As we will just use one of Baik, Deift, and Johansson's 
estimates,, but (other than in [12]) not the Riemann-Hilbert techniques themselves, we 
willl  refrain from explaining them here in detail and just refer the interested reader to the 
explanationss in [3] and [12]. 

Withh the help of these Riemann-Hilbert techniques, Baik, Deift, and Johansson [3] 
derivee (among others) the following estimate: 
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L e m m aa 1.1. (See [3], Lemma 6.3., par t (i i) ) For some positive constants c4, c5 

(sufficiently(sufficiently large) and c2 (sufficiently small), the following holds: if A > 0 and q € N 
fulfill fulfill 

oror equivalently 

then then 

withwith an error term 

11 + c5q^3 < <7,,A < 1 + c2 (1.23) 

A/,,AA > c5 and 7,iA < 1 + c2, (1-24) 

«J .!!  = cxp{g(-7,,A + log7,,A + l)}7,;J / 2c^'*  (1-25) 

Kx\Kx\ < , °4
 n < 1. (1-26) 

Notee that q{lq,\ - 1) is large if (1.23) holds and c5 is large enough. 

Thee rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.2. 
Sectionn 3 contains the de-Poissonization procedure which allows us to derive the moderate 
deviationss of Ln from those of LN. In an appendix we show that our moderate deviation 
resultt is compatible with the CLT derived in [3]. 

22 Summation 

Thiss section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. As a main ingredient we use Lemma 
1.1.. Positive constants Cj keep their meaning globally during the whole article. If c, 
dependss on an additional parameter, this is denoted explicitly. 

ProofProof of Theorem 1.2. In Lemma 1.1 above, we may assume without loss of generality 
thatt c5 > 1, and c2 < 1/4. We set Ci := 2c5 > 2. Let / and A fulfil l the hypothesis of 
Theoremm 1.2. Then 

AA = lUMU%* ~ l)~"/A *  cic2"3/4- (2-1) 

Ass a consequence of (1.22), 

l o g ^ == E log^UA) (2.2) 

holdss for all b > I, b <E N. 
Wee choose a "reference point" 6 e N, such that Mb,\ 6 [c5, ci[; such a number b exists: 

too see this, one observes M x̂ — A1/3 > ci, M2^x = 0 < c5, and for q <G [v% 2\/A]: 
\dM\dMqtXqtX/dq\/dq\ < (2/3)\q-  ̂ + \{'2q-V3\ < 4A" 1/6/3 '< 1 < c5 = |[c5,Ci[|. Furthermore, 
M^\M^\ < Ci < Mi,A implies I < b. As a consequence of M/iA > C5, M&,A > c5, and 
76,AA < 7I,A < 1 + c2, the hypothesis (1.24) is fulfilled for q = I and q = b. Hence, using the 
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monotonicityy of q »-> M9]> and g H-> 7, ,̂ this hypothesis is fulfilled for all q e [/, 6], too. 
Fromm the formulas (2.2) and (1.25) we obtain: 

// \ \ b 1 **  ^ 

logg | ^ y - J ] 9(-7,,A + log7„,A + 1) - 2 S l o S ^ + X ! <V' (2-3) 
WW ' q=i+l  q=l+i  q=l+l 

Wee examine the first sum on the right-hand side of (2.3), using the trapezoidal rule with 
errorr estimates: 

withh ƒ <EC2[/,è] and 

K{x)K{x) :=  - {x});  (2.5) 

heree {x} = x — max{n 6 Z : n < x} denotes the fractional part of x. We get 

6 6 

J2J2 s(-79,A + log79lA + l) (2.6) 
q=t+l q=t+l 

== 2^/X f (X-i-JÏ-iog-E-) dx 
JtJt \2VX 2VX 2y/\J 

hh,, , ^  I, , , fb K(x) , 
+ Ö ( ~ 7MM  + log76,A + 1) - Ö(~7/,A + log 7^ + 1) - ƒ —  ̂ dx 

22 2 Ji x 

==  A (47^ " 3 \ x ~ 2%l l o§ 7/,A " 4767A + 3XA 2 + 27^ log 7 M) 

+-(log7MM + l)-x(log7/,A + l ) - / —^-dx. 22 2 J, x 

Usingg 0 < AT(x) < |, we see 

Too estimate the second term on the right-hand side of (2.3) we note that 

n v = r i ^ = ( 2 > A r £ .. (2.8) 
q=l+lq=l+l  q=l+l 

Usingg Stirling's formula n\ = y/2nnn+1^e-n+e(-n">  with l i m ^ ^ 9(n) = 0, we obtain 

b b 

[ JJ 7,,A - (2v/A)^'efr-'/'+1/26-6-I/2eö(/)-^), (2.9) 
9=*+l l 
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andd we conclude 

b b 

-\-\ È i o ^ = V i o g ( 2 v / x ) - G + 1 ) i o g / +G + \ ) i ° g b (2io) 

i-bi-b 9(b)-e(i) 

22 2 

== 2<l o g 7' 'A + ^ " 2^°g 7 M + 1) + 4 log j + 2

Finallyy we estimate the sum of the error terms in (2.3), using (1.26) and 2\/A - b — 

< ( 7 MM " 1)"1/2 > 1: 

EE °<̂  << y —- = T c4 4 

^ 9 ( 7 ^ - 1 ) ) 
q=i+l l 

2\/A A 
<< 2c, 

/ ' ' 

</</ / 

2 v / A --
(2.1i; ; 

nn , 2\/A-/ 2 , I n , M,A 
== 2 C 4 l 0 g2 7 X^  = 3C 4 l o gï + 2 C 4 l 0 gA4l 

Combiningg (2.6), (2.7), (2.10), and (2.11) with (2.3), we get: 

¥>i(A) ) 
log g 

<A(A) ) 
(2.12) ) 

== A (47,7A " 37,7A - 277A2 log 7u - 4767A1 + 3 7^ + 2^2
X log 7 M ) + </, 6, A), 

withh an error term bounded by 

k ( / , M ) ll  < (l + c4) log g ++ 2c4 log g JW-A A 

Af M M 
+ + 

9(1)9(1) - 0(b) 
<< c6 + 2c4 log Ai,,A (2.13) 

forr some positive constant c6; note that b/l — %\/fybi\ E [1/2,2]. We estimate the b-
dependentt part in (2.12) using A = 7&,A^63,A(7M - l )~3/4: 

A|l-47t7i+37f c7A22 + 2767A2log7k,A| = M*y 
762A-47MM + 3 + 21og7M | 

4(7*,AA " I ) 3 

<< c-Mlx<c7c\ (2.14) ) 

forr some constant c7 > 0; here we have used the convergence in (1.15) as well as 76]A E 
[1,5/4].. Using our notation, part (iii ) of Lemma 7.1. in [3] states the following: 

Theree is a constant c§ > 0, such that for all sufficiently large M > 0 there is C(M) > 0, 
soo that for all A > 0 and q E N with -M < Mq,\ < M we have 

| log^_!(A)) - logJP(21/3M g,A )| < C(M)<T1 /3 + c8e-(JW/2)3/2: (2.15) ) 

seee also the last line of the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [3] (page 1170). Here F denotes the 
distributionn function of the Tracy-Widom distribution. 

Ass a consequence of (2.15), there is a constant c9 > 0 such that 

logiplogipbb(X)\(X)\ < c9; (2.16) ) 
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too see this, one may choose q — b+ 1 in (2.15), then use that 0 < Mb+i,\ < M M < cu and 
finallyfinally  use that | logF| is bounded on bounded intervals. The estimates (2.12), (2.13), 
(2.14),, (2.16) and MltX > d > 1 together imply 

log^(A)) = A( - 1 + 4 7^ ~ 3\x ~ 2\A 2 I °S7 ; ,A) + Mfci,x, (2.17) 

withh some error term e x̂ bounded by (1.14) for some constant c3 > 0. Hence the claim 
(1.13)) follows, using the fact A = 7(%A^A(7J,A - I ) - 3 / 4 , and we have proved Theorem 1.2. 

D D 

33 De-Poissonization 

Wee split the de-Poissonization considerations into two parts: an upper and a lower esti-
mate.. For the upper bound, we use a result of Baik, Deift, and Johansson, while for the 
lowerr bound, we compare Ln with LN, N ~ Poisson(A), with varying values of A. Let 

qi,n-=V[Lqi,n-=V[L nn<l]<l]  (3.1) 

denotee the cumulative distribution function of Ln. We start with the upper bound: 

Lemmaa 3.1. There exist positive constants c10, cu, ci2 such that f or alln G N and I € N, 
// < n, satisfying Mitn > cn and 1 < 7i n < 1 + c2 

~M^~M^  ~ ^ T MK2 ~ ( } 

Proo// By Lemma 8.3 of [3], there exist ci3 > 0 and ci 2 > > 2ci (sufficiently large) such 
thatt for all n > ci 2 and all / E N, / < n: 

Qi,nQi,n < ci3(pi(n - y/n). (3.3) 

Lett / and n fulfil l the hypothesis of the lemma. Using 7^ = 2y/n/l > 1 we conclude 
nn > l2/A = M£n{%n - l ) ^ 3 / 4 > CLC2"3/4 > ci2- Hence we can apply (3.3): Taking 
logarithmss on both sides of the inequality and dividing by Mfn we obtain 

logft.nn < loggia , \og<fi(n- y /n ) - log^ (n) , log(pt(w) /Q .x 

M3,, " JWJ. ^ n ^ T ' (3-4) 

Notee that 

M ' n - ^^ = (2^/n - Vn~ - l\ r1 = ( 2 ^ - / - ft,)3/"1 (3.5) 

withh some 6n e [1,2]. Together with 

2v/^^ - / = ll/3M^n > 2d > 4 > 2<5n (3.6) 

thiss implies 

11 A/ i |W_^ _ 7l,n-y/5-l , . 
2 "" M,,„  7 u - l " [ ] 
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Inn particular, it follows that A / u _ ^ > M ( i „/ 2 > ci2/2 > cx and 1 < %n_  ̂< %n < 
11 + c2. Let 

11 4 7 - 7 2 - 3 - 2 1 o g7 

^ > : = 66 + 4 ( 7 ^ )3 ' 

Byy (1.15), there exists a constant ci 4 > 0 such that 

b ( 7 ) | < c1 4 ( 7 - l ) ) 

(3.8) ) 

(3.9) ) 

holdss for 1 < 7 < 1 + c2. With the help of Theorem 1.2 we estimate the second term on 
thee right-hand side of (3.4): 

lt)g<fl(w-- y/n) - log <pt(n) _ Mtn-^i ~ Mln Mln~yfi 

Ml Ml 6M 3 3 

l.n l.n 

+ + ML ML 
::Pl,n-^,Pl,n-^, ~ Pt,n (3.10) 

withh an error term pi>n := <^m + #(7/,m) satisfying 

\Pl,m\\Pl,m\ < CsM  ̂ log Mljm + Cl4(%m - l ) , 171 € {u - y/n, Ti). 

Byy (3.5), (3.6), and 2^H - I = lV3Ml>n = M* n
2(7i,n - l ) " 1 / 2 > M  ̂ we obtain 

MfMf  r - ™3 

l,n—l,n—y'n y'n 

-- M*n 

6M,3„ „ 

(2y/h~-l-6(2y/h~-l-6nn))
33-(2y/ïi-iy -(2y/ïi-iy 

6 ( 2v / n - 03 3 

forr some constant ci 5 > 0. Using (3.7), (3.11), the bound 

MMïl^°%ïl^°%MMi,n-^i,n-  ̂ < 8M^3 log M u , 

andd the monotonicity o f m ^ %m, we conclude 

<< ci5 < Cis 

2y/n-l~2y/n-l~ Mffn
2 

MfMf  r 
7%7% Pl,n—-y/n 

MM t t l,n l,n 
++  lft.nl < $c3Mr*  log Mt,n + 2ci4(7i,n - 1). 

(3.11) ) 

(3.12) ) 

(3.13) ) 

(3.14) ) 

Combiningg (3.10), (3.12), and (3.14) with (3.4), we obtain (3.2) for some cu > 0 and 
Cioo := 2c i4 . 

D D 

L e m maa 3.2. For every fixed number 0 < a < 1/2 there is a constant Cie(a) > 0, such 
thatthat for every TI, I 6 N with 0 < 7 ^ - 1 < ci6(a) and Mn>i > Ci we /ioue 

- ^ 3 —— >—TF3 c1 7( 7 , ,n - l ) - c i s— 
ML ML 

1 , 71 1 

ML ML 
(3.15) ) 

twifftt positive constants ci 7 and Cis independent of a. 

ProofProof of Lemma 3.2. We choose a fixed number 0 < a <  1/2. Given n and / such 
thatt 0 < 7/,n - 1 < c2/2 and Afn,j > Ci holds, we define £ := (7,^ - 1)1+Q e]0,1] and set 

http://lft.nl
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AA := (1 + £ ) n. For fi > 0 we denote by PM the Poisson measure on N0 with parameter [A, 
andd we denote by N the identity map on N0. Furthermore we set 

vv  ^ ( n ) = en-xXnn-n = exp{n(log(l + £) - £)}  e [e~n* 2/2, e "n ^ 4 ] . (3.16) 

Forr fixed /, the map n H-> q n̂ is monotonically decreasing. Using this and the fact that 
thee density dFn/dF\ is monotonically decreasing (because n < A), we obtain 

==  EA 

(3.17) ) 

i ii  d¥n 

qiqi^^ ll~~vvdTdTx x 

>E>EX X QI,NQI,N [ l - v 
dPn dPn 
dFdFx x 

==  EA [qliN]  - vE„  [qltN]  = <pt(X) - v<pt{n) 

Thee heuristic idea behind the remaining part of the proof is that (pi(X) is "close" to 
<Pt(n)<Pt(n) in the sense that (fii(X)/ifi(n)  is "close" to 1 (on a rather rough scale), and e~n  ̂ /4 

iss "close" to 0. 
Wee observe that 7,,A - 1 = %n\/l + £ - 1 < 7/,„  - 1 + £%n/2 < %n - 1 + f = 

(11 + (7*,n - l)a)(7/,n - 1) < 2(7J,„  - 1) < C2 and M^\ > Mj >n > ci. Hence the assumptions 
off  Theorem 1.2 are satisfied for /, n and /, A. We estimate 

M,r>> 7i,n - 1 

Byy Theorem 1.2, (3.8/3.9), and the above estimates, we obtain 

(3.18) ) 

W(A)) f^?»/ ' , M u 
J ^  ̂ = exp j - ^ I 1 - ^ 1 + g{n,x)MtiX - g(%n)Mftn + eltXMf%x - €ljnMf,n 

>>  exp {-c 17M ;
3

n(7i,„  - 1)° - c19 log M , n }  (3.19) 

forr some positive constants C17 and C19. Substituting this in (3.17) and using 

^ - T ^ U - l ) 5 5 

wee get: 

Qt,nQt,n > (exp{-Ci7M/; n(7i,„  - 1)° - ci9logM,,B}  - e " " ^ 4 ) w ( n ) 

7?,„ „ 
== 1 - exp {  M ^ - ^ ( 7 i , n - I ) ' 0 " 1 + ci7(7(,n - 1)° + e» 

16 6 

logg M f,n 

expp {-c 17M^(7f,n - 1)Q - CiglogM/,4 <p,(n). 

(3.20) ) 

(3.21) ) 

Wee observe: there is a positive constant Cio(a) (sufficiently small) such that the assump-
tionss MifU > c\ and 0 < 7(,n — 1 < C\%{a) imply 

MlMl  ~^(%n ~ i ) 2 0" 1 + cn(7<,n " 1)° + C19 
logg Mi,n 

Ml Ml 
<<  - 1 . (3.22) ) 
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Notee that cu{lt,n ~ 1)Q + CigA/,^3 log Ml<n is bounded by a constant and (7,]B - 1 )2Q : can 
bee made arbitrarily large by choosing c16(a) sufficiently small because 2a- 1 < 0. Hence, 
byy (3.21), 

Qt,nQt,n > exp{-c17A/ i
3

Tl(7/]n - I ) 0 - c1 9 l o g M u - l}<Pi{n), 

andd thus we get the claim (3.15) for some constant ci8 > c^. 

Wee combine the upper and lower de-Poissonization estimates: 

Theo remm 3.1. As M n̂ — oo and 7/,„  \ 1 (independently of each other), 

(3.23) ) 

D D 

logg ft,n (3.24) ) 

MoreMore precisely, we have the following speed of convergence: for every fixed a €]0, l /2[ , 
therethere exist positive constants c20, c2i , c22, and c23(a) such that for all natural numbers 
II  < n with 1 < 7(,„  < 1 + C2 3(Q) and M n̂ > c22 the following holds: 

logg gi,w ]

Aft ,, 6 
-3 /2 2 

< C 2 0 ( 7 ( , n - l )OO + C2 lM, i B
J / ' . (3.25; ; 

ProofProof of Theorem 3.1. The theorem is an immediate consequence of the Lemmata 3.1, 

3.2,, and Theorem 1.2. 

D D 

ProofProof of Theorem 1.1. Given fixed numbers t > 0 and r\ e]0, l /3[ , we define l(n) 

implicitl yy by the equation 

„1/6 6 

(Inn general /(n) ^ N, however, this causes no serious problem.) Using 

Ml,Ml,nn = 2 ^ n i - * i ^ oc 

(3.26) ) 

(3.27) ) 

and d 

11 < 7/^ 1 r>  1-7/(n),n n (3.28) ) 

thee claim (1.9) follows from Theorem 3.1. 

D D 
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44 Appendix: Asymptotic behavior of the Tracy-Wi-
domm distribution 

Evenn though the lower tail asymptotics of the Tracy-Widom distribution seems to be well 
known,, we could not find a reference. Therefore we briefly describe it here. 

Lemmaa 4.1. 

F(t)F(t) = exp (j- + o(|*|)) for t - -oo (4.1) 

Proof.Proof. Recall that u denotes the solution of the Painlevé II equation given by (1.5). It 
iss known (see for example [5], Theorem 1.28) that there exist constants c24,c25 > 0 such 
that t 

uu22(x)(x) < c2ie~x for all x > -c25 (4.2) 

2/-_\\ _ x , e(x) uu (x) = — - -\ 2~ for all x < —c25 with sup \e(x)\ < c24. (4.3) 

Byy Definition (1.6) of the Tracy-Widom distribution, 

(x(x - t)u2(x)dx. (4.4) 

Wee write the last integral for t < — C25 as a sum of two integrals splitting the domain of 
integrationn into the two intervals [£, — c.25] and ] — C25, 00[. Using (4.2) we obtain 

/

OOOO P OO 

(arr - t)u2(x)dx < c24 / (|ar| + \t\)e~xdx = 0(\t\) as t -» -00. (4.5) 
-C255 J-C2S 

Usingg (4.3) we obtain 

-- / C2\x - t)u\x)dx = / ^X~^Xdx + 7(t) - \- + I(t) (4.6) 
JtJt Jt 2 12 

with h 

"C255 (x-t)x,\ I rC 25 (x-t)e(x) i r // M rC 25 (x-t)x , f rfo: rfo: == 0(|t|) as t -+ -00. (4.7) 

D D 

Baik,, Deift, and Johansson's nonstandard central limit theorem together with Lemma 
4.11 imply (1.7). This asymptotics is also compatible with Theorem 3.1. 
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Summary y 

Inn this thesis, random walks in different types of stochastic surroundings are studied. 
Chapterr 1 surveys the results of the thesis and gives some background on the topic. In 
Chapterss 2-4, edge-reinforced random walks are considered. The process is a nearest-
neighborr random walk on a locally finite graph. All edges are given strictly positive 
numberss as weights. In each step, the random walker traverses an edge incident to her 
currentt location with probability proportional to its weight. Each time an edge is tra-
versed,, its weight is increased by 1. Chapter 2 contains limit theorems for the normalized 
occupationn time an spent on the edges of a finite graph and for the joint distribution of 
aann and the normalized cycle numbers. In both cases, the limiting distributions are given 
explicitly.. This improves a result stated by Coppersmith and Diaconis. 

Ass a corollary it is proved in Chapter 3 that edge-reinforced random walk on a finite 
graphh has the same distribution as a random walk in random environment wThere the 
environmentt is given by random weights on the edges distributed according to the limiting 
distributionn of an. Furthermore, Chapter 3 contains a characterization of edge-reinforced 
randomm walk. Let Z be a nearest-neighbor random walk on a 2-edge-connected graph. 
Supposee Z is partially exchangeable in the sense that the probability of a finite path 
dependss only on the starting point and the number of transition counts for all non-directed 
edges.. Furthermore, assume that the conditional probabilities to traverse edge e in the 
nextt step depend only on the current location v, the edge e, the local time accumulated at 
thee vertex v, and the number of times e has been traversed in the past. If in addition some 
naturall  technical conditions hold, then Z is either an edge-reinforced random walk or a 
non-reinforcedd random walk. In case the graph G is not 2-edge-connected, G decomposes 
intoo 2-edge-connected components such that any process Z with the above properties is 
essentiallyy an edge-reinforced or a non-reinforced random walk on any 2-edge-connected 
componentt of G. 

Inn Chapter 4, directed-edge-reinforced random walk is studied. The process is defined 
onn a directed locally finite graph. All directed edges are given weights. In each step, 
thee process traverses a directed edge pointing from her current location to a nearest-
neighborr vertex. Each time a directed edge is traversed, its weight is increased by 1. It 
iss shown that on any graph the process has the same distribution as a random walk in 
randomm environment where the environment is given by independent Dirichlet distributed 
transitionn probabilities at the vertices. A characterization of recurrence and transience 
forr a random walk in random environment o n Z xG for any finite graph G with all edges 
directedd is obtained. Whether recurrence or transience occurs depends on the sign of two 
Lyapunovv exponents of certain i.i.d. random matrices. It is shown that a symmetry of 
thee distribution of the environment is sufficient for recurrence. In particular, recurrence 
forr directed-edge-reinforced random walk on Z x G with all initial weights equal follows. 
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Chapterss 5 and 6 contain work on random walks in a random scenery. The stochastic 
surroundingss do not influence the transition probabilities, but the walker observes the 
scenery.. A scenery is an i.i.d. coloring £ :— (£(~);2 G Z) of the integers with finitely 
manyy colors. Let S := (5^; A; € No) be a recurrent random walk on Z, independent of £. 
Thee scenery observed along the random walk path is the process x : = (£(£*);£ £ N0). 
Supposee the random walk has i.i.d. finitely supported increments. Assume that maximal 
jumpp lengths to the left and to the right agree and the random walk can reach every 
integerr with positive probability. Assume furthermore that there are strictly more colors 
thann single steps for the random walk. In Chapter 6, it is shown that a finite piece of 
sceneryy of length / around the origin can be reconstructed up to reflection and a small 
translationn from the first p(l) observations \o, \ i ,  , XP(i)-i  with high probability; here 
pp is a polynomial and the probability that the reconstruction is done correctly converges 
too 1 as the length / tends to infinity . 

Inn Chapter 5, the scenery reconstruction problem is studied in the case there are some 
errorss in the observations. Let £ and S satisfy the same assumptions as above. The 
observationss with errors are defined as follows: At time k the random walker observes 
thee color £(Sjt) at her present location with probability 1 — <5, whereas she observes an 
errorr Yk with probability 6. The occurrences of the errors are i.i.d. and Y := (Yk; k £NQ) 
iss assumed to be stationary and ergodic. I t is proved that the reconstruction is possible 
forr all 6 sufficiently small. More precisely, almost all sceneries can be reconstructed from 
thee observations with errors up to reflection and translation for almost all random walk 
paths. . 

Chapterr 7 contains work on up-right paths in a Poissonian field. In this model, the 
stochasticc surroundings are given by a Poisson process with constant intensity 1 in the 
planee and the walk is determined by the stochastic surroundings. Given a fixed confi-
gurationn to of the Poisson process, an up-right path is a path from (0,0) to (1,1) which 
connectss piecewise linearly points in u in such a way that the path moves only upwards 
andd to the right. If there are precisely n points in [0, l ] 2, then these points induce a 
permutationn TT on { 1 , 2 , . .. , n} (one orders the x- and ^/-coordinates of the n points 
andd sets ir{i)  equal to the order number of the y-coordinate of the point with the zth 

x-coordinate).. Conditioned on having JI points in [0, l ] 2, the induced permutation IT is 
chosenn uniformly at random from the permutation group §„. 

Ann up-right path induces an increasing subsequence in IT, i.e. a sequence 1 < t'i < ii  < 
 £: ü < ft with 7r(ii) < TT(Ï2) < . .. < 7r(ïjt). The length of a longest increasing subse-

quencequence of 7T is denoted by Ln(ir). In the terminology of up-right paths, Ln{ir)  equals the 
maximumm number of points in an up-right path. The object of interest is the asymptotic 
behaviorr of Ln(ir)  as n tends to infinity. Chapter 7 contains a moderate deviation princi-
plee for the lower tail probabilities of Ln. This concerns the regime between the lower tail 
largee deviation regime and the central limi t regime. This result together with an article 
off  Löwe and Merkl provides a complete picture of the moderate deviation principle for 
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Inn dit proefschrift worden stochastische wandelingen in verschillende stochastische omge-
vingenn bestudeerd. Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een overzicht van de resultaten van het proefschrift 
enn bevat achtergrondinformatie over het onderwerp. De hoofdstukken 2-4 gaan over kant-
versterkteversterkte stochastische wandelingen. Dit zijn naaste-buur stochastische wandelingen op 
eenn lokaal eindige graaf. Elke kant heeft een strikt positief getal als gewicht. In elke 
stapp doorloopt de stochastische wandelaar een kant die verbonden is met zijn huidige 
locatie,, met een kans evenredig aan het gewicht van de kant. Elke keer dat een kant 
doorlopenn is, wordt zijn gewicht met één opgehoogd. Hoofdstuk 2 bevat een limietstelling 
voorr de frequentie an waarmee de kanten van een eindige graaf doorlopen worden en 
eenn limietstelling voor de gezamenlijke verdeling van an en wat men de genormeerde 
cyclusgetallenn noemt. In beide gevallen worden de limietverdelingen expliciet aangegeven. 
Ditt verbetert een resultaat van Coppersmith en Diaconis. 

Alss gevolg wordt in hoofdstuk 3 bewezen dat een kant-versterkt e stochastische wan-
delingg op een eindige graaf dezelfde verdeling heeft als een stochastische wandeling in 
eenn stochastische omgeving; men krijgt die omgeving door op de kanten stochastische 
gewichtenn te leggen die dezelfde verdeling hebben als de limiet van an. Bovendien be-
vatt hoofdstuk 3 de volgende karakterisering van kant-versterkte stochastische wandelin-
gen.. Zij Z een naaste-buur stochastische wandeling op een 2-kant-samenhangende graaf. 
Veronderstell  dat Z partieel verwisselbaar is; dit betekent dat de kans van een eindig pad 
alleenn afhangt van het uitgangspunt van het pad en van het aantal keren dat de kanten 
inn een bepaalde richting doorlopen worden. Verder nemen we aan dat de voorwaardelijke 
kanss om de kant e in de volgende stap te doorlopen alleen afhangt van de huidige locatie 
v,v, de kant e, de lokale tijd in het punt v en het aantal keren dat de kant e in het verleden 
doorlopendoorlopen is. Als daarnaast nog aan enige technische, maar natuurlijke voorwaarden 
voldaann is, dan is Z óf een kant-versterkte stochastische wandeling óf een niet versterkte 
stochastischee wandeling. In het geval dat de graaf G niet 2-kant-samenhangend is, valt G 
uiteenn in 2-kant-samenhangende componenten, zodat elk proces Z met bovengenoemde 
eigenschappen,, op elke 2-kant-samenhangende component van G óf een kant-versterkte 
stochastischee wandeling is óf een niet versterkte stochastische wandeling. 

Inn hoofdstuk 4 worden kant-versterkte stochastische wandelingen op een lokaal eindige 
gerichtee graaf bestudeerd. Elke gerichte kant heeft een gewicht. In elke stap doorloopt, de 
wandelaarr een gerichte kant die van zijn huidige locatie naar een aangrenzend punt leidt. 
Nadatt een gerichte kant doorlopen is, wordt zijn gewicht met één opgehoogd. We laten 
zienn dat het proces op elke graaf dezelfde verdeling heeft als een stochastische wandeling 
inn een stochastische omgeving; de omgeving bestaat uit onafhankelijke, Dirichletverdeelde 
overgangskansenn op de punten. Verder geven we een karakterisering van de terugkerende 
enn de voorbijgaande stochastische wandelingen in een stochastische omgeving op Z x G, 
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waarbijj  G een eindige, gerichte graaf is. Of de wandeling terugkerend of voorbijgaand 
is,, hangt af van het teken van twee Lyapunovexponenten van zekere onafhankelijke en 
gelijkk ver deelde random matrices. Wij laten zien dat een bepaalde symmetrie-eigenschap 
vann de verdeling van de omgeving voldoende is voor terugkerendheid. In het bijzonder 
volgtt hieruit dat iedere gerichte-kant-versterkte stochastische wandeling o p Z xG met 
gelijkee gewichten op alle kanten terugkerend is. 

StochastischeStochastische wandelingen in een stochastisch landschap zijn het onderwerp van de 
hoofdstukkenn 5 en 6. De stochastische omgeving heeft geen invloed op de overgangskansen, 
maarr de wandelaar neemt het landschap waar. Een landschap is een onafhankelijke en 
gelijkverdeeldee kleuring £ := (£(2); z € Z) van de gehele getallen met eindig veel kleuren. 
Wee laten verder S :— (Sk]k e N0) een terugkerende stochastische wandeling zijn op Z, 
onafhankelijkk van de kleuring £. Het landschap dat de wandelaar waarneemt, is het proces 
XX := (£{Sk)]k e N0). Aangenomen wordt, dat de stochastische wandeling onafhankelijke 
enn gelijkverdeelde incrementen met een eindige drager heeft. Verder nemen we aan dat de 
maximalee spronglengten van de stochastische wandelaar naar links en naar rechts gelijk 
zijnn en dat de wandelaar elk getal met een positieve kans kan bereiken. Tenslotte veron-
derstellenn we dat het aantal kleuren strikt groter is dan het aantal verschillende stappen 
datt de wandelaar kan doen. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt nu het volgende bewezen. Gegeven de 
eerstee p(l) waarnemingen Xo,Xi>--- >Xp(/)-i ^an e en em(i i g stuk van het landschap met 
lengtee / in de buurt van de oorsprong met een grote kans gereconstrueerd worden. Hierbij 
iss p een polynoom en de kans dat de reconstructie correct is, convergeert naar 1 als de 
lengtee / naar oneindig gaat. De reconstructie bepaalt het landschap op een spiegeling en 
eenn kleine verschuiving na. 

Inn hoofdstuk 5 wordt het reconstructieprobleem voor toevallige landschappen bestu-
deerdd voor het geval dat er fouten in de waarnemingen zijn. We nemen weer aan dat f en 
SS de bovengenoemde eigenschappen hebben. De waarnemingen met fouten zijn als volgt 
gedefinieerd:: op tijdstip k ziet de stochastische wandelaar met kans 1 - 6 de kleur £(Sfc) 
opp zijn huidige locatie, terwijl hij met kans 6 een fout Yk waarneemt. Het optreden van de 
foutenn is onafhankelijk en gelijkverdeeld en we nemen aan dat het proces Y :=  (Yk; k £ N0) 
stationairr en ergodisch is. Er wordt bewezen dat de reconstructie mogelijk is zolang de 
kanss 6 voldoende klein is: bijna alle landschappen kunnen met de waarnemingen met 
fouten,, op een spiegeling en een verschuiving na, gereconstrueerd worden voor bijna alle 
padenn van de stochastische wandeling. 

Inn hoofdstuk 7 bestuderen we monotoon stijgende paden in een Poissonveld. In dit 
modell  is de stochastische omgeving een Poissonproces in het vlak met constante intensiteit 
1;; de wandeling wordt bepaald door de stochastische omgeving. 

Zijj  UJ een vaste configuratie van het Poissonproces. Een monotoon stijgend pad is een 
padd van (0,0) naar (1,1) dat een aantal punten in u) stuksgewijs lineair zodanig verbindt 
datt het pad zich alleen naar boven en naar rechts beweegt. Als er precies n punten in 
[0,, l] 2 zijn, dan induceren deze punten een permutatie x van {1,2,... , n} (men rangschikt 
dee x- en y-coördinaten van de n punten en stelt ir(i)  gelijk aan het rangnummer van de 
^/-coördinaat,, van het punt met de i-de ;r-coördinaat). Geconditioneerd op n punten in 
[0,, l] 2 is de geïnduceerde permutatie een toevallig gekozen element uit de permutatiegrocp 
Sn,, gekozen volgens de uniforme verdeling. 

Eenn monotoon stijgend pad induceert een stijgende deelrij in ir. Dat wil zeggen, er 
bestaann 1 < ii  < i2 < - - - < t*  < n met 7r(n) < *(i 2) < . .. < 7r(ifc). De lengte 
vann de langste stijgende deelrij in x wordt aangegeven met Ln{-K). In de terminologie 
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vann monotoon stijgende paden is Ln(ir)  gelijk aan het maximale aantal punten in een 
monotoonn stijgend pad. In hoofdstuk 7 bestuderen we het gedrag van Ln(it) als n naar 
oneindigg gaat. We bewijzen een moderate-afwijkingenprincipe voor de linkerstaartkansen 
vann Ln. Dit is het regime tussen het linkerstaart-grote-afwij kingenregime en het centrale-
limietregime.. Dit resultaat samen met een publicatie van Löwe en Merkl levert een volledig 
beeldd van het moderate-afwij kingenprincipe voor Ln. 
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